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Let Var be the category of complex algebraic varieties, Top that of nice topo-
logical spaces, Dab be the derived category of finite complexes of finitely generated
abelian groups. One has tensor functors Var → Top → Dab, the first assigns to a
variety its space equipped with the classical topology, the second one is the singu-
lar chain complex functor (the tensor structure for the first two categories is given
by the direct product). The basic objective of the motive theory is to fill in a
commutative square

(0.0)

Var → DM
↓ ↓

Top → Dab

where DM - the category of motives - is a rigid tensor triangulated category defined,
together with the upper horizontal arrow, in a purely geometric way (so that the
base field C can be replaced by any field), and the right vertical arrow is a tensor
triangulated functor (which absorbs all the transcendence of the singular chains).

The known constructions (due to Hanamura, Levine, and Voevodsky) proceed
by first embedding Var into a larger DG category, and then define DM as its
appropriate quotient. Voevodsky’s generators and relations are especially neat.
A rough idea: consider the localization of the DG category freely generated by
the category of topological manifolds modulo the relations that kill the complexes
of types Z[∆ × X] → Z[X] and Z[U ∩ V ] → Z[U ] ⊕ Z[V ] → Z[X] (here ∆ is an
interval, {U, V } is an open covering of X); the singular chains functor yields then an
equivalence between this toy category of “topological motives” and Dab. To define
DM, one formally imitates this construction in the algebro-geometric setting with
an important modification: mere combinations of true algebraic maps should be
replaced from scratch by a larger group of finite correspondences, i.e., multi-valued
maps (which is irrelevant in the topological setting).

What follows is a concise exposition of Voevodsky’s theory that covers principal
points of [Vo1–3] and [MVW] with the notable exception of comparison results
(relating the motivic cohomology with Bloch’s higher Chow groups and Milnor’s K-
groups, and the étale localized motives with finite coefficients with Galois modules,
see [MVW] 19.1, 5.1, [Vo2] 3.3.3). The more advanced subjects of A1-homotopy
theory, the proof of the Milnor-Bloch-Kato conjecture, and the array of motivic
hopes, are not touched.

We took time to spell out the basic constructions on the DG category level
(cf. [Bo]; [Vo2] and [MVW] consider mere triangulated category structure). For
the present material, this has limited advantage of making formulas like (4.4.1),
(4.4.2) possible, but seems to be necessary for some future developments (such as
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understanding of the motivic descent). The needed generalities are recalled in (the
lengthy) §1; we use concrete Keller’s construction of homotopy DG quotients (see
[K] and [Dr] §4) which suffices for immediate purposes. In truth, unfettered DG
functoriality requires better understanding of the world of DG categories (e.g. to
be able to determine a DG category à la Yoneda by the homotopy DG 2-functor it
represents); the work of Tamarkin [T] is a step in this direction.

We are grateful to Volodya Drinfeld and Andrey Suslin for teaching us, respec-
tively, DG categories and motives. Our deep thanks due to Volodya Drinfeld,
Dennis Gaitsgory, Madhav Nori, Chuck Weibel, and the referee for their generous
help in cleaning up the uncouth draft. This research was partially supported by
NSF grant DMS-0401164.

§1. Homological algebra recollections

The basic reference for triangulated categories is [Ve]; for the DG story it is [Dr].
The format of 1.3 helps to formulate Voevodsky’s main technical result (see 4.4).

1.1. Below R is a fixed commutative ring, say, R = Z. We play with R-
categories. Let A be one. For a full subcategory I ⊂ A its right orthogonal comple-
ment is I⊥ := {M ∈ A : Hom(N,M) = 0 ∀N ∈ I}; the left orthogonal complement
⊥I is defined in the dual way. We say that A is cocomplete if it is closed under
direct sums of arbitrary cardinality. For such an A, an object M ∈ A is said to be
compact if for every set of objects {Nα} one has ⊕Hom(M,Nα) ∼→ Hom(M,⊕Nα).

We denote by Aop the dual category; M 7→Mop is the contravariant “identity”
functor A→ Aop. Aκ is the idempotent completion (a.k.a. Karoubianization) of A.
For A essentially small, A-mod is the category of A-modules, i.e., R-linear functors
A→ R-mod (the category of R-modules); this is a cocomplete abelian R-category.

If D is a triangulated category, then such is Dκ (see [BS]).

1.2. Admissible subcategories. Let D be a triangulated (R-)category, I ⊂
D be a strictly full triangulated subcategory. I is said to be thick if any direct
summand of an object of I lies in I.

For M ∈ D a right I-localization triangle for M is an exact triangle MI
µ→M

ν→
MI⊥ with MI ∈ I and MI⊥ ∈ I⊥. If such a triangle exists, then it is unique (up to
a uniquely defined isomorphism). If it exists for every M ∈ D, then I is said to be
right admissible. This amounts to either of the following properties:

(i) The embedding functor i∗ : I → D admits right adjoint i! : D → I.

(ii) I is a thick subcategory of D, the Verdier quotient D/I is well defined, and
the projection functor j∗ : D → D/I admits right adjoint j∗ : D/I → D.

If this happens, then MI = i∗i
!M and MI⊥ = j∗j

∗M . Also I⊥ is a full triangu-
lated subcategory of D, I ∼→ ⊥(I⊥), the projection I⊥ → D/I is an equivalence of
categories, and j∗ is the composition of the inverse equivalence and the embedding
I⊥ ↪→ D. The endofunctor CI = j∗j

∗ of D, CI(M) = MI⊥ , equipped with the
morphism of functors ν = νI : IdD → CI , is called the (right) I-localization. Notice
that the pair (CI , νI) admits no non-trivial automorphisms

Example. Let X be a topological space, i : Y ↪→ X its closed subspace, j : U ↪→
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X the complement to Y . Let D be the derived category of sheaves of abelian groups
on X, and I that on Y . Then i∗ : I → D is a fully faithful functor whose essential
image is right admissible, and j∗ identifies D/I with the derived category of sheaves
on U . Same is true in the O- and D-module setting of algebraic geometry.

There is a dual notion of left admissible subcategory; I ↔ I⊥ is a 1-1 correspon-
dence between the “sets” of right and and left admissible subcategories of D. The
duality D 7→ Dop interchanges left and right admissible subcategories. The functors
(j∗, j∗, i∗, i!) for I⊥op ⊂ Dop are the same as functors (i∗, i!, j∗, j∗) for I ⊂ D.

Suppose we have a t-structure on D (see [BBD] 1.3), and let I ⊂ D be a right
admissible subcategory. The next lemma is due to D. Gaitsgory:

Lemma. (i) CI is left exact if and only if D/I admits a t-structure such that j∗

is exact. The latter t-structure is unique.

(ii) CI is right exact if and only if D/I admits a t-structure such that j∗ is
t-exact. The latter t-structure is unique. �

Exercise. Condition (i) for I ⊂ D implies (ii) for I⊥op ⊂ Dop (and the opposite
t-structure).

1.3. Compatibility. Two right admissible subcategories I1, I2 of D are said to
be compatible if every M ∈ D can be fitted into a commutative diagram

(1.3.1)

∗ → ∗ → ∗

↑ ↑ ↑

∗ → M → ∗

↑ ↑ ↑

∗ → ∗ → ∗

with exact rows and columns such that the bottom row lies in I1, the top row in
I⊥1 , the left column in I2, and the right column in I⊥2 . In other words, the columns
are (right) I1-localization triangles, and the rows are I2-localization ones.

Lemma. Compatibility of I1, I2 amounts to either of the next properties:

(i) For every M ∈ D there exist morphisms M0 → M1 → M such that M0 ∈
I1 ∩ I2, Cone(M0 →M1) ∈ (I1 ∩ I⊥2 )× (I⊥1 ∩ I2) ⊂ D, Cone(M1 →M) ∈ I⊥1 ∩ I⊥2 .

(ii) The I2-localization C2 = j2∗j
∗
2 preserves both I1 and I⊥1 .

(ii)′ The endofunctor i2∗i!2 preserves both I1 and I⊥1 .

(iii) C2 preserves I1, and C1 preserves I2.

(iii)′ i2∗i!2 preserves I1, and i1∗i!1 preserves I2.

(iv) The endofunctors C1C2 and C2C1 are isomorphic. �

Let I12 be the triangulated subcategory of D strongly generated by I1 and I2,
so I⊥12 = I⊥1 ∩ I⊥2 . If I1, I2 are compatible, then I12 is right admissible, the I12-
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localization functor C12 is canonically isomorphic to C1C2 and C2C1,1 and the pro-
jections I⊥1 /I

⊥
1 ∩ I2 ← I⊥1 ∩ I⊥2 → I⊥2 /I

⊥
2 ∩ I1 are equivalences.

Examples. (i) In the example of 1.2, the categories I = IY for various closed
Y ’s are pairwise compatible. (ii) If D is the derived category of D-modules on the
line A1, then the subcategory of D-modules supported at a point and its Fourier
transform are not compatible.

1.4. Cocomplete vs. small & Karoubian. The results of 1.4.1, 1.4.2 are due
to A. Neeman [N]; those of 1.4.3 to V. Drinfeld.

1.4.1. Let D be a triangulated category. For a diagram M0
i0→M1

i1→M2
i2→ . . .

in D we set hocolim(Ma, ia) := Cone(⊕Ma
ν→ ⊕Ma) where ν(ma) := ma− ia(ma).

Notice that, as cones do, the object hocolim(Ma, ia) is defined up to a non-canonical
isomorphism. There are canonical morphisms µa : Ma → hocolim(Ma, ia) such that
µa+1ia = µa; for every collection of morphisms φa : Ma → N such that φa+1ia = φa
there exists a morphism φ : hocolim(Ma, ia)→ N such that φµa = φa.

Lemma. If D is closed under countable direct sums, then D is Karoubian.

Proof. The image of an idempotent π ∈ EndM is Mπ := hocolim(Ma, ia), where
Ma ≡M , ia ≡ π, equipped with the structure maps Mπ →M induced from φa = π
and M →Mπ equal to µ0. �

Remark. According to [Th], arbitrary small triangulated categories can be de-
scribed in terms of Karoubian ones as follows. Let D be a small Karoubian trian-
gulated category. For a subgroup H of the Grothendieck group K(D) let DH ⊂ D
be the subcategory of objects whose classes lie in H. Then the map H 7→ DH is a
bijection between the set of subgroups of K(D) and that of strictly full triangulated
subcategories C ⊂ D such that Cκ = D.

1.4.2. For a class S of objects ofD the triangulated subcategory strongly generated
by S is the smallest strictly full triangulated subcategory 〈S〉 that contains S. If
D is cocomplete, then the triangulated subcategory generated by S is the smallest
strictly full triangulated subcategory of D that contains S and is closed under
arbitrary direct sums.

If I ⊂ D is a thick subcategory, then we set D/κI := (D/I)κ = (Dκ/Iκ)κ.

If D is a cocomplete triangulated category, then Dperf ⊂ D denotes the full
subcategory of compact, a.k.a. perfect, objects. This is a Karoubian subcategory.

Proposition. Suppose D is cocomplete and let S ⊂ D be a set of perfect objects.
Set Io := 〈S〉, and let I be the triangulated subcategory generated by S.

(i) I is right admissible, and Iperf = (Io)κ.

(ii) The category D/I is cocomplete, the adjoint functors (j∗, j∗) : D � D/I,
(i∗, i!) : I � D commute with arbitrary direct sums, and j∗(Dperf) ⊂ (D/I)perf.

(iii) If D is generated by a set of perfect objects, then Dperf/κIperf ∼→ (D/I)perf.

1Precisely, (C12, ν12) = (C1C2, ν1ν2) = (C2C1, ν2ν1).
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(iv) Every object of I can be represented as hocolim(Ma, ia) (see 1.4.1) where
M0 and each Cone(ia) are direct sums of translations of objects from S.

Proof. We can assume that S is closed with respect to translations: S[±1] = S.
Then S⊥ = I⊥.

(a) For M ∈ D let us construct a right I-localization triangle with MI as in (iv).

Suppose we have a diagram (Ma, ia), as in 1.4.1, in I and morphisms φa : Ma →
M such that φa+1ia = φa with the next property: If P ∈ S, then every morphism
ξ : P → M factors through φ0, and for every ψ : P → Ma such that φaψ = 0 one
has iaψ = 0. Set MI := hocolim(Ma, ia); let φ : MI → M be a morphism such

that φµa = φa. Then MI⊥ := Cone(φ) ∈ S⊥ = I⊥, so MI
φ→ M → MI⊥ is a right

I-localization triangle.

It remains to construct such a (Ma, ia, φa) with (Ma, ia) as in (iv). We do this
by induction. Choose φ0 : M0 → M so that M0 is a direct sum of objects in S
and every ξ as above factor through φ0. Given φa : Ma → M , we define Ma+1 as
Cone(ηa : Ca →Ma) where Ca is a direct sum of objects in S, φaηa = 0, and every
ψ as above factors through ηa. Then ia : Ma → Ma+1 is the evident morphism,
and φa+1 is any morphism Ma+1 →M such that φa+1ia = φa.

(b) Let us show that forM ∈ I every morphism θ : N →M withN ∈ Dperf∪Iperf

factors through an object of Io.

Let J ⊂ I be the subcategory of M ’s that satisfy this property. It contains Io

and is closed under translations and arbitrary direct sums. It remains to check that
J is closed under cones. Let ∆M = (M → M ′ → M ′′) be an exact triangle with
M ′,M ′′ ∈ J ; we want to show that M ∈ J . The composition N θ→M →M ′ factors
through some N ′ ∈ Io, so there is an exact triangle ∆N = (N → N ′ → N ′′) and
a morphism of triangles (θ, α, β) : ∆N → ∆M . Since N ′′ ∈ Dperf ∪ Iperf, one can
write β as composition N ′′ γ→ L

δ→ M ′′ where L ∈ Io. There is an exact triangle

∆L = (K → N ′ → L) and morphisms of triangles ∆N
(ε,idN′ ,γ)−→ ∆L

(ξ,α,δ)−→ ∆M . The

composition N ′′[−1] → N
θ−ξε−→ M (the first arrow comes from ∆N ) vanishes, so

θ − ξε factors through N ′ ∈ Io. Thus θ factors through N ′ ⊕K ∈ Io, q.e.d.

(c) Applying (b) to idN , N ∈ Iperf, we see that Iperf = (Io)κ; we have proved
(i). Since the direct sum in D of an arbitrary family of objects of I⊥ lies in
S⊥ = I⊥, we get (ii). Let us prove (iii). It follows from (b) that the functor
Dperf/Iperf → (D/I)perf ⊂ D/I is fully faithful. By (i) (with I replaced by D),
Dperf is essentially small. Its image generates D/I, so by (i) (with I replaced by
D/I, S by j∗(Dperf)), one has (Dperf/Iperf)κ = 〈j∗(Dperf)〉κ = (D/I)perf, q.e.d. �

1.4.3. Suppose D is a cocomplete triangulated category and Io1 , I
o
2 ⊂ Dperf

are two small full triangulated subcategories. Let I1, I2 ⊂ D be the triangulated
subcategories generated by Io1 , I

o
2 . By 1.4.2, I1, I2 are right admissible.

Proposition. I1, I2 are compatible if and only if the following condition holds:
Every morphism φ : M1 →M2, where Mi ∈ Ioi , can be represented as a composition
M1 → N2 → N1 →M2 with Ni ∈ Ioi , and the same is true if we interchange Ioi .
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Proof. (i) Suppose I1, I2 are compatible; let us check the condition. Write

φ as the composition M1
ψ→ P → M2 where P := i1∗i

!
1M2. Since P ∈ I2 and

M1 ∈ Dperf, by part (b) of the proof in 1.4.2, we can write ψ as a composition
M1 → N2

χ→ P with N2 ∈ Io2 . Similarly, since P ∈ I1 and N2 ∈ Dperf, χ can be
written as a composition N2 → N1 → P with N1 ∈ Io1 , and we are done.

(ii) Suppose the condition holds; let us show that I1, I2 are compatible. By
1.3(iii)′, it suffices to check that for any F ∈ I2 the object P := i1∗i

!
1F lies in I2.

We will prove that any morphism θ : M → P with M ∈ Dperf factors through
an object of I2. This implies the claim. Indeed, replacing D by the subcategory
generated by I1, I2, we can assume thatD is generated byDperf. By 1.4.2(ii), P ∈ I2
iff for any M ′ ∈ Dperf one has HomD/I2(M

′, P ) = 0. Any morphism M ′ → P in
D/I2 can be lifted to a morphism θ : M → P in D, where M := Cone(ξ)[−1] for
some ξ : M ′ → N , N ∈ I2; by part (b) of the proof in 1.4.2, we can assume that
N ∈ Io2 , so M ∈ Dperf, and θ vanishes in D/I2 by the assertion, q.e.d.

By part (b) of the proof in 1.4.2, our θ : M → P factors through some M1 ∈ Io1 ,
and the composition M1

θ→ P → F factors through some M2 ∈ Io2 . Let us factorize
the map M1 →M2 as in the condition. By the universal property, the composition
N1 → M2 → F factors through P , and M1 → P equals the composition M1 →
N2 → N1 → P . We have factorized θ as M → N2 → P , q.e.d. �

1.5. DG categories. With respect to triangulated categories, DG categories
play the same role as topological spaces for objects of the homotopy category.

1.5.1. Let A be a DG (R-)category. Thus morphisms between objects of A are
complexes of R-modules, and the composition maps are morphisms of complexes.
The homotopy category HotA and the graded homotopy category Hot·A have same
objects as A, and morphisms Hot(M,M ′) := HomHotA(M,M ′) = H0Hom(M,M ′),
Hot·(M,M ′) := HomHot·A(M,M ′) = ⊕HnHom(M,M ′). A DG morphism φ in A
is a closed morphism of degree 0. Such φ yields a morphism in HotA; if the latter
is an isomorphism, then φ is said to be homotopy equivalence.

Our A is DG Karoubian if it contains the image of any idempotent DG endo-
morphism. For an arbitrary A we denote by Aκ its DG idempotent completion
(defined in the evident way), which is a DG Karoubian DG category.

If A, B are DG categories, then a DG (R-linear) functor F : A → B yields
functors HotF : HotA → HotB, Hot·F : Hot·A → Hot·B. Our F is a quasi-
equivalence if Hot·F is a fully faithful functor and HotF is essentially surjective.

Examples. (i) An associative unital DG (R-)algebra A is the same as a DG
category with single object; we denote the latter also by A.

(ii) For any R-category A the category CA of complexes in A is a DG category.

1.5.2. A homotopy DG functor F̃ = (F̃ , ι) : A → B is a diagram A ι← Ã F̃−→ B
of DG functors such that ι is a quasi-equivalence. If A = R, then this referred to as
homotopy object of B (ordinary objects are the same as plain DG functors R→ B).

Remark. F̃ yields a well-defined functor Hot F̃ : HotA → HotB. E.g. a homo-
topy object of B yields a well-defined object of HotB. The converse is not true.
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Homotopy DG functors can be composed: the composition of A ι← Ã F̃−→ B and

B π′← B̃ G̃−→ C is A ← Ã H̃−→ C, where Ã′ is the “homotopy fibered product” of
Ã and B̃ over B. Namely, objects of Ã′ are triples (P,Q, `) where P ∈ Ã, Q ∈ B̃,
` : F̃ (P )→ π′(Q) is a homotopy equivalence; Homn((P,Q, `), (P ′, Q′, `′)) consists of
triples (φ, ψ, τ), φ ∈ Homn(P, P ′), ψ ∈ Homn(Q,Q′), τ ∈ Homn−1(F̃ (P ), π′(Q′));
the differential on Hom’s is determined by the property that natural functors Ã′ →
Ã, B̃,B, (P,Q, `) 7→ P,Q, Cone(`), are DG functors.

1.5.3. Two DG categories A, B yield DG categories A ⊗ B = A⊗
R
B and (if A

is essentially small) Hom(A,B). Namely, objects of A ⊗ B are written as M ⊗ N
where M ∈ A, N ∈ B, and Hom(M ⊗N,M ′⊗N ′) = Hom(M,M ′)⊗

R
Hom(N,N ′).

Objects of Hom(A,B) are DG functors F : A → B; the complex Hom(F, F ′) has
components Homn(F, F ′) formed by degree n morphisms of graded functors, the
differential is evident. There is an “evaluation” DG functor Hom(A,B)⊗A → B,
F ⊗M 7→ F (M), which satisfies a universality property: if C is another essentially
small DG category, then Hom(C,Hom(A,B)) = Hom(C ⊗ A,B). We get:

Lemma. Small DG categories form a tensor category DG with inner Hom’s. �

Remark. While ⊗ preserves quasi-equivalences (when one of the arguments is
homotopically R-flat), this is not true for Hom, even if A is semi-free in the sense
of [Dr] B4, for Hom(A,B) has too few morphisms. As shown in [T], replacing strict
morphisms between DG functors by lax ones, one gets a natural 2-(DG)category
structure compatible with the homotopy localization.

1.5.4. Let A be a DG category. For M ∈ A its n-translation, n ∈ Z, is an object
M [n] of A together with a closed isomorphism M [n] ∼→ M of degree n. For a DG
morphism φ : M → M ′ its cone is an object Cone(φ) of A equipped with a direct
sum decomposition (α, β) : M⊕M ′ ∼→ Cone(φ) such that α ∈ Hom−1(M, Cone(φ)),
β ∈ Hom0(M ′, Cone(φ)) and d(α) = βφ, d(β) = 0. Our A is said to be strongly
pretriangulated if A contains 0 and M [n], Cone(φ) exist for every M , n, and φ. If
this happens, then HotA acquires a natural structure of triangulated category.

For every A there is a fully faithful DG embedding A ↪→ Apretr such that Apretr is
strongly pretriangulated and the smallest strongly pretriangulated DG subcategory
that contains A equals Apretr. Such an embedding is essentially unique: more
precisely, if B is strongly pretriangulated, then every DG functor F : A → B
extends in a unique, up to a unique DG isomorphism, way to a DG functor F pretr :
Apretr → B. For a concrete construction of Apretr, see Remark (i) in 1.6.1.

Example. If A is an additive category considered as a DG category, then Apretr

is the DG category CbA of bounded complexes in A.

A DG category A is said to be pretriangulated if HotA → HotApretr is an
equivalence of categories. For an arbitrary A, we denote by Atri the triangulated
category HotApretr. Any DG functor F : A → B yields a triangulated functor
F = F tri : Atri → Btri.

Lemma. If F is a quasi-equivalence, then such is F pretr. �
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1.5.5. For a triangulated category D, a DG structure on D is a pretriangu-
lated DG category A = AD together with an equivalence of triangulated categories
Atri ∼→ D. It is clear what a DG lifting of a triangulated functor between trian-
gulated categories equipped with DG structures is. A DG structure on D induces
automatically a DG structure on any (strictly) full triangulated subcategory I ⊂ D:
take for AI the preimage of I in A. If I is right admissible, then AI⊥ is a DG struc-
ture on D/I called the (right) DG quotient DG structure2 and denoted by A/AI .

Remark. The projection D → D/I lifts naturally to a homotopy DG functor
A ← Ã → A/AI . Namely, an object of Ã is a DG morphism φ : M → N in A such
that N ∈ AI⊥ , Cone(φ) ∈ AI , and the complex HomÃ(φ, φ′) is the subcomplex
of Hom(Cone(φ), Cone(φ′)) formed by those morphisms that map N ⊂ Cone(φ) to
N ′ ⊂ Cone(φ′); the above DG functors send φ to M and N .

1.6. Semi-free modules. 1.6.1. Let A be a DG category. To perform homo-
topy constructions on DG level, one often needs to enlarge A to a DG category A−→
of “DG ind-objects” defined as follows.

Let A\ be a DG category whose objects are formal direct sums M = ⊕Mi[ni],
where i runs some set I, Mi ∈ A, ni ∈ Z; one has Hom(⊕Mi[ni],⊕M ′

j [nj ]) :=
Π
i∈I
⊕
j∈J

Hom(Mi,M
′
j)[nj −ni], the composition law is the product of matrices (with

finitely many non-zero entries in each column). An endomorphism φ of M is said
to be f-nilpotent if I admits a filtration I0 ⊂ I1 ⊂ . . . such that ∪Ia = I and
the corresponding filtration M0 ⊂M1 ⊂ . . . , Ma := ⊕

i∈Ia

Mi[ni], of M has property

φ(Ma) ⊂Ma−1, φ(M0) = 0. Now A−→ is formed by pairs (M,φ) where M ∈ A\ and φ
is its f-nilpotent endomorphism of degree 1 which satisfies the Maurer-Cartan equa-
tion d(φ)+φ ·φ = 0; the complex Hom((M,φM ), (M ′, φM ′)) equals Hom(M,M ′) as
a Z-graded module, its differential dφ is dφ(f) := d(f) + [φ, f ]. We usually denote
(M,φ) simply by M , and write φM for φ.

The DG category A−→ is cocomplete and strongly pretriangulated. One has a fully
faithful embedding A ↪→ A−→ which identifies M ∈ A with (M [0], 0) ∈ A−→.

Remarks. (i) The essential image of the corresponding fully faithful embedding
Apretr ↪→ A−→ is formed by those (M,φ) that the sum M = ⊕Mi[ni] is finite. Re-
placing A by Apretr does not change A−→.

(ii) The embeddingA ↪→ A−→ does not commute with infinite direct sums. Namely,
let {Mα} be an infinite family of non-zero objects of A such that the direct sum
of Mα’s in A exists; denote it by ⊕AMα ∈ A, and let ⊕Mα be the direct sum in
A−→. Then the canonical morphism ⊕Mα → ⊕AMα is not an isomorphism. Same is
true if we replace A and A−→ by their homotopy categories.

Exercise. If A is an additive category considered as a DG category, then Apretr

is the DG category of finite complexes in A. Describe A−→ in a similar way.

Lemma. If a DG category B is cocomplete, strongly pretriangulated, and DG
Karoubian, then every DG functor F : A → B extends uniquely (up to a unique DG
isomorphism) to a DG functor F−→ : A−→ ⊂ (A−→)κ → B that commutes with arbitrary

2The construction is not self-dual: it is adapted for handling the right derived functors.
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direct sums.

Proof. The above A\ is a full DG subcategory of A−→ formed by objects (M, 0).
Our F extends uniquely to a DG functor A\ → B which commutes with arbitrary
direct sums, and then to A\ pretr ⊂ A−→. Let A˜⊂ A−→ be the full DG subcategory
formed by arbitrary direct sums of objects of A\ pretr. Then F extends uniquely to
a DG functor A˜→ B which commutes with arbitrary direct sums, hence to A˜pretr.
To finish the proof, it remains to show that (A˜pretr)κ ∼→ (A−→)κ. Notice that the
construction of hocolim from 1.4.1 lifts in the evident manner to DG level (and it
becomes canonical, as cones are). Now for any M ∈ A−→ the terms of the filtration
M0 ⊂ M1 ⊂ . . . on M (which comes since φM is f-nilpotent) lie in A\ pretr, hence
hocolimMa ∈ A˜pretr. Since the evident projection hocolimMa →M admits a DG
splitting, one has M ∈ (A˜pretr)κ, q.e.d. �

1.6.2. A DG category A is said to be homotopically Karoubian if HotA is
Karoubian. For any A its homotopy idempotent completion is a fully faithful DG
embedding A ↪→ B such that HotB is the idempotent completion of HotA. Here
is concrete construction: take for B a full DG subcategory of A−→ formed by those
objects that represent in Hot A−→ direct summands of objects in HotA; since A−→

tri

is Karoubian by 1.4.1, our B is a homotopy idempotent completion of A. This con-
struction also shows that all homotopy idempotent completions of A are naturally
quasi-equivalent.

Here is an example (inspired by §5 of [Bo]) of situation when a DG category is
homotopically Karoubian for an a priori reason. It will be used only in 6.7.4.

Let A be a DG category such that H>0Hom(M,N) = 0 for every M,N ∈ A.
Suppose that theR-category B := HotA is closed under finite direct sums. Consider
it as a DG category; then Btri is the homotopy category of finite complexes in
the additive category B. One has a natural homotopy DG functor ε : A → B.
Namely, A contains a quasi-equivalent subcategory A− with same objects as A and
HomA− := τ≤0HomA. Our ε is the evident DG functor A− → B which is identical
on objects, and is the projection τ≤0HomA → H0HomA on morphisms.

Proposition. (i) The functor εtri : Atri → Btri is conservative; if B is essentially
small, it yields an isomorphism of the K0-groups.

(ii) If B is Karoubian, then the categories Atri, Btri are Karoubian as well.3

Proof. We can assume that A = A− and A is closed under finite direct sums.

(i) εtri is conservative: Every M ∈ Apretr can be written as (⊕Mi[i], φ) ∈ A−→,
Mi ∈ A, Mi = 0 for |i| large (see 1.6.1). Here φ = (φij), φij ∈ Homi−j+1(Mj ,Mi),
so φij = 0 for i ≥ j. Then ε(M) is a complex in B with components Mi in
degree −i and the differential equal to the class of φi−1,i. Suppose this complex
is homotopic to zero, so one has h̄ ∈ End−1(ε(M)) with d(h̄) = idε(M). Lifting h̄
to h ∈ ⊕Hom0(Mi+1,Mi) ⊂ End(M), we see that idM = d(h) + d(a) + b where
a ∈ ⊕End−1(Mi) and b ∈ ⊕

j>i
Homi−j(Mj ,Mi). Since idM − b is an automorphism

of M , our M is homotopic to zero, q.e.d.

3The assertion that Btri is Karoubian is due to Balmer and Schlichting [BS].
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The map K0(Atri) → K0(Btri) is an isomorphism: Since B ⊂ Atri strongly
generates Atri, both groups are generated by isomorphism classes [B] of objects
B ∈ B, so the map is surjective. Since K0(Btri) equals the Grothendieck group of
the additive category B, the only relations there are [B1⊕B2] = [B1] + [B2]. They
hold in K0(Atri) as well, so the map is injective, q.e.d.

(ii) Let us check that Atri is Karoubian (to see that Btri is Karoubian, consider
the case of A = B). Take any M ∈ Apretr as above and π ∈ H0End(M) such
that π2 = π. Set P := Imπ, Q := Im (idM − π); this are objects of the idempotent
completion ofAtri. We want to represent P by an object ofApretr. The construction
takes two steps; the first one does not use the Karoubi assumption on B.

(a) P can be presented as N = (⊕Ni[i], ψ) ∈ A−→ where Ni ∈ A vanish for i� 0.

We construct N as an object of Apretr
−−−→ of shape ( ⊕

i≥0
M [i], ζ). Then, as an object

of A−→ (see Remark (i) in 1.6.1), N satisfies the required property.

Our ζ will be such that the components ζij ∈ Endi−j+1(M) vanish for i ≥ j.
Then ζ preserves each subobject ⊕

n≥i≥0
Mφ[i], so they form a filtration N(n) on N ,

and N(n+1) = Cone(ζ(n) : M [n] → N(n)), ζ(n) := ζ·,n+1. We demand the next
property (∗): ζn,n+1 ∈ End(M [n]) = End(M) equals idM − π̃ if n is even, π̃ if
n is odd; here π̃ ∈ End0(M) is a lifting of π. This implies (∗∗): for even n the
composition ζ(n)π̃ : M [n] → N(n) is homotopic to zero, for odd n the composition
ζ(n)(idM−π̃) is homotopic to zero. To produce such a ζ, one constructs ζ(n) subject
to conditions (∗), (∗∗) by induction by n.

Notice that for each n in Atri there is a natural decomposition N(n) = P ⊕Q[n] if
n is even, N(n) = P ⊕P [n] if n is odd, such that ζ(n) is homotopic, respectively, to
the composition (P ⊕Q)[n] � Q[n] ↪→ P ⊕Q[n] or (P ⊕Q)[n] � P [n] ↪→ P ⊕P [n].

Let us check that p : M = N(0) ↪→ N represents the projection to P . Notice that
for each n the map p ⊕ ζ(n) : M ⊕M [n] → N(n) vanishes, as a morphism in Atri,
on Q ⊕ Q[n] if n is even, on Q ⊕ P [n] if n is odd; the corresponding morphisms,
respectively, P⊕P [n] = M/Q⊕(M/Q)[n]→ N(n), P⊕Q[n] = M/Q⊕(M/P )[n]→
N(n) are homotopy equivalences. Therefore a morphism ξ : N(n) → L in A−→

tri is
the same as a pair (ξ0, ξn), ξ0 ∈ Hom(P,L), ξn is in Hom(P [n], L) or Hom(Q[n], L)
depending on parity of n, and ξ extends to N(n+1) if and only if ξn = 0. This
implies that Hom(N,L) = Hom(P,L), q.e.d.

(b) N = (⊕Ni[i], ψ) of (a) is homotopically equivalent to an object in Apretr.

Set N≤· := ⊕
i≤·

Ni[i]; this is an increasing filtration on N by DG subobjects, and

any endomorphism of N of degree i sends N≤· to N≤·−i. Shifting the degrees, we
can assume that Mi = 0 for i > 0. Since N is homotopically a direct summand of
M , the projection p : N → N/N≤0 is homotopic to zero. So we have g ∈ End−1(N)
with image in ⊕

i>0
Ni[i] such that v := idN − d(g) takes values in N≤0. Then d(g)

vanishes on N<0 (since g does), and (d(g))2 = d(d(g)g) = d(g)−d(u) where u := vg.
Now u preserves the filtration N≤·, so ρ := gr0d(g) is a DG endomorphism of N0

which is a projector in HotA. Let κ : K → N0 be a DG morphism in A which
represents the kernel of ρ in HotA. Set T := Cone(ψκ : K[−1] → N<0) ∈ Apretr.
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One has a DG morphism T → N , which is identity on N<0 and κ on K. Let us
check that this is a homotopy equivalence.

Set N≥0 := N/N<0, etc., so N≥0 = Cone(η : N>0[−1] → N0), η := ψ0,>0. It
suffices to show that the DG morphism κ̃ : K → N≥0 defined by κ is a homotopy
equivalence. Let χ : N0 → K be a DG morphism representing the projection along
the image of ρ, so χρ = d(s) for some s ∈ Hom−1(N0,K). Then χη : N>0[−1]→ K
is homotopic to zero: indeed, if λ : N0 → N1 ⊂ N>0[−1], α ∈ End−1(N>0) are the
components of g, then χη = χη(λη+d(α)) = χρη+χηd(α) = d(sη+χηα) (since η,
λ are DG morphisms, the latter one for the degree reason). Therefore χ extends to
a DG morphism χ̃ : N≥0 → K. This is a homotopy inverse to κ̃: indeed, χ̃κ̃ = χκ
is homotopic to idK , and κ̃χ̃ + d(g) is a homotopy automorphism of N≥0 (since
gr0(κ̃χ̃+ d(g)) = κχ+ ρ ∼ idN0 and gr>0(κ̃χ̃+ d(g)) = idN>0), q.e.d. �

1.6.3. Suppose a DG category A is essentially small. Denote by R-dgm the
DG category of complexes of R-modules. The objects of DG category A-dgm :=
Hom(A, R-dgm) are called left (DG) A-modules. A right A-module is the same as an
Aop-module. Aop-dgm is strongly pretriangulated, cocomplete, and DG Karoubian.
One has the Yoneda fully faithful DG embeddings A ↪→ Aop-dgm, Aop ↪→ A-mod.

Remarks. (i) If A has single object, A = A, then A-module = DG A-module.

(ii) There are natural DG functors Aop-dgm ⊗ A-dgm → (Aop ⊗ A)-dgm →
R-dgm, the first one assigns to F⊗G the Aop⊗A-moduleM⊗N 7→ F (M)⊗RG(N),
the second one is the coend functor. We denote the composition as F⊗G 7→ F⊗AG.
In the situation of (i) this is the usual tensor product of left and right A-modules.

The DG functor A−→ → A
op-dgm defined by the embedding A ↪→ Aop-dgm (see

the above lemma) is itself a fully faithful embedding whose essential image consists
of semi-free Aop-modules. Here an Aop-module M is said to be semi-free if it
admits an increasing exhaustive filtration M0 ⊂ M1 ⊂ . . . such that each graM is
free, i.e., isomorphic to a direct sum of translations of objects in A. Thus Ma+1 =
Cone(Ca → Ma) where Ca is a free Aop-module. Replacing A by Apretr does not
change these categories.

Lemma. A−→
tri = A−→

κ tri is a right admissible subcategory of Aop-dgmtri.

Proof. See 1.4.1 and (i) of the proposition in 1.4.2. �

1.6.4. An Aop-module is said to be acyclic if the functor Aop → R-dgm takes
values in acyclic complexes. Those objects form a full pretriangulated DG sub-
category Aop-dgmac ⊂ Aop-dgm, and Aop-dgmtri

ac is the right orthogonal com-
plement to A−→

tri. By 1.2 and the above lemma, Aop-dgmtri
ac is left admissible,

its left orthogonal complement equals A−→
tri, and the restriction of the projection

Aop-dgmtri → D(Aop) := Aop-dgmtri/Aop-dgmtri
ac (the derived category of right

A-modules) to A−→
tri is an equivalence of categories:

(1.6.1) A−→
tri ∼→ D(Aop).

Thus A−→ is a DG structure on D(Aop); we refer to it as the canonical DG structure.

Remark. The procedure from (a) of the proof of the proposition in 1.4.2 (per-
formed on DG level) provides for any M ∈ A-dgm its semi-free left resolution
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hocolim(Ma, ia) → M . In fact, one can replace hocolim by the plain direct limit
lim−→Ma (which is semi-free): the morphism hocolim(Ma, ia) → M factors through
lim−→Ma, and hocolim(Ma, ia) � lim−→Ma is a homotopy equivalence.

A DG functor F : A1 → A2 yields an evident DG functor F∗ : Aop
2 -dgm →

Aop
1 -dgm and its left adjoint F ∗ : Aop

1 -dgm → Aop
2 -dgm that extends F and sends

A1−→ to A2−→; they commute with arbitrary direct sums. Since F∗ preserves acyclic
modules (or quasi-isomorphisms), it yields a triangulated functor F∗ : D(Aop

2 ) →
D(Aop

1 ) whose left adjoint comes via (1.6.1) from F ∗ : A1−→
tri → A2−→

tri.

Lemma. If F yields an equivalence Atriκ
1

∼→ Atriκ
2 , then F ∗, F∗ : D(Aop

1 ) �
D(Aop

2 ) are mutually inverse equivalences of triangulated categories. �

1.7. Cocomplete vs. small & Karoubian: DG setting. The next result is
due to V. Drinfeld.

Let B be a cocomplete pretriangulated DG category. An object of B is said to
be perfect if it is perfect (i.e., compact) as an object of Btri. All perfect objects
form a full DG subcategory Bperf ⊂ B. E.g., A ↪→ A−→ takes values in (A−→)perf.

Consider the following two classes of DG categories:

(a) Pretriangulated DG categories A with Atri essentially small and Karoubian.

(b) Cocomplete DG Karoubian strongly pretriangulated DG categories B such
that Btri is generated by a set of perfect objects.

They form naturally “DG 2-categories” DG(a) and DG(b). Namely, 1-morphisms
in DG(a) are DG functors, 1-morphisms in DG(b) are DG functors that commute
with arbitrary direct sums and send perfect objects to perfect ones, and the “com-
plex” of 2-morphisms between DG functors is defined as in 1.5.3 (the quotation
marks mean that morphisms need not form sets).

For A of type (a) the category (A−→)κ is of type (b); for B of type (b) Bperf is
of type (a) (see (i) of the proposition in 1.4.2). By the lemma in 1.6.1, we have
defined “adjoint DG functors”

(1.7.1) DG(a) � DG(b).

Proposition. The adjunction 1-morphisms A → (A−→)κ perf, (Bperf
−−−→)κ → B are

quasi-equivalences.

Proof. The assertion follows from the next corollary of 1.4.2:

Lemma. If A ⊂ Bperf is any small full DG subcategory that generates Btri, then
A−→→ B is a quasi-equivalence, and (Bperf)tri = (Atri)κ. �

Remarks. (i) The proposition asserts that A 7→ A−→ and B 7→ Bperf are “homo-
topically mutually inverse” correspondences between the categories of type (a) and
of type (b). Variant: Let us enlarge (b) to the class (b)′ of cocomplete pretrian-
gulated DG categories B such that Btri is generated by a set of perfect objects.
For any such B the embedding B ↪→ Bpretrκ is a quasi-equivalence (see 1.4.1), and
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Bpretrκ is of type (b). Thus A 7→ A−→ and B 7→ Bperf are “homotopically mutually
inverse” correspondences between the categories of type (a) and of type (b)′.

(ii) For any essentially small DG category A the category A−→
perf is a homotopy

idempotent completion of Apretr, see 1.6.2.

1.8. Homotopy DG quotients. Let A be a DG category such that Atri is
essentially small, I ⊂ A be a full DG subcategory. By 1.4.2, I−→

tri ⊂ A−→
tri is a

right admissible subcategory. As in 1.5.5, let B := A−→ / I−→ ⊂ A−→ be the preimage of
( I−→

tri)⊥ ⊂ A−→
tri, so one has Btri ∼→ A−→

tri/ I−→
tri. Let A/I ⊂ B be the preimage of

the essential image of Atri in A−→
tri/ I−→

tri; this is the (right) Keller DG quotient.4

As in Remark in 1.5.5, one has a natural homotopy DG functor A ← Ã → A/I,
where (A/I)tri = Atri/Itri.5 We also set A/κI := Bperf, so (A/κI)tri = Atri/κItri

(see 1.4.2). By the lemma in 1.7, one has natural quasi-equivalences

(1.8.1) A/I−−→
∼→ A/κI−−−→

∼→ A−→ / I−→ .

Remark. Small DG categories equipped with a marked zero object form natu-
rally a pointed model category (with quasi-equivalences as weak equivalences and
surjective functors as fibrations),6 see [Dr] B4–6. This plain model structure is
not useful, for it does not consider morphisms between DG functors (cf. Remark
in 1.5.3). For A, I as above, Drinfeld [Dr] defines a (homotopy) DG quotient as
a homotopy DG functor A ← Ã → A/I where the functor HotA → Hot(A/I) is
essentially surjective and yields an equivalence Atri/Itri → (A/I)tri. Thus A/I is
a homotopy cone for the morphism I → A. The Keller construction is a concrete
way to construct a DG quotient;7 for another one see §3 of [Dr]. For the uniqueness
property of homotopy DG quotients see [T]; a weaker fact is in [Dr]1.6.2.

1.9. Homotopy tensor DG categories. 1.9.1. Let A be a DG category. It is
clear what a tensor structure on A is. Unfortunately, tensor structures are too rigid
to pass readily to homotopy DG quotients. The next definition, due to V. Drinfeld,
is adapted for the right Keller localization:

A (right) homotopy tensor structure is a pseudo-tensor structure on A (see [BD]
1.1.3) such that the corresponding pseudo-tensor structure on HotA is actually a
tensor structure. Thus for every finite non-empty set I we have a DG functor
PI : Aop⊗I ⊗A → R-dgm, (⊗Mi)⊗N 7→ PI({Mi}, N) of I-polylinear operations,
the operations compose according to a usual format (and PI = Hom if |I| = 1),
and H0PI({Mi}, N) = HomHotA(⊗Mi, N) for a tensor structure on HotA uniquely
defined by these operations.

Notice that any tensor or homotopy tensor structure extends in a unique way to
Aκ andApretr. It yields tensor structures on HotA andAtri; the latter is compatible
with the triangulated structure, i.e., ⊗ is a triangulated bifunctor.

4See [K] and [Dr] §4. Notice that the construction is not self-dual.
5So, by 1.5.2, one can assign to each object of A a homotopy object of A/I.
6It has a peculiar property: suspensions of its objects are contractible.
7To retain smallness, one should replace A/I (which is not small) by a small DG subcategory

having the same homotopy category.
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Exercise. The tensor product HotA⊗I → HotA lifts naturally to a homotopy
functor (see 1.5.2). So for Mi ∈ A the tensor product ⊗Mi is well defined as a
homotopy object of A.

Remark. The above definition of homotopy tensor structure is not self-dual:
algebras are pleasant to consider, while coalgebras are cumbersome objects. It
would be nice to find a definition of homotopy tensor structure free of this nuisance.

1.9.2. Any tensor structure on A extends naturally to A−→ so that ⊗ commutes
with arbitrary direct sums. Similarly, any homotopy tensor structure on A extends
naturally to A−→, so that PI({Mi}, N) transforms arbitrary direct sums of Mi’s to
direct products, and if Mi ∈ A, then it transforms arbitrary direct sums of N ’s
to direct sums. The lemma in 1.7 implies that (Atri)κ = (A−→

perf)tri is a tensor
subcategory of A−→

tri, so A−→
perf is a homotopy tensor category.

Suppose A is essentially small. Then any homotopy tensor structure on A yields,
by means of (1.6.1), a tensor structure on D(Aop) such that Atri ⊂ (Atri)κ are its
tensor subcategories.

If I ⊂ A is a full DG subcategory such that Itri is an ⊗-ideal in Atri, then
A/I ⊂ A/κI ⊂ A−→ / I−→ are homotopy tensor DG subcategories of A−→. Thus the
(right) Keller DG quotient inherits naturally a homotopy tensor structure (which
lifts the evident tensor structure on Atri/Itri).

1.9.3. For Mi ∈ A with i ∈ I as above, we have a left A-module P ′I({Mi}),
N 7→ PI({Mi}, N) (here N ∈ A). For any right A-module F set PI({Mi}, F ) :=
F ⊗A P ′I({Mi}) ∈ R-dgm (see [Dr] C3 for the notation); if F ∈ A−→, this complex
coincides with its namesake from 1.9.2.

Denote by PI({Mi}, F ) the right A-module Q 7→ PĨ({Mi, Q}, F ); here Q is a
test object in A and Ĩ is I with one element added. Thus if A is a tensor category,
then PI({Mi}, F )(Q) = F ((⊗Mi) ⊗ Q). The DG endofunctor PI({Mi}, ·) : F 7→
PI({Mi}, F ) of Aop-dgm preserves quasi-isomorphisms, so it yields a triangulated
(poly)functor PI : (Atri)opI ×D(Aop)→ D(Aop).

The functors {Mi} 7→ PI({Mi}, F ),PI({Mi}, F ) extend naturally to Mi ∈ A−→ so
that arbitrary direct sums of Mi’s are transformed to direct products. The corre-
sponding DG endofunctor PI({Mi}, ·) of Aop-dgm preserves quasi-isomorphisms if
Mi ∈ A−→

perf (see the lemma in 1.7). If |I| = 1, we write Hom(M,F ) := PI({M}, F ).

Remark. The endofunctor PI({Mi}, ·) of D(Aop) is right adjoint to one F 7→
(⊗Mi)⊗ F . Thus Hom is an action of the tensor category (Atri)κ op on D(Aop).

1.10. Presheaves. Let T be an essentially small category. Denote by R[T ] the
R-category freely generated by T . For us, a presheaf on T always means presheaf
of R-modules, i.e., a functor T op → R-mod, or an R[T ]op-module. We have an
abelian R-category PSh of presheaves and a DG category CPSh = R[T ]op-dgm
of complexes of presheaves. Let R[T ]−−→ be the category of semi-free DG R[T ]op-

modules (see 1.6.3). Set P := R[T ]−−→
perf, see 1.7. Then R[T ]−−→

∼→ P−→ is the canonical
DG structure on the derived category DPSh, see (1.6.1).

Suppose T is closed under finite direct products; they define a tensor structure
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on T , so R[T ] is an tensor R-category. By 1.9.2, R[T ]−−→ is a tensor DG category, and

P its tensor DG subcategory. We get a tensor structure on P−→
tri = DPSh. Notice

that PSh is a tensor abelian R-category in the usual way, and the embedding
P−→ ↪→ CPSh is compatible with the tensor products, so the tensor structure on
DPSh is the standard one. The tensor DG category P−→

op acts on CPSh by the
Hom action; for X,Y ∈ T and F ∈ CPSh one has Hom(R[X], F )(Y ) = F (X×Y ).

For X ∈ T we denote by R[X] the presheaf Y 7→ R[HomT (Y,X)]. If U· is a
simplicial object of T , then R[U·] is a simplicial presheaf; by abuse of notation,
we denote the corresponding normalized complex also by R[U·]. For a morphism
Y → X we write R[Y/X] := Cone(R[Y ]→ R[X])[−1], for an augmented simplicial
object U·/X we have R[U·/X], etc. So R[X] ∈ P, and R[U·], R[U·/X] ∈ P−→.

1.11. Sheaves. Suppose that T is equipped with a Grothendieck topology T
(see [SGA4] II or [D1] Arcata I 6). Then we have the abelian category ShT of
sheaves of R-modules, the exact sheafification functor PSh→ ShT , F 7→ FT , and
its right adjoint ShT → PSh which is fully faithful and left exact.

A complex F of presheaves is said to be locally acyclic if for every X ∈ T and
a ∈ HnF (X) those X-objects V/X that a|V ∈ HnF (V ) vanishes, form a covering
sieve of X. All such F form a thick subcategory IT of DShT ; the sheafification
functor yields an equivalence DPSh/IT ∼→ DShT .

Suppose that everyX ∈ T is quasi-compact,8 has finite cohomological dimension,
and each of its coverings admits a refinement Y/X such that Y ×X Y is quasi-
compact; we also assume that T is closed under finite coproducts.

Lemma. (i) IT is a right admissible subcategory of DPSh.

(ii) If U·/X is a hypercovering of X ∈ T ,9 then the complex R[U·/X] is T locally
acyclic. The category IT is generated by all such complexes R[U·/X]. �

The objects of IT ⊥ are called T-local (or simply local) complexes; by the lemma,
a complex G is local if and only if for every hypercovering U·/X the map G(X)→
G(U·) := Hom(R[U·], G) is a quasi-isomorphism. Notice that if such G is a single
presheaf, then it is automatically a sheaf. As in 1.2, one has the T-localization
endofunctor of DPSh, F 7→ CT (F ) := FIT⊥ which identifies DShT with IT ⊥. The
t-structure picture here is from (i) of the lemma in loc. cit. As in 1.5.5, P−→ yields
DG structures on the subcategories IT and IT ⊥.

If T has enough points (see [SGA4] IV 6), then IT is formed by complexes of
sheaves whose stalks at the points are acyclic complexes. The T-localization can be
lifted to a DG endofunctor of CPSh which assigns to a complex of presheaves its
Godement resolution.

§2. Correspondences and effective motives: first definitions

8Which means (see [SGA4] VI 1.1) that every covering of X has a finite subcovering.
9This means (see [SGA4] V 7.3) that U·/X is an augmented simplicial object of T which satisfies

the next condition: Let f : ∂∆n×Y/Y → U·/X be any morphism of augmented simplicial objects;
here Y ∈ T , n ≥ 0, ∆n is the “n-simplex” simplicial set, ∂∆n its boundary. Then those V/Y that

fV : ∂∆n × V/V → U·/X can be extended to ∆n × V/V → U·/X, form a covering sieve of Y .
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This section treats the material of lectures 1, 2, 8, 23 of [MVW], §6 of [SV], and
2.1.1–2.1.3, 3.4.1 of [Vo2]. At variance with loc. cit., the constructions are carried
on DG level, and the “bounded above” assumption on complexes is discarded.

2.1. Presheaves with transfer. We fix a base field k; let Sch = Schk be
the category of all k-schemes, Sm = Smk be the subcategory of smooth varieties.
Notice that Sm is essentially small.

2.1.1. Using 1.10 for T = Sm, we get the abelian category PSh of presheaves of
R-modules on Sm, the tensor DG categories P and P−→, the equivalence of triangu-
lated tensor categories

(2.1.1) P−→
tri ∼→ DPSh,

etc. Any scheme X yields a presheaf R[X] : Y 7→ R[X](Y ) = R[X(Y )] on Sm.
As in 1.10, for Y → X we have a complex R[Y/X] := Cone(R[Y ] → R[X])[−1], a
simplicial augmented scheme U·/X yields a complex R[U·/X], etc.

Any presheaf F on Sm extends naturally to a presheaf on Sch: for a scheme Y
we define F (Y ) as lim−→F (X), the limit is taken over the category of pairs (X, ν)
where X ∈ Sm and ν is a morphism Y → X.10 If Y can be represented as the
projective limit of a directed family of smooth varieties Yα connected by affine
morphisms, then F (Y ) = lim−→F (Yα) (see EGA IV 8.8); in particular, the functor
F 7→ F (Y ) is exact. Examples of such Y ’s: (i) For a point x of a smooth variety
X such is the local scheme Xx := SpecOXx and its Henselization Xh

x ; (ii) If K/k
is a separable extension, then such is any Y ∈ SmK .

2.1.2. If X,Y are schemes and Y is smooth, then we denote by Cor(Y,X) =
CorR(Y,X) the free R-module generated by the set of reduced irreducible sub-
schemes Γ ⊂ X × Y such that the projection Γ → Y is finite and its image is an
irreducible component of Y (the latter condition can be replaced by that dim Γ =
dimY ). Its elements γ = ΣaiΓi, ai ∈ R, are referred to as finite correspondences.
If Z is smooth, we have the composition map Cor(Y,X)⊗Cor(Z, Y )→ Cor(Z,X),
γ ⊗ γ′ 7→ γγ′ := the push-forward by the projection X × Y × Z → X × Z of the
cycle (X × γ′) ∩ (γ × Z) on X × Y × Z. Here ∩ is the cycle-theoretic intersection
(our cycles intersect properly). The composition is associative.

Remarks. (a) Informally, finite correspondences are multi-valued maps; the com-
position is the usual composition of multi-valued maps. (b) Any γ ∈ Cor(Y,X) is
uniquely determined by its value at the generic point(s) γ(ηY ) of Y , which is a zero
cycle on XηY

. (c) By Noether’s normalization lemma, every (reduced, irreducible)
affine variety Γ can be realized as a finite correspondence between some vector
spaces X, Y . (d) The projection Γ → Y need not be flat: indeed, the flatness
implies that Γ is a Cohen-Macaulay scheme.

Let Rtr[Sm] = Rtr[Smk] be the R-category whose objects are smooth varieties
and morphisms are finite correspondences. We denote X ∈ Sm considered as an
object of Rtr[Sm] by Rtr[X]. There is a faithful embedding R[Sm] ↪→ Rtr[Sm],
R[X] 7→ Rtr[X], which sends a morphism f : Y → X to its graph considered as a
cycle on X × Y . As above, f yields a complex Rtr[Y/X], etc.

10A morphism (X, ν) → (X′, ν′) is a morphism f : X → X′ such that fν = ν′.
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We write Rtr for Rtr[Spec k]. For every X the structure projection X → Spec k
yields the augmentation morphism augX : Rtr[X] → Rtr and the 2-term com-
plex Rtr[X/Spec k]; any 0-cycle of degree 1 on X yields a splitting of the aug-
mentation morphism and an isomorphism Rtr[X/Spec k] ⊕ Rtr

∼→ Rtr[X]. If Y
is connected, then Hom(Rtr[Y ], Rtr) = R, so we have a morphism of R-modules
deg : Cor(Y,X)→ R, γ 7→ augXγ. One has deg(γγ′) = deg(γ)deg(γ′).

One refers to Rtr[Sm]op-modules as presheaves with transfers (on Smk); they
form an abelian category PShtr. The evident forgetful functor o : PShtr → PSh
is exact and faithful, so presheaves with transfers can be considered as presheaves
with an extra structure (that of transfer). Notice that any scheme X ∈ Sch yields
a presheaf with transfers Y 7→ Cor(Y,X) which we denote by Rtr[X]. We have
defined a functor Sch→ PShtr.

Exercises. (i) Let Y/X be a Galois étale covering of smooth varieties with the
Galois group G, and F be a presheaf with transfers such that the multiplication by
|G| on F is invertible. Then F (X) ∼→ F (Y )G.

(ii) If K/k be a separable extension, then any presheaf with transfers on Smk

defines naturally a presheaf with transfers on SmK (as a mere presheaf it was
defined in 2.1.1).

2.1.3. The next approach to Cor is sometimes convenient. Suppose R = Z.
A correspondence γ = ΣaiΓi ∈ Cor(Y,X) is said to be effective if all ai ≥ 0,
so Cor(Y,X) is the group completion of the commutative monoid Core(Y,X) of
effective correspondences. The composition of effective correspondences is effective.

Suppose X is quasi-projective; then Sym·X = t
n≥0

SymnX is a universal commu-

tative monoid scheme generated by X. Notice that if Y is another quasi-projective
scheme, then (Sym·X)(Y ) is the same as the set of morphisms of monoid schemes
Sym·Y → Sym·X.

Proposition. There is a natural morphism of monoids

(2.1.2) σ : Core(Y,X)→ (Sym·X)(Y ).

If p = char k is zero, this is an isomorphism; if p is finite, then σ becomes an
isomorphism after inverting p (so σ is injective, for Cor has no torsion). The map
σ is compatible with composition (for quasi-projective Y ).

Proof. We can assume that Y is irreducible.

(a) We define σ on the base of Core(Y,X) formed by irreducible correspondences
Γ ⊂ X × Y . Let n be the degree of Γ. Write Γ = SpecAY where AY is a coherent
OY -algebra; let U ⊂ Y be the open subset such that AU is flat. The Y -scheme
Symn(Γ/Y ) = Spec (A⊗nY )Σn has a natural section sΓ over U : for f ∈ AU the
function s∗Γf

⊗n ∈ OU is the determinant of the multiplication by f action on the
OU -module AU . Since Y is normal, sΓ extends uniquely to a section of Symn(Γ/Y )
over Y , and (2.1.2) assigns to Γ the composition Y sΓ−→ Symn(Γ/Y )→ SymnX.

Remark. Since Y is smooth, we have an invertible OY -module detOY
AY ; the

group AutOY
(AY ) acts on it by transport of structure. For f ∈ A×Y the function

s∗Γf
⊗n is the action of the multiplication by f automorphism of AY on detOY

AY .
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(b) Let us show that γV ∈ Core(V,X), V ⊂ Y an open subset, comes from
Core(Y,X) if (and only if) the map σ(γV ) : V → SymnX, n = deg(γV ), extends to
Y . Let ZV ⊂ X×V be the support of the cycle γV , Z its closure in X×Y ; then γV
extends to Y if (and only if) Z is finite over Y . Suppose σ(γV ) extends to f : Y →
SymnX. Consider Xn as a finite SymnX-scheme; let Z̃ := Xn ×

SymnX
Y ⊂ Xn × Y

be its f -pull-back, and Z ′ ⊂ X × Y be the image of Z̃ by any of the projections
Xn → X. Then Z ′ is finite over Y (for such is Z̃) and Z ′ ⊃ ZV , so Z is finite over
Y , q.e.d.

(c) By (b), it suffices to check the isomorphism assertion at the generic point η
of Y . Replacing k by η, X by Xη, we can assume that Y = Spec k (so Cor(Y,X) is
the group Z0(X) of zero cycles on X). It is clear that σ is an isomorphism if k is
algebraically closed; by elementary Galois theory same is true if k is perfect. The
case of arbitrary k reduces to its perfect closure, since for any purely inseparable
finite extension k′/k both compositions of the usual maps Z0(X) � Z0(Xk′) are
multiplications by [k′ : k] (and (Sym·X)(k)→ (Sym·X)(k′) is injective), q.e.d.

(d) Suppose Z is smooth, Y is quasi-projective and smooth; let us check that
for γ ∈ Core(Y,X), γ′ ∈ Core(Z, Y ) one has σ(γγ′) = σ(γ)σ(γ′), where σ(γ) is
understood as a morphism of monoid schemes Sym·Y → Sym·X. It suffices to
check the equality at a generic point of Z; by base change to the generic point(s)
of γ′, we are reduced to the case Z = Spec k, γ′ = y ∈ Y (k). One can assume
that γ is as in (a), and, replacing X by an affine neighborhood of γ(y), that X
is affine, X = SpecB. Then z := σ(γγ′) and z′ := σ(γ)σ(γ′) are k-points of
SymnX = Spec (B⊗n)Σn . The latter algebra is generated by elements b⊗n with
b ∈ B invertible at γ(y). It remains to show that b⊗n(z) = b⊗n(z′). If γ(y) = Σnixi,
then b⊗n(z) =

∏
Nmk(xi)/kb(xi)

ni . By the remark in (a), b(z′) is the determinant
of the multiplication by b action on the derived fiber Li∗yAY of AY at y. The latter
is a complex of B-modules supported at {xi} with the Euler characteristic at xi
equal to ni, and we are done. �

As an application, let us show that for any commutative algebraic group G over k
the presheafX 7→ G(X) admits a natural transfer structure. Let π : Sym·G→ G be
the morphism of monoid schemes which equals idG on Sym1G. Now for an effective
γ ∈ Cor(Y,X) the map γ∗ : G(X) → G(Y ) sends a ∈ G(X) to the composition
Y

aγ−→ Sym·G
π→ G. In particular, the sheaf O× of invertible functions admits a

natural transfer structure (given by the norm).

Remark. Consider an additive category whose objects are quasi-projective schemes
and morphisms are group completions of the morphisms between the monoid schemes
Sym·X. The proposition shows that the category of smooth quasi-projective vari-
eties and finite correspondences embeds into this category (and the embedding is
fully faithful if char k = 0).

2.1.4. Consider the DG category of complexes CPShtr, which is the same as
the DG category Rtr[Sm]op-dgm of DG Rtr[Sm]op-modules; it contains the full
DG category Ptr−→ of semi-free Rtr[Sm]op-modules (see 1.6). As in Remark (ii) in
1.7, let Ptr := (Ptr−→)perf be the homotopy idempotent completion of Rtr[Sm]pretr, so
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Ptri
tr = (Rtr[Sm]tri)κ. By (1.6.1), Ptr−→ is a DG structure on DPShtr:

(2.1.3) Ptri
tr−−→

∼→ DPShtr.

Remarks. (i) The embedding R[Sm] ↪→ Rtr[Sm], R[X] 7→ Rtr[X], yields DG
functors P → Ptr, P−→→ Ptr−→. The corresponding functor P−→

tri → Ptri
tr−−→ is left adjoint,

via identifications (2.1.1) and (2.1.3), to the forgetful functor o : DPShtr → DPSh,
so we have the adjoint pair

(2.1.4) DPSh � DPShtr.

(ii) If K/k is any extension, then the base change functor Smk → SmK , X 7→
XK , extends naturally to Rtr[Sm] and the DG categories Ptr−→, Ptr. If K/k is
separable, then we have a similar exact functor for the categories of presheaves with
transfers (see Exercise (ii) in 2.1.2), and (2.1.3) is compatible with these functors.

Voevodsky’s notation for PShtr is PreShv(SmCor(k)) in [Vo2], PST in [MVW].

2.2. The tensor product and inner Hom; the Tate twist. The direct
product of smooth varieties defines on Rtr[Sm] a tensor category structure, Rtr[X]⊗
Rtr[Y ] = Rtr[X × Y ], with the unit object Rtr. Thus Ptr and Ptr−→ are tensor DG
categories (see 1.9.2), and DPShtr is a tensor triangulated category (via (2.1.3)).
The tensor product is right t-exact for the evident t-structure on DPShtr.

As in 1.9.3, the tensor DG category Pop
tr acts naturally on CPShtr. The ac-

tion of P ∈ Ptr is denoted by F 7→ Hom(P, F ), so for P = Rtr[X] one has
Hom(Rtr[X], F )(Y ) = F (X × Y ). Passing to the homotopy categories, we get the
action of the tensor triangulated category Pop tri

tr on DPShtr. The endofunctors
F 7→ P ⊗ F and F 7→ Hom(P, F ) of DPShtr = Ptri

tr−−→ are adjoint.

By 1.10, we have the same picture for Rtr[Sm] replaced by R[Sm]. Since
R[Sm] ↪→ Rtr[Sm] is a tensor functor, P → Ptr, P−→ → Ptr−→, and DPSh→ DPShtr

are also tensor functors. The forgetful functor o : CPShtr → CPSh is compatible
with the Pop-action.

Remark. o : DPShtr → DPSh is a pseudo-tensor functor (as the right adjoint to
a tensor functor P−→

tri → Ptri
tr−−→; we use the terminology of [BD] 1.1.5). So for a finite

collection of objects Fi ∈ DPShtr one has a natural morphism ⊗o(Fi) → o(⊗Fi)
which comes from the evident maps ⊗Cor(Z,Xi) → Cor(Z,

∏
Xi) (the latter are

not isomorphisms in general, so o is not a tensor functor). Therefore o transforms
any kind of algebras in DPShtr to that in DPSh.

Set R(1) := R[Gm/Spec k][−1] ∈ P where Gm := A1 r {0}.11 We denote the
corresponding object of Ptr by Rtr(1). As in 2.1.1, every a ∈ Gm(k) yields a
morphism R→ R[Gm] so that R⊕R(1)[1] ∼→ R[Gm]; the standard choice is a = 1.
The tensor product with R(1) or Rtr(1) in P, Ptr and related tensor categories is
denoted by F 7→ F (1); this is the Tate twist endofunctor.

11At the moment, we do not care about the group structure on Gm. Our notation is not

consistent with that of [MVW] and [Vo2]: in loc. cit., Gm denotes the pointed variety (A1r{0}, 1).
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For F ∈ PSh we define a presheaf F−1 by formula F−1(X) := F (GmX/X) =
Coker(F (X) → F (GmX)) where the arrow comes from the projection GmX :=
Gm ×X → X. Same construction works in the case of presheaves with transfers.
We can also pass to complexes; one has F−1 = Hom(R(1)[1], F ). The endofunctor
F 7→ F−1[1] of DPShtr is right adjoint to the Tate twist.

The iterations of the above functors are denoted by F 7→ F (n), F−n, n ∈ Z≥0.

2.3. The DG category of effective motives. Consider the following two
types of complexes in Rtr[Sm]:

(∆) The 2-term complexes Rtr[A1 ×X] → Rtr[X], the differtential comes from
the projection A1 ×X → X, X ∈ Sm.

(MVZar) The 3-term Mayer-Vietoris ones Rtr[U∩V ]→ Rtr[U ]⊕Rtr[V ]→ Rtr[X].
Here U, V ⊂ X are Zariski open subsets such that U ∪V = X, and the differentials
are, respectively, the difference and the sum of the embedding morphisms.

Let I∆
tr , IZar

tr , I∆Zar
tr ⊂ Ptr be the homotopy idempotent completions of the full

pretriangulated DG subcategories generated by the objects of the corresponding
types. Set (see 1.8)

(2.3.1) Deff
M = Deff

M/k := Ptr/
κ I∆Zar

tr .

This is the DG category of effective geometric motives. The homotopy object of
Deff
M that corresponds to Rtr[X] is denoted by M(X); this is the motive of X.

Passing to the “infinite” categories, we see, by (1.8.1), that

(2.3.2) Deff
M−−→

∼→ Ptr−→ / I∆
tr−→

Zar.

This is the DG category of effective motives.

Consider the corresponding homotopy categories. We use identification (2.1.3).
Set IZar

tr := IZar
tr−−→

tri, etc; these are right admissible subcategories of DPShtr, and

(2.3.3) Deff
M−−→

tri ∼→ DPShtr/I
∆Zar
tr

∼← (I∆Zar
tr )⊥,

(2.3.4) Deff
M

tri ∼→ (DPShtr/I
∆Zar
tr )perf.

The right I∆Zar
tr -localization endofunctor CM : DPShtr → DPShtr is called the

motivic localization; it will be studied in the next two sections.

Notice that complexes from (∆) and (Zar) form an ideal with respect to the
tensor product in Rtr[Sm]. As in 1.9, the above I?

tr’s are ideals in Ptr, and Deff
M is

a homotopy tensor DG category with the unit object RM := M(Spec k). Same is
true for the “infinite” categories.

The image in Deff
M of Rtr(1) ∈ Ptr is the Tate motive RM(1).

Voevodsky’s notation for Deff
M

tri = Deff tri
M/k is DM eff

gm(k) in [Vo2].
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Remarks. (i) In §4 we will see how to perform the motivic localization explicitly
if the base field k is perfect. It is not clear if the above definition is reasonable for
non perfect k (see e.g. Remark (b) in 4.4).

(ii) The embedding Deff
M−−→

tri ∼→ (I∆Zar
tr )⊥ ⊂ DPShtr is a pseudo-tensor functor

(as the right adjoint to a tensor functor, cf. Remark in 2.2). So CM : DPShtr →
DPShtr is a pseudo-tensor functor as well.

2.4. The Artin motives. Let Sm0 be the category of smooth zero-dimensional
varieties. The embedding Sm0 ↪→ Sm admits a left adjoint functor π0 : Sm →
Sm0, where π0(X) is the spectrum of the integral closure of k in O(X). The
corresponding full subcategory Rtr[Sm0] ⊂ Rtr[Sm] is an additive R-category, and
π0 extends naturally to an R-linear functor π0 : Rtr[Sm] → Rtr[Sm0] left adjoint
to the embedding.

Pick a separable closure k̄/k of k; let G be the Galois group. By Galois theory,
the functor X 7→ X(k̄) identifies Sm0 with the category of finite G-sets. This
implies easily that the functor Rtr[X] 7→ R[X(k̄)] is a fully faithful embedding of
Rtr[Sm0] into the category of R[G]-modules; its essential image is the category
R[G]-prm of permutative R[G]-modules.

The DG category Ar = Ark of Artin motives is a homotopy idempotent comple-
tion of Rtr[Sm0] (see 1.6.2, 1.7). So the triangulated category Artri is the idempo-
tent completion of the homotopy category of finite complexes of objects of Rtr[Sm0],
i.e., Artri = (KbR[G]-prm)κ. The Artin motives form a full subcategory in Deff tri

M :

Lemma. The functor πtri
0 factors through a triangulated functor Deff tri

M → Artri,
which is left adjoint to the composition Artri ↪→ (Rtr[Sm]tri)κ → Deff tri

M . The latter
composition is a fully faithful embedding Artri ↪→ Deff tri

M .

Proof. To see that πtri
0 : Rtr[Sm]tri → Artri factors through Deff tri

M , we need to
check that πtri

0 kills complexes (∆) and (MVZar) from 2.3. This is evident since
π0(A1 ×X) = π0(X) and π0(U·) → π0(X) is a homotopy equivalence. The rest is
immediate. �

Remark. Let G be any (pro)finite group; suppose that R is noetherian regu-
lar. Then, according to [R], the evident functor KbR[G]-prm → DbR[G]-mod (the
bounded derived category of finitely generated R[G]-modules) yields an equiva-
lence (KbR[G]-prm/I)κ ∼→ DbR[G]-mod; here I is the thick subcategory of acyclic
complexes of permutative modules.

§3. Premotives and the A1-homotopy localization

In this section we consider the A1-homotopy localization procedure used in the
definition of the category of motives more thoroughly. The material corresponds to
lectures 4 and 9 of [MVW] and [Vo3]. The constructions (if not the terminology)
of 3.1 go back to [S]. The principal result is theorem 3.3 (Voevodsky’s cancellation
theorem); its proof is a variant of Voevodsky’s original one [Vo3]. The construction
in 3.4.1 will be used to define the residue maps in 4.6.

3.1. The A1-homotopy localization. 3.1.1. Let I∆ ⊂ DPSh be the triangu-
lated subcategory generated by all complexes of type R[A1×X/X] where X ∈ Sm
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and A1 ×X → X is the projection. Its objects are A1-homotopy contractible com-
plexes. One has the corresponding subcategory I∆⊥ ⊂ DPSh of A1-homotopy
invariant, or A1-homotopy local, complexes. A complex of presheaves F lies in I∆⊥

if and only if for every X the morphism F (X)→ F (A1×X) is a quasi-isomorphism,
i.e., the morphism F → Hom(R[A1], F ) is a quasi-isomorphism in DPSh. It is clear
that F is A1-homotopy invariant if and only if all the cohomology HaF are A1-
homotopy invariant. Thus I∆⊥ carries a non-degenerate t-structure whose core is
the abelian category PSh∆ of A1-homotopy invariant presheaves.

Exercise. F ∈ DPSh is A1-homotopy invariant iff the pull-back maps i∗0, i
∗
1 :

Hom(R[A1], F ) ⇒ F for the embeddings ia : Spec k ↪→ A1, · 7→ a ∈ A1, coincide.

Our I∆ is right admissible by 1.4.2, so I∆⊥ ∼→ DPSh/I∆, and the t-structure
picture fits into the format of part (ii) of the lemma in 1.2.

In fact, the I∆-localization functor lifts to a DG endofunctor C∆ of CPSh defined
as follows. Let ∆· be the standard cosimplicial scheme of the “simplices” ∆n :=
{(t0, . . . , tn) ∈ An+1 :

∑
ti = 1}. A presheaf F yields then a simplicial presheaf

Hom(R[∆·], F ) : X 7→ F (X×∆·); let C∆(F ) be its normalized complex. Explicitly,
C∆(F )n(X) := {f ∈ F (X×∆n) : ∂1(f) = . . . = ∂n(f) = 0}, the differential is f 7→
∂0(f). For F ∈ CPSh we denote by C∆(F ) the total complex of the corresponding
bicomplex (so C∆(F )n(X) =

∑
a−b=n

F a(X × ∆b)). In the notation of 1.9 and 2.2,

one has C∆(F ) = lim−→Hom(σ≤nR[∆·]nor, F ); here R[∆·] is a cosimplicial object in
R[Sm], R[∆·]nor its normalized complex, and σ≤nR[∆·]nor are its stupid truncations
(which are finite complexes). A natural embedding F ↪→ C∆(F ) identifies F with
the component of the b-degree 0. Since C∆ preserves quasi-isomorphisms, it yields
an endofunctor on DPSh. The latter equals the A1-homotopy localization:

Proposition. One has C∆(F ) ∈ I∆⊥, C∆(F )/F ∈ I∆.

Proof. We show that for a presheaf F the complex C∆(F ) is A1-homotopy invari-
ant, leaving the rest for the reader. It suffices to construct a simplicial homotopy h·
between the morphisms of simplicialR-modules i∗0, i

∗
1 : F (A1×X×∆·) ⇒ F (X×∆·).

Let T· be the simplicial interval, i.e., the simplicial set with Tn = the set of mono-
tone maps a : [0, n]→ [0, 1]. Our h· is comprised by maps hn : F (A1 ×X ×∆n)⊗
R[Tn] → F (X ×∆n), i.e., by those han : F (A1 ×X ×∆n) → F (X ×∆n), a ∈ Tn,
hn(f⊗a) = han(f). We define han as the pull-back for a map X×∆n → A1×X×∆n,
(x, (t0, . . . , tn)) 7→ (

∑
a(i)ti, x, (t0, . . . , tn)). �

Exercise. Suppose a presheaf F admits a natural map κ : F (X) → F (A1 ×X)
which preserves the zero section (κ need not be additive) and satisfies i∗0κ = idF ,
i∗1κ = 0. Then C∆(F ) is acyclic, i.e., F ∈ I∆.

3.1.2. The story of 3.1.1 remains literally valid if we replace presheaves by
presheaves with transfers. So we have subcategories I∆

tr , I
∆⊥
tr ⊂ DPShtr of A1-

homotopy contractible and A1-homotopy invariant presheaves with transfers, a DG
endofunctor F 7→ C∆(F ) := lim−→Hom(σ≤nRtr[∆·]nor, F ) of CPShtr which descends
to the I∆

tr -localization endofunctor of DPShtr, a non-degenerate t-structure on
I∆⊥
tr

∼→ DPShtr/I
∆
tr whose core is the abelian category PSh∆

tr of A1-homotopy
invariant presheaves with transfers, etc.
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Exercise. Show that I∆⊥
tr is not equivalent to the derived category of PSh∆

tr.
12

The A1-homotopy localization is compatible with functors (2.1.4). Namely, the
functor DPSh→ DPShtr sends I∆ to I∆

tr ; its right adjoint (the forgetful functor)
DPShtr → DPSh commutes with C∆ (hence sends I∆

tr to I∆, I∆⊥
tr to I∆⊥).

As in 2.3, our triangulated categories carry natural DG structures. Namely, set
Deff
pM := Ptr/

κI∆
tr . Then, by (1.8.1), one has Deff

pM−−−→
∼→ Ptr−→ / I∆

tr−→ and

(3.1.1) Deff
pM−−−→

tri ∼→ DPShtr/I
∆
tr

∼← I∆⊥
tr .

Since I∆
tr is a tensor ideal in Ptr, our Deff

pM and Deff
pM−−−→

are homotopy tensor DG

categories. The endofunctor C∆ of DPShtr is right t-exact. Hence the tensor
product on Deff

pM−−−→
tri is right t-exact.

Objects of Deff
pM−−−→

(resp. Deff
pM) are called effective (geometric) premotives. The

image R∆
tr [X] of Rtr[X] in Deff

pM is called the premotive of X. We have the Tate
premotive R∆

tr(1), etc.

Remark. Let HotR∆
tr [Sm] be the full subcategory of Deff tri

pM formed by objects
R∆

tr [X], X ∈ Sm, i.e., its morphisms Cor∆(Y,X) := H0Hom(R∆
tr [Y ], R∆

tr [X]) are
A1-homotopy classes of correspondences. Then A1-homotopy invariant presheaves
with transfers are the same as right HotR∆

tr [Sm]-modules, i.e., R-linear functors
F : HotR∆

tr [Sm]op → R-mod.

Question. Is it true that the complex Hom(R∆
tr [X], R∆

tr [Y ]) = Cor(X × ∆·, Y )
for affine X, Y is acyclic in degrees < −dimY ?

3.2. The Tate premotive. Here are some typical computations in Deff
pM:

Proposition. (i) The Z-presheaf with transfers O× (see 2.1.3) is A1-homotopy
invariant and there is a canonical homotopy equivalence in Deff

pM

(3.2.1) εR : R∆
tr(1)[1] ∼→ O×

L
⊗ R.

(ii) The transposition of factors action of the symmetric group Σn on the pre-
motive R∆

tr(1)⊗n = R∆
tr(n) is homotopically trivial (i.e., is trivial in Deff tri

pM ).

Proof. (i) The A1-homotopy invariance of O× is clear (our varieties are reduced).

Let ε : Ztr(1)[1]→ O× be a morphism of Z-presheaves with transfers defined as
the composition Ztr(1)[1] ↪→ Ztr[Gm]→ O×, the latter arrow sends γ ∈ Cor(X,Gm)
to γ∗(t) ∈ O×(X) (see 2.1.3); here t ∈ O×(Gm) is the standard parameter. Our
ε is evidently surjective; we will check in a moment that its kernel K is in I∆.

12Hint: Since Rtr[X] is a projective object of PShtr and the embedding I∆⊥
tr ↪→ DPShtr is

t-exact, H0C∆(Rtr[X]) is a projective object in PSh∆
tr . Were DPSh∆

tr → I∆⊥
tr be an equivalence,

this would imply that C∆(Rtr[X])
∼→ H0C∆(Rtr[X]).
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Since Z-presheaves K ⊂ Ztr(1)[1] ⊂ Ztr[Gm] have no Z-torsion, ε yields a quasi-

isomorphism Cone(K ⊗ R → Rtr(1)[1]) → O×
L
⊗ R. Then εR is its composition

with the embedding Rtr(1)[1]→ Cone(K ⊗R→ Rtr(1)[1]).

To show that K ∈ I∆, we present ε as follows. For X ∈ Sm a morphism
Ztr[X] → Ztr(1)[1] is a divisor D on GmX finite over X of relative degree 0. Let
Φ(X) be the multiplicative group of meromorphic functions φ on P1

X such that φ
is defined on a Zariski neighborhood of {0,∞} × X, φ(∞, x) ≡ 1, and φ(0, x) is
invertible. One has an isomorphism Φ(X) ∼→ Hom(Ztr[X],Ztr(1)[1]), φ 7→ div φ,
and ε(div φ)(x) = φ(0, x). Therefore K equals the subgroup of φ ∈ Φ with φ(0, x) ≡
1. One has a natural map κ : K(X)→ K(A1×X), κ(φ)(t, u, x) := u+(1−u)φ(t, x)
(here u is the parameter on A1), which satisfies the conditions of the second exercise
in 3.1.1, and we are done by loc. cit.

(ii) It suffices to consider the case n = 2. Let σ be the transposition of factors of
Gm ×Gm. We want to show that σ + id kills the direct summand (R∆

tr(1)[1])⊗2 ⊂
R∆

tr [Gm×Gm] in the homotopy category, i.e., that σ+id ∈ Cor(Gm×Gm,Gm×Gm)
is A1-homotopic to the sum of correspondences that take values in 1×Gm and in
Gm×1. Let α ∈ End(Gm×Gm) be the map (x, x′) 7→ (xx′, 1); we check that σ+id
is A1-homotopic to σα+α. One has σ+ id = p∨p, where p : Gm×Gm → Sym2Gm

is the projection, p∨ is the transposed correspondence. Since Sym2Gm
∼→ Gm×A1,

p(x, x′) 7→ (xx′, x + x′), our p is A1-homotopic to pα. Thus σ + id = p∨p is A1-
homotopic to p∨pα = σα+ α, q.e.d. �

Question. By (ii) above, R∆
tr(∗) := ⊕

n≥0
R∆

tr(n) is a commutative unital algebra

in the tensor category Deff
pM−−−→

tri. Can one realize it naturally as an E∞-algebra in

the homotopy tensor DG category Deff
pM−−−→

?

Remark. The next generalization of the proposition can be proved by a simple
modification of the argument. Let C be a connected smooth projective curve over
k, A ⊂ C be a finite non-empty subscheme étale over k.

(i) One has a canonical homotopy equivalence R∆
tr [C rA] ∼→ Pic(C,A) in Deff

pM.
Here Pic(C,A) is the generalized Jacobian (the group scheme of pairs (L, ι), L is a
line bundle on C, ι is a trivialization of L|A) considered as a presheaf with transfers
(see 2.1.3); notice that this presheaf is A1-homotopy invariant.

(ii) (M. Nori, cf. [M] 5.8). Let B ⊂ CrA be another non-empty finite subscheme
étale over k. Set M(C;A,B) := Cone(Z∆

tr[B] → Z∆
tr[C r A]) ∈ Deff

M. Consider the
action of the symmetric group Σn on M(C;A,B)⊗n; let τn ∈ End(M(C;A,B)⊗n)
be the Σn-averaging (the sum of operators s, s ∈ Σn). Then τn is naturally homo-
topic to 0 if n > 2g − 2 + |A|+ |B|; here g is the genus of C.

3.3. Theorem. The Tate premotive is homotopically quasi-invertible: on Deff
pM

(or Deff
pM−−−→

) the Tate twist endofunctor M 7→M(1) is homotopically fully faithful.

Remark. For F ∈ DPShtr let νF : F → (C∆(F (1)))−1[−1] be obtained by
adjunction (see 2.2) from the canonical morphism F (1)→ C∆(F (1)). The theorem
means that νF is a quasi-isomorphism if F is A1-homotopically invariant.
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Proof of the theorem. We want to show that the Tate twist map Hom(M ′,M)→
Hom(M ′(1),M(1)) is a quasi-isomorphism for every premotives M , M ′. It suffices
to consider the case when M , M ′ are the premotives of some Z,Z ′ ∈ Sm. We can
assume that R = Z. Notice that for Z = Spec k the statement follows from 3.2(i).

As in 3.1, we represent Hom(Z∆
tr[Z

′],Z∆
tr[Z]) by the complex C = C(Z ′, Z) with

components Ca = Cor(Z ′ ×∆a, Z). Set C[ = C[(Z ′, Z) := C(Z ′ × Gm, Z × Gm),
E := Cor(Gm,Gm) = End(Ztr[Gm]); our C[ is an E-bimodule. Let τ ∈ E be the
correspondence x 7→ (x) − (1); this is a projector onto Ztr(1)[1] ⊂ Ztr[Gm]. Let
C[τ be the direct summand τC[τ of C[, Eτ := τEτ = End(Ztr(1)), so C[τ is a
Eτ -bimodule. The Tate twist map is represented as ρ : C → C[τ , γ 7→ γ ⊗ τ . Let
us show that ρ is a quasi-isomorphism.

3.3.1. ρ is injective on cohomology: For n ≥ 1 let ιn ∈ E be the correspondence
x 7→ x1/n (so deg(ιn) = n); one has ιmn = ιmιn. Notice that the image of τιnτ =
ιnτ ∈ Eτ in H0End(Z∆

tr(1)) = Z equals 1, so the left multiplication by ιn preserves
C[τ and is homotopic to the identity on it.

We will define a subcomplex C\ ⊂ C[ preserved by the ιn, and a morphism
of complexes κ : C\ → C with the next properties: (a) For any θ ∈ C[ one has
ιnθ ∈ C\ for n � 1; (b) For any γ ∈ C and n > 1 one has ιnρ(γ) ∈ C\ and
κ(ιnρ(γ)) = γ. This yields the injectivity of H ·ρ.

For a smooth Y (we will need Y = Z ′×∆·) consider D ∈ Cor(Y ×Gm,Gm) given
by an effective divisor. Let t, t′ ∈ O×(Gm×(Y ×Gm)) be the projections to the two
Gm-factors. Locally on Y we can write D = (f = 0) where f = f(t, t′) ∈ OY (t, t′)
is a Laurent polynomial. The condition on D says that its closure in P1× (Y ×Gm)
does not meet the divisor t = {0,∞}. This means that, after multiplication by an
invertible function on Y and powers of t, t′, our f can be written as 1+p0(t, t′) and as
1+ p∞(t−1, t′−1) where p0, p∞ ∈ tOY [t, t′, t′−1]. We say that D is nice if p0, p∞ are
sums of monomials of degree > 0. This condition assures that D∩(t = t′) ⊂ Gm×Y
(here Gm is the diagonal t = t′) is closed in P1 × Y , hence it is finite over Y .

Now our C\ ⊂ C[ is generated by those effective correspondences θ ∈ C[ that
πθ ∈ Cor(Z ′ ×∆a ×Gm,Gm) is nice; here π is the projection Z ×Gm → Gm. By
the above, any θ ∈ C\ meets the divisor t = t′ on (Z ×Gm)× (Z ′ ×Gm) properly,
and the cycle-theoretic intersection θdiag := θ ∩ (t = t′) is finite over Z ′. We define
κ(θ) ∈ C as the image of −θdiag by the projection to Z × Z ′ ×∆a. Properties (a),
(b) are evident.

3.3.2. ρ is surjective on cohomology: Let θ ∈ C[τ be any cycle. Let us show that
for sufficiently large n our θ is homotopic to ρκ(ιnθ).

Consider another copy Gc
m of Gm; let τ c be the projector τ on it, etc. Let us

perform the above constructions replacing Z(′) by Z(′) × Gm and Gm by Gc
m. We

get a subcomplex C\(Z ′ × Gm, Z × Gm) ⊂ C[(Z ′ × Gm, Z × Gm), a morphism
κc : C\(Z ′ ×Gm, Z ×Gm)→ C(Z ′ ×Gm, Z ×Gm), etc.

Let σ be the transposition symmetry of Gm ×Gc
m. By 3.2(ii), one has θ ⊗ τ c −

σ(θ ⊗ τ c)σ = dφ for some φ ∈ C(Z ′ ×Gm ×Gc
m, Z ×Gm ×Gc

m) which is invariant
with respect to the left and right multiplications by τ , τ c. Take any n ≥ 2 such that
ιcnφ ∈ C\(Z ′ ×Gm, Z ×Gm); then ιcn(θ ⊗ τ c), ιcnσ(θ ⊗ τ c)σ lie in this subcomplex
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as well. Since θ = κc(ιcn(θ⊗ τ c)) and ρκ(ιnθ) := κ(ιnθ)⊗ τ = κc(ιcnσ(θ⊗ τ c)σ), one
has θ − ρκ(ιnθ) = dκc(ιcnφ), q.e.d. �

3.4. Specialization and Tate untwisting. The next construction, that will
be of use in 4.6, helps to untwist some correspondences in especially simple way.

3.4.1. Let X be a smooth variety, Z ⊂ X a smooth divisor; let Z ′ ⊂ X ′ be
another such pair. Suppose we have θ ∈ Cor(X ′ r Z ′, X r Z) that extends to
θ̃ ∈ Cor(X ′, X). It yields a morphism

(3.4.1) θ̂ = (θ, θ̃) : Rtr[(X ′ r Z ′)/X ′]→ Rtr[(X r Z)/X].

It is clear that θ̃ meets the divisor properly. Set

(3.4.2) Sp(θ) := θ̃ ∩ (Z ×X ′)

where the intersection is computed in the cycle-theoretic sense. This is a cycle
supported at Z × Z ′ ⊂ X ×X ′ and finite over Z ′. Therefore Sp(θ) ∈ Cor(Z ′, Z).

Remarks. (i) Specialization is compatible with the composition: given another
Z ′′ ⊂ X ′′, and θ′ ∈ Cor(X ′′ r Z ′′, X ′ r Z ′) as above, then Sp(θθ′) = Sp(θ)Sp(θ′).

(ii) If θ̃ ∈ Cor(X ′, X r Z), then θ̂ is homotopic to 0 and Sp(θ) = 0.

3.4.2. Suppose Z,Z ′ are smooth, and consider the above picture for X(′) = Z(′)×
A1. So we have θ ∈ Cor(Z ′×Gm, Z×Gm) that extends to θ̃ ∈ Cor(Z ′×A1, Z×A1).
Using the homotopy equivalences R∆

tr [Z
(′) × Gm/Z

(′) × A1] ∼→ R∆
tr [Z

(′)](1)[1], we
can rewrite (3.4.1) as a homotopy morphism θ̂ : R∆

tr [Z
′](1) → R∆

tr [Z](1). We also
have Sp(θ) : Rtr[Z ′]→ Rtr[Z].

Proposition. θ̂ is A1-homotopic to Sp(θ)(1).

Proof. We use the notation from 3.3. By Remark (ii) above, replacing θ by τθτ
does not change θ̂ and Sp(θ), so we can assume that θ = τθτ . Then θ̂ is homotopic
to θ ∈ C[τ . By 3.3.2, it remains to show that Sp(θ) is homotopic to κ(ιnθ) for
sufficiently large n.

Set C̃[ := C(Z ′ × A1, Z × A1). We define a subcomplex C̃\ ⊂ C̃[ and the
morphism κ̄ : C̄\ → C(Z ′, Z) in the same way as we have defined C\, κ in 3.3.1
replacing Gm by A1.13 Our ιn, τ ∈ Cor(Gm,Gm) extend to ι̃n, τ̃ ∈ Cor(A1,A1).
As in loc. cit., for any θ̃′ ∈ C̃[ one has ι̃nθ̃′ ∈ C̃\ for sufficiently large n. For any
γ ∈ C one has ι̃n(γ ⊗ τ̃) ∈ C̃\, but, at variance with κ, one has κ̃ι̃n(γ ⊗ τ̃) = 0 (for
κ̃ includes the intersection with the diagonal t = t′ at t = 0).

Since τ̃ is A1-homotopic to zero (for its degree equals 0), so is θ̃ = τ̃ θ̃, i.e.,
θ̃ = dψ in the complex C̄[. Thus, for large n, κ̃(ι̃nθ̃) = d(ι̃nψ). Now κ̃(ι̃nθ̃) =
κ(ιnθ) − Sp′(ι̃nθ̃) where Sp′(ι̃nθ̃) ∈ Cor(Z ′, Z) is the intersection of the cycle ι̃nθ̃
with the diagonal t = t′ at t = 0. The latter equals the intersection of θ̃ with the
divisor tn = t′ at t = 0, which is Sp(θ̃) for large n, and we are done. �

13To define the nice correspondences in Cor(Y × A1, A1), we look at p∞ only.
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§4. The motivic localization

This section deals with the subject of lectures 12, 13, 24 of [MVW] and 3.1, 3.2 of
[Vo2]. The principal result is the theorem in 4.4 (cf. [Vo2] 3.2.6, 3.1.12, [MVW] 13.8,
13.9, [Deg2] 5.1). We deduce it from the theory of residues (the Cousin resolution)
for A1-homotopy invariant presheaves with transfers. The latter is formulated in
4.6, the proofs are in §5.

4.1. The Zariski localization: a complaint. The Zariski localization of plain
presheaves is a particular case of the format from 1.11 for categories of schemes such
as Sm equipped with the Zariski topology. The local objects for the Zariski topology
are corresponding local schemes. A complex of presheaves is Zariski locally acyclic
(see 1.11) if and only if it is stalkwise acyclic. The triangulated subcategory IZar

of Zariski locally acyclic complexes is generated by all Mayer-Vietoris complexes
R[U ∩V ]→ R[U ]⊕R[V ]→ R[X] (here U, V ⊂ X are opens such that U ∪V = X),
see [BG] (or modify the proof of the lemma in 4.2.1 for the Zariski site).

Passing to presheaves with transfers, we see that the category IZar⊥
tr ⊂ DPShtr

from 2.3 consists of all F ’s that are Zariski local as complexes of mere presheaves.
But the category IZar

tr contains not only all complexes which are Zariski stalkwise
acyclic, but many other objects as well: e.g. the Mayer-Vietoris complex Rtr[U ∩
V ] → Rtr[U ] ⊕ Rtr[V ] → Rtr[X] is not Zariski stalkwise acyclic if X is irreducible
and U, V 6= X. So the forgetful functor o : DPShtr → DPSh does not send IZar

tr

to IZar, i.e., it does not commute with the Zariski localization, which makes the
Zariski localization of arbitrary presheaves with transfers look rather awkward.

The cause of the nuisance is that the image of a local scheme by a correspondence
is merely a semi-local scheme which need not be the disjoint union of local schemes.
Thus a correspondence may not be continuous for the Zariski topology: the Zariski
coverings do not define a Grothendieck topology on Rtr[Sm] (cf. the lemma in 4.2).

We will see that for perfect k this nuisance disappears for A1-homotopy invariant
presheaves, and to treat arbitrary ones, the Nisnevich topology is needed. Happily
enough, this does not change the motivic localization.

4.2. A Nisnevich localization reminder. For details, see [N] or [TT] App. E.
To fix the setting, we play with the category Sm; it can be replaced by the category
of all k-varieties (or all Noetherian schemes of finite Krull dimension).

Remark. The constructions below work with obvious modification (replacing
étale maps by local isomorphisms) for the Zariski topology.

4.2.1. The Nisnevich topology lies in between the Zariski and étale topologies.
A Nisnevich covering of X is an étale X-scheme U/X such that for every field K
the map U(K)→ X(K) is surjective, or, equivalently, U/X admits a constructible
section (see 4.2.2). The local objects for the Nisnevich topology are Henselian local
schemes.

Sm equipped with the Nisnevich topology satisfies the conditions from 1.11, so
the general format from loc. cit. readily applies. We have the abelian category
of Nisnevich sheaves ShNis, the exact sheafification functor PSh → ShNis, F 7→
FNis, the right admissible subcategory INis ⊂ DPSh of Nisnevich locally acyclic
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complexes,14 the category INis⊥ of Nisnevich local complexes, and the equivalences
of the triangulated categories

(4.2.1) DPSh/INis ∼→ DShNis ∼← INis⊥.

Exercise. Suppose ` is prime to char k. Show that the presheaf X 7→ H1
ét(X,µ`)

is a Nisnevich sheaf; if k is separably closed, then the stalk H1
ét(X

h
x , µ`) vanishes if

and only if x is a closed point of X.15

Suppose we have an étale covering {U, V } of X ∈ Sm such that V is an open
subset of X, and for Z := XrV one has UZ := U ×X Z

∼→ Z. We call such {U, V }
a Nisnevich Mayer-Vietoris covering, and the corresponding complex of presheaves
R[UV ]→ R[U ]⊕ R[V ]→ R[X] (the differentials are the difference and the sum of
evident maps) a Nisnevich Mayer-Vietoris complex. It lies in INis.

Proposition. INis is generated by the Nisnevich Mayer-Vietoris complexes.16

Proof. By 1.4.2(i) (for D = INis, S the set of all Nisnevich Mayer-Vietoris
complexes), the proposition amounts to the next statement: Suppose F ∈ INis is
such that for each Nisnevich Mayer-Vietoris covering as above the total complex of
F (X) → F (U) ⊕ F (V ) → F (UV ) is acyclic; then F = 0. To show this, we check
by induction by n the next claim: For every X and h ∈ Ha(X) there is an open
V ⊂ X with X r V of codimension ≥ n such that h|V ∈ HaF (V ) vanishes.

By the induction assumption, there is an open V ′ ⊂ X with Z := X r V ′

of codimension ≥ n − 1 such that h|V ′ = 0. Let zi be the generic points of Z
of codimension n − 1. Since F ∈ INis, there is a Nisnevich covering of X on
which h vanishes. Thus there is an open V ′′ ⊂ X containing V ′ and zi’s, and
an étale U ′/V ′′ such that U ′V ′′∩Z

∼→ V ′′ ∩ Z and h|U ′ = 0. Then {U ′, V ′} is a
Nisnevich Mayer-Vietoris covering of V ′′, so the exact sequence Ha−1F (U ′V ′) →
HaF (V ′′)→ HaF (U ′)⊕HaF (V ′) shows that h|V ′′ comes from g ∈ Ha−1F (U ′V ′).
By the induction assumption, there is a closed Y ′ ⊂ U ′V ′ such that the image of g
in Ha−1F (U ′V ′ rY ′) vanishes. Let Y be the closure of the image of Y ′ in X. Then
V := V ′′rZ∩Y is the promised open subset of X. Indeed, XrV has codimension
≥ n since zi /∈ Z ∩Y . Set U := U ′V ′′rY ; then {U, V ′} is a Nisnevich Mayer-Vietoris
covering of V , so h|V comes from g|UV ′ ∈ H

a−1F (UV ′). Since UV ′ ⊂ U ′V ′ rY ′, one
has g|UV ′ = 0, hence h|V = 0, q.e.d. �

Exercises. (i) A presheaf F is a Nisnevich sheaf iff for every Nisnevich Mayer-
Vietoris covering the sequence 0→ F (X)→ F (U)⊕ F (V )→ F (UV ) is exact.

(ii) For any Nisnevich sheaf F and h ∈ Hn
Nis(X,F ) there is a closed Y ⊂ X of

codimension ≥ n such that the image of h in Hn
Nis(X r Y, F ) vanishes.

14A complex F of presheaves is Nisnevich locally acyclic iff it is Nisnevich stalkwise acyclic,

i.e., for any X ∈ S, x ∈ X the complex F (Xh
x ) is acyclic; here Xh

x is the Henselization of X at x

considered as a proobject of Sm.
15This sheaf was denoted by O×/` in [MVW] 12.9. The exercise shows that the formula from

[MVW] 12.10 should be corrected: the product must take into account all points x ∈ X, not only
the closed ones as in loc. cit.

16See [Vo4] for a general setting.
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4.2.2. The reader can skip the rest of the section. As mentioned in 1.11, the
Nisnevich localization functor DPSh→ DShNis ∼→ INis⊥ ⊂ DPSh can be lifted to
the level of complexes by means of the Godement resolution. The latter admits an
economic adele-style version constructed as follows.

For X ∈ Sm a partition {Zα} of X always means a (finite) partition by locally
closed reduced subschemes. For an X-scheme Y/X a constructible section is a
set-theoretic section s : X → Y such that for some partition {Zα} of X each
s|Zα

: Zα → Y is a morphism of schemes.17

For X ∈ Sm consider the category Ξ(X) of pairs ξ = (Uξ/X, sξ), where Uξ/X is
an étale X-scheme and sξ is its constructible section; let Ξo(X) be the subcategory
of those ξo that each connected component of Uξo intersects sξo(X). Our Ξ(X)
admits finite products, for any ξ, ξo as above there is at most one morphism ξo → ξ,
and for each ξ one can find some ξo → ξ. Thus Ξ(X)op is directed, Ξo(X) is its
cofinal subset. Set XNis

0 := lim←−Ξ(X)
Uξ = lim←−Ξo(X)

Uξ; this is a proobject of Sm/X.

It fits into a simplicial proobject XNis
· /X defined as follows. For n ≥ 0 all

collections (ξ0, . . . , ξn) where ξi = (Uξi/Uξi−1 , sξi) ∈ Ξ(Uξi−1) (we set Uξ−1 := X)
form a directed category Ξn(X); ξ’s with every ξi in Ξo comprise a directed set
Ξno (X) cofinal in Ξn(X). Our Ξ·(X) is a cosimplicial system of categories: for
a monotone map φ : [0, n] → [0,m] the corresponding functor Ξn(X) → Ξm(X)
is ξ 7→ ξφ, ξφj := (Uξφ−1[j]/Uξφ−1[j−1] , sξφ−1[j],φ−1[j−1]); here for j ∈ [0,m] we set
φ−1[j] := max{i : φ(i) ≤ j} ∈ [0, n] and sξa,b is the composition sξa . . . sξb+1 if a > b
and the identity map if a = b. Now XNis

n := lim←−Ξn(X)
Uξn ; the simplicial structure

maps on XNis
· /X are φNis : XNis

m → XNis
n defined as the Ξn(X)-projective limit of

the maps XNis
m → Uξ

φ
m = Uξn .

Any morphism of varieties f : Y → X lifts naturally to a morphism of sim-
plicial proobjects fNis : Y Nis

· → XNis
· (for one has an evident pull-back functor

f∗ : Ξ·(X) → Ξ·(Y )). Thus any presheaf F yields a cosimplicial presheaf F ·Nis,
F ·Nis(X) := F (XNis

· ) (i.e., FnNis(X) = lim−→Ξn(X)
F (Uξn)), augmented by F . Let

CNis(F ) be its normalized complex and ε : F → CNis(F ) be the augmentation.

Proposition. (i) The functor F 7→ CNis(F ) is exact. (ii) Each presheaf CNis(F )n

is Nisnevich local (see 1.11), hence is a Nisnevich sheaf. (iii) The augmentation ε
makes CNis(F ) a resolution of the Nisnevich sheafification of F . (iv) Every section
of CNis(F )n is supported in codimension n, so CNis(F )(X) sits in degrees [0,dimX].

Proof. (i) Since Ξn(X) is directed, the functor F 7→ FnNis is exact, and CNis(F )n

is a natural direct summand in FnNis.

(ii) By construction, the functor F 7→ FnNis is n + 1-iteration of one F 7→ F 0
Nis

(i.e., FnNis = (Fn−1
Nis )0Nis). Replacing Fn−1

Nis by F , we see that it suffices to show
that F 0

Nis is Nisnevich local. Indeed, for every Nisnevich hypercovering V· of X the
complex F 0

Nis(V·/X) is homotopically trivial, which follows easily from the existence
of a constructible contraction of V·/X;18 the details are left to the reader.

17I.e., the closure of s(Zα) in YZα , considered as a closed reduced subscheme in YZα , projects

isomorphically to Zα.
18For us, a contraction of an augmented simplicial object V·/X is a datum c· of sections cn :
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(iii) Take any X ∈ Sm and a point x ∈ X; let Y := Xh
x be the Henselization of

X at x considered as a proobject of Sm. To check that F (Y ) → CNis(F )(Y ) is a
quasi-isomorphism, one shows that the augmented simplicial proobject Y Nis

· /Y is
contractible. The contraction c is unique; its construction is left to the reader.

(iv) Let us define a cofinal subset Ξnc of Ξno which clearifies the structure of FnNis.

Let {Zα} be a stratification of X with equidimensional strata. Its set A of indices
α is naturally ordered (α′ ≥ α means Z̄α′ ⊃ Zα), so we have the simplicial set S(A)·
where S(A)n is the set of ordered n+ 1-tuples (α0 . . . αn), α0 ≤ . . . ≤ αn.

For ξ ∈ Ξ(X) we denote by {Zξα} the induced stratification of Uξ, and by Uξα
the union of connected components of Uξ that contains sξ(Zα). We say that ξ is
{Zα}-controlled if Uξ equals the disjoint union of Uξα, for each α the intersection
Zξα′ ∩ Uξα is empty unless α′ ≥ α, and Zξα ∩ Uξα

∼→ Zα. Notice that sξ|Zα is the
inverse to the latter isomorphism.

We say that ξ ∈ Ξn(X) is {Zα}-controlled if each ξi ∈ Ξ(Uξi−1) is {Zξi−1
α }-

controlled; here {Zξi−1
α } is the stratification of Uξi−1 induced by {Zα}. Then every

Uξm , m ∈ [0, n], is the disjoint union of components Uξm
α0...αm

labeled by (α0 . . . αm)
∈ S(A)m, defined as the intersection of the preimages of Uξi

αi
⊂ Uξi for i ≤ m.

Suppose ξ ∈ Ξn(X), n > 0, is {Zα}-controlled. For m ∈ [0, n − 1] let σm :
[0, n] → [0, n − 1] be the monotone surjection with σm(m) = σm(m + 1). Then
ξσm ∈ Ξn−1(X) need not be {Zα}-controlled, but there is a natural morphism
ξ̄σm → ξσm in Ξn−1(X) with {Zα}-controlled ξ̄σm . Namely, U ξ̄

σm
i equals Uξ

σm
i if

i ≤ m; otherwise U ξ̄
σm
i is an open subset of Uξ

σm
i = Uξi+1 equal to the union of all

components Uξi+1
α0...αi+1 with αm = αm+1.

Lemma. ξ’s in Ξn(X) compatible with some stratification form a cofinal subset
Ξnc (X) in Ξno (X). If n > 0, then for every m ∈ [0, n] all ξ̄σm , ξ ∈ Ξnc (X), form a
cofinal subset in Ξn−1

c (X). �

By the lemma, FnNis(X) = lim−→Ξn
c (X)

F (Uξn) = lim−→Ξn
c (X)
⊕F (Uξn

α0...αn
), and its

submodule CNis(F )n(X) is the inductive limit of the sum of components F (Uξn
α0...αn

)
with α0 < . . . < αn. Since the image of F (Uξn

α0...αn
) in FnNis(X) vanishes on the

complement of Z̄α0 , we are done. �

For a complex of presheaves F we denote by CNis(F ) the corresponding total
complex. We see that CNis is a DG endofunctor that lifts the Nisnevich localization.

4.3. Compatibility with transfers. The Nisnevich topology, as opposed to
the Zariski one, is correspondence friendly:

Lemma. The Nisnevich coverings define a Grothendieck topology on Rtr[Sm].

Proof. For a smooth X each Nisnevich covering U/X yields a sieve on Rtr[X]
formed by those correspondences Cor(·, X) that factor through U . These sieves

Vn → Vn+1 of ∂0 : Vn+1 → Vn, n ≥ −1 (here V−1 := X), compatible with the structure simplicial

maps, in the sense that for every monotone φ : [0, n] → [0, m] one has cnφV = φ̃V cm : Vm → Vn+1;

here φ̃ : [0, n + 1] → [0, m + 1] is defined as φ̃(0) = 0, φ̃(a) = φ(a− 1) + 1 for a ∈ [1, n + 1].
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define a Grothendieck topology on Rtr[Sm]. This reduces to the next assertion:
For every X,Y ∈ Sm, γ ∈ Cor(Y,X), and a Nisnevich covering πX : U → X, there
is a Nisnevich covering πY : V → Y and γ̃ ∈ Cor(V,U) such that πX γ̃ = γπY . This
is a corollary of the key property of a Henselian local scheme: every scheme finite
over it is a disjoint union of local Henselian schemes. �

Remark. The above assertion remains valid if X is not smooth.

A Nisnevich sheaf with transfers is a presheaf with transfers which is a Nisnevich
sheaf. Equivalently, this is an R-sheaf F on the topology of the lemma such that
for every X,Y ∈ Sm the pull-back map Cor(Y,X) × F (X) → F (Y ) is R-bilinear.
These objects form an abelian category ShNis

tr , and we have the exact sheafification
functor PShtr → ShNis

tr , F 7→ FNis, left adjoint to the fully faithful embedding
ShNis

tr ↪→ PShtr. The forgetful functors o : PShtr → PSh, ShNis
tr → ShNis commute

with the sheafification and the embedding.

Let INis
tr be the triangulated subcategory of DPShtr generated by all Nisnevich

Mayer-Vietoris complexes Rtr[UV ] → Rtr[U ] ⊕ Rtr[V ] → Rtr[X] (see 4.2.1). It
is right admissible (by (i) of the proposition from 1.4.2). The forgetful functor
o : DPShtr → DPSh sends INis

tr to INis (by the lemma) and INis⊥
tr to INis⊥ (by the

proposition in 4.2.1), i.e., o commutes with the Nisnevich localization CNis. Since
o is conservative, INis

tr , INis⊥
tr are formed exactly by those complexes of presheaves

with transfers that are Nisnevich locally acyclic, resp. Nisnevich local, as a mere
complex of presheaves. So the Nisnevich sheafification yields equivalences

(4.3.1) DPShtr/I
Nis
tr

∼→ DShNis
tr

∼← INis⊥
tr .

The t-structure picture here is that of (i) from the lemma in 1.2.

The canonical resolution CNis from 4.2.2 is compatible with transfers. Namely,
any X ∈ Sm yields a simplicial proobject Rtr[XNis

· ] in Rtr[Sm] (see 4.2.2), and, as
in the lemma above, any γ ∈ Cor(Y,X) lifts naturally to a morphism Rtr[Y Nis

· ]→
Rtr[XNis

· ]. Therefore for any presheaf with transfers F its resolution CNis(F ) has
a canonical transfer structure, and the morphism F → CNis(F ) is compatible with
transfers. So the Nisnevich sheafification FNis = H0CNis(F ) has a natural transfer
structure as well. We see that CNis is a DG endofunctor of CPShtr that lifts the
Nisnevich localization.

Remark. The usual Godement resolution [G] for the Nisnevich topology is com-
patible with transfers as well.

Recall that DPShtr has a natural DG structure Ptr−→ (see 2.1.4). Therefore, as in
1.5.5, the DG subcategories INis

tr−−→, I
Nis
tr−−→

⊥ ⊂ Ptr−→ of objects that belong to INis
tr , INis⊥

tr ⊂
DPShtr = Ptri

tr−−→ are DG structures on INis
tr , INis⊥

tr , and one has a quasi-equivalence

of DG categories INis
tr−−→

⊥ ∼→ Ptr−→ / INis
tr−−→.

4.4. The motivic localization. Set INis
tr := (INis

tr−−→)perf ⊂ Ptr, i.e., INis
tr is

the homotopy idempotent completion of the full pretriangulated DG subcategory
generated by the Nisnevich Mayer-Vietoris complexes. As in 2.3, let I∆Nis

tr ⊂ Ptr be
the corresponding subcategory generated by I∆

tr and INis
tr . Then I∆Nis

tr := (I∆Nis
tr−−−→)tri

is the full triangulated subcategory of DPShtr generated by INis
tr and I∆

tr .
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Theorem. Suppose that the base field k is perfect.

(i) The subcategories I∆
tr , I

Nis
tr ⊂ DPShtr are compatible (see 1.3).

(ii) One has I∆Zar
tr = I∆Nis

tr (see 2.3), i.e.,

(4.4.1) Deff
M−−→

tri ∼→ DPShtr/I
∆Nis
tr = I∆⊥

tr ∩ INis⊥
tr ,

(4.4.2) Deff
M

tri ∼→ (DPShtr/I
∆Nis
tr )perf.

Therefore one has a quasi-equivalence of the DG categories Deff
M

∼→ Ptr/
κI∆Nis

tr , and
the motivic localization endofunctor CM of DPShtr can be written as

(4.4.3) CM = C∆CNis = CNisC∆.

Remarks. (a) For an interpretation of (i) on finite level (inside Ptr), see 1.4.3.

(b) The theorem implies that in the definition of Deff
M (see 2.3) one can replace

Rtr[Sm] by its full subcategory of affine varieties: the category of motives does not
change. We do not know if this remains true for non perfect k.

(c) We see that the identification Deff
M−−→

tri = I∆⊥
tr /I∆⊥

tr ∩ INis
tr yields a t-structure

on Deff
M−−→

tri whose core is the abelian category of A1-homotopy invariant Nisnevich

sheaves with transfers Sh∆Nis
tr . To sum the picture up, we have a tensor DG category

Ptr−→ and its three quotients. The corresponding homotopy categories carry non-
degenerate t-structures with cores PShtr, ShNis

tr , PSh∆
tr, Sh∆Nis

tr . The projections
Ptr−→

tri � Ptr−→
tri/INis

tr and Deff
pM−−−→

tri � Deff
M−−→

tri are t-exact, while Ptr−→
tri � Deff

pM−−−→
tri is right

t-exact (its right adjoint is exact). The tensor products are right t-exact.

(d) We do not know if Deff
M−−→

tri is equivalent to the derived category of Sh∆Nis
tr

(cf. the exercise in 3.1.2).

Plan of the proof. First, we reformulate the theorem in concrete terms, reducing
it to the theorem in 4.5. The latter is deduced in 4.6.4 from the (itself important)
theory of residues for A1-homotopy invariant presheaves with transfers, which is
the subject of 4.6. The proofs of the principal facts about residues (the proposition
in 4.6.1 and the theorem in 4.6.3) and of the lemma in 4.6.4 are given in §5.

4.5. Theorem. If k is perfect and F ∈ PShtr is A1-homotopy invariant, then
for every X ∈ Sm one has

(4.5.1) H ·
Nis(X,F ) ∼→ H ·

Nis(X × A1, F ), H ·
Zar(X,F ) ∼→ H ·

Nis(X,F ).

Here Ha
Nis(X,F ) := HaCNis(F )(X) = Ha(XNis, FNis), etc.

Remark. Since the small Zariski and Nisnevich topologies have finite cohomo-
logical dimension, the theorem automatically implies that (4.5.1) remains true for
any complex F ∈ I∆⊥

tr .
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Let us show that the above theorem implies the theorem in 4.4:

(a) 4.4(i) is equivalent to the first isomorphism in (4.5.1). By 1.3(ii), 4.4(i)
amounts to the fact that the Nisnevich localization CNis preserves I∆

tr and I∆⊥
tr .

The statement about I∆
tr is easy (we need not assume 4.5, and make no use

of transfers). Indeed, for any presheaf F the canonical embedding CNis(F ) ↪→
C∆(CNis(F )) is the composition of natural embeddings CNis(F ) ↪→ CNis(C∆(F )) ↪→
C∆(CNis(F )). Now if F ∈ I∆

tr , then C∆(F ) is acyclic, hence the morphism CNis(F ) ↪→
C∆(CNis(F )) vanishes in DPSh, which implies that CNis(F ) ∈ I∆

tr .

The statement about I∆⊥
tr says that for every A1-homotopy invariant complex of

presheaves with transfers F its Nisnevich localization CNis(F ) is again A1-homotopy
invariant, i.e., for every X ∈ Sm one has H ·

Nis(X,F ) ∼→ H ·
Nis(X ×A1, F ), which is

the first isomorphism in (4.5.1) (see Remark), q.e.d.

(b) 4.4.(ii) follows from the second isomorphism in (4.5.1). Indeed, 4.4(ii)
amounts to the fact that INis⊥

tr ∩ I∆⊥
tr = IZar⊥

tr ∩ I∆⊥
tr . Since INis⊥

tr ⊂ IZar⊥
tr ,

this means that every A1-homotopy invariant complex of presheaves with transfers
which is Zariski local (as a mere complex of presheaves) is automatically Nisnevich
local. It suffices to check that for every F ∈ I∆⊥

tr its Nisnevich localization coin-
cides, as an object of DPSh, with the Zariski localization FZar of F (in the sense
of mere presheaves),19 which is the second isomorphism in (4.5.1) (see Remark),
q.e.d.

Exercise. The second isomorphism in (4.5.1) is equivalent to 4.4(ii) combined
with the fact that o : DPShtr → DPSh sends I∆⊥

tr ∩ IZar
tr to IZar.

The next corollary of the theorems in 4.4, 4.5 captures their essence:

Corollary. If Y is a smooth local scheme,20 e.g. Y = Spec k, then the functor X
7→ C∆(Rtr[X])(Y ) has Nisnevich local nature, i.e., for any Nisnevich hypercovering
U· of X the map C∆(Rtr[U·])(Y )→ C∆(Rtr[X])(Y ) is a quasi-isomorphism. �

4.6. Residues and the Cousin resolution. 4.6.1. Let X be a smooth variety,
Z ⊂ X a smooth divisor. Consider the picture of 3.4.1 for (X ′, Z ′) = (Z × A1, Z).

Definition. θ ∈ Cor(Z × Gm, X r Z) is a link correspondence (for (X,Z), or
simply on Z) if θ extends to θ̃ ∈ Cor(Z×A1, X) and Sp(θ) ∈ Cor(Z,Z) equals idZ .

Using the homotopy equivalence R∆
tr [Z × Gm/Z × A1] ∼→ R∆

tr [Z](1)[1], we can
rewrite θ̂ from (3.4.1) as a morphism in the homotopy category of premotives

(4.6.1) θ̂ : R∆
tr [Z](1)[1]→ R∆

tr [(X r Z)/X].

Proposition. Let (X,Z) be as above, and P ⊂ Z be a finite subset of points.
Suppose that the base field k is perfect and X is quasi-projective.

(i) There is a Zariski neighborhood U ⊂ X of P such that (U,U ∩ Z) admits a

19Hence, in particular, FZar acquires a transfer structure (cf. 4.1).
20I.e., Y is the localization of a smooth variety at a point. In fact, by (ii) of the theorem in

4.6.3, the statement is valid whenever Y is a smooth semi-local scheme.
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link correspondence θ.21

(ii) For every such U and link correspondences θ, θ′ for (U,U∩Z) one can find an
open Z ′ ⊂ U∩Z which contains P such that θ̂, θ̂′|Z′ : R∆

tr [Z
′](1)[1]→ R∆

tr [(UrZ)/U ]
are homotopic.

For a proof, see 5.3.

Remarks. (a) It follows from 5.2, 5.1.3 that U and θ from (i) can be chosen so
that θ̂ is a homotopy equivalence.

(b) In 5.3 we prove the proposition under the additional assumption that k
is infinite. The case of finite k follows then by the next trick. A standard ar-
gument (localizing R at two different primes, etc.) shows that one can assume
that certain prime ` is invertible in R. Let k′ be a maximal pro-`-extension of k,
G := Gal(k′/k) ' Z`. For any Y1, Y2 ∈ Smk we have the R-module Cor(Y1k′ , Y2k′)k′
of correspondences between the k′-varieties Y1k′ , Y2k′ ; the group G acts naturally on
it, and Cor(Y1, Y2) = Cor(Y1k′ , Y2k′)Gk′ . Due to the condition on R, the functor of G-
invariants is exact on R[G]-modules, so the existence of a link correspondence over
k′ implies that over k. Same is true if we consider A1-localized correspondences, so
(ii) of the proposition for k follows from that for k′, q.e.d.

Question. Is it true that morphisms θ̂ for all link correspondences on Z localized
at P form naturally a contractible space?

4.6.2. We assume the above proposition. Let us define the residue maps.

Suppose that k is perfect. This means that any reduced scheme X of finite type
has a smooth open dense subscheme. As in 2.1.1, for F ∈ PSh we have a well-
defined abelian group F (ηX); here ηX is the union of the generic points of X.

Let F be an A1-homotopy invariant presheaf with transfers. As in 2.2, we have
F−n ∈ PShtr, n ≥ 0; they are all A1-homotopy invariant.22

Let T be a semi-local reduced k-scheme of Krull dimension 1 which is localization
of a k-scheme of finite type. Let s = sT be the (disjoint) union of closed points,
η = ηT := T r s the union of the generic points. Let us define the residue map

(4.6.2) Res = ResT = Ress : F (η)→ F−1(s).

If T is regular, then (T, s) is the localization of a pair (X,Z), where X is a
smooth affine variety, Z ⊂ X a smooth divisor, at the generic points of Z. Recall
that F−1(Z) = Hom(R∆

tr [Z](1)[1], F ) (see 2.2). Replace X by a base of Zariski
neighborhoods of s; then the pull-back maps for morphisms (4.6.1) provide a well-
defined (see Proposition) map Coker(F (T )→ F (η))→ F−1(s), which yields Ress.

Remark. Let (X,Z) be as above. By Proposition, we have a natural morphism
ResZ : F (XrZ)→ (F−1)Zar(Z) defined as the pull-back map for morphisms (4.6.1)
on all possible opens of Z. For φ ∈ F (X r Z) one has Ress(φη) = (ResZ(φ))s.

21For this statement the perfectness of k is not needed: it suffices to demand that P consists
of smooth points (i.e., the generic points of smooth locally closed subschemes).

22In fact, all functors Hom(P, ·), P ∈ Ptr, from 2.2 preserve I∆⊥
tr ⊂ DPShtr.
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For arbitrary T , let T̃ be the normalization of T ; then Res is the composition
F (η)→ F−1(sT̃ )→ F−1(s), where the first arrow is the residue map for T̃ and the
second one is the transfer map for the finite projection sT̃ → s.

4.6.3. As above, our k is perfect. For X ∈ Sm denote by X(n) the set of its
points of codimension n. For x ∈ X(n) let ηx ⊂ X be the corresponding generic
point. For a presheaf F set Cous(F )n(X) := ⊕

x∈X(n)
F−n(ηx).

A smooth morphism f : Y → X yields a pull-back map f∗ : Cous(F )n(X) →
Cous(F )n(Y ) which sends F−n(ηx) to ⊕F−n(ηy) where the y are the generic points
of f−1(x). If F has a transfer structure and g : Z → X is any morphism in Sm
of codimension m, then for every a such that a, a+m ≥ 0 we have the trace map
g∗ : Cous(F−a−m)n−m(Z)→ Cous(F−a)n(X) whose non-zero components are the
transfers F−a−n(ηz)→ F−a−n(ηg(z)) for ηz finite over ηg(z). The pull-back and the
trace are compatible with morphisms of F ’s and with compositions of f ’s and g’s;

if f , g are as above and Y
g′← Y ×

X
Z

f ′→ Z are the projections, then f∗g∗ = g′∗f
′∗.

In particular, the pull-back maps for smooth morphisms make each Cous(F )n a
presheaf on the small smooth topology of any X ∈ Sm.

Lemma. Each Cous(F )n is a local presheaf for the small Nisnevich and small
Zariski topologies,23 hence H>0

Nis(X,Cous(F )n) = H>0
Zar(X,Cous(F )n) = 0. �

There is an evident morphism F (X)→ Cous(F )0(X) compatible with the pull-
back maps for smooth morphisms of X’s. By the lemma, it extends by adjunction
to the morphisms of the sheafifications FZar → FNis → Cous(F )0.

Now suppose that F is an A1-homotopy invariant presheaf with transfers. We
define the Cousin differential

(4.6.3) d = dX : Cous(F )n(X)→ Cous(F )n+1(X)

as follows. Our d is anX(n)×X(n+1)-matrix whose entries are maps dxy : F−n(ηx)→
F−n−1(ηy). If y lies in the closure of x, then dxy := Ress where s = ηY and T is the
localization of the closure of x at y; otherwise dxy = 0. Since every ν ∈ F−n(ηx)
comes from an open subscheme of the closure of x, there is only finitely many y’s
such that dxy(ν) 6= 0, so d is correctly defined.

Theorem. (i) One has d2 = 0, so d makes Cous(F ) a complex. For smooth f
and proper g as above the corresponding maps f∗ : Cous(F )(X) → Cous(F )(Y )
and g∗ : Cous(F−a−m)(Z)[−m]→ Cous(F−a)(X) are morphisms of complexes.

(ii) The morphism FZar → Cous(F )0 makes Cous(F ) a resolution of FZar as
sheaves on the small Zariski topology. In fact, Cous(F )(X̂) is a resolution of F (X̂)
if X̂ is any smooth semi-local scheme.24

For a proof, see 5.5.

23See 1.11; in fact, Cous(F )n are flabby sheaves (see [SGA4] V 4.1).
24Which means that X̂ is localization of an affine smooth scheme at a finite subset of points.
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Remark. The last statement in (ii) explains why FZar carries a transfer structure
(avoiding the reference to the Nisnevich localization). Indeed, a correspondence
sends a local scheme to a semi-local one. Since sections of FZar on the latter are
the same as those of F , we know how the correspondence acts on them.

4.6.4. Let us deduce theorem 4.5 from the above theorem and a lemma below
whose proof is given in 5.1.4.

Of course, 4.6.3(ii) implies that Cous(F ) is a resolution of FNis as sheaves on
small Nisnevich topology as well, hence FZar = FNis. By 4.6.3(ii) and the lemma
in 4.6.3, one has RΓ(XZar, FZar) = Cous(F )(X) = RΓ(XNis, FNis), so we have the
second isomorphism in (4.5.1).

It remains to show that the pull-back map p∗X : Cous(F )(X)→ Cous(F )(X×A1)
for the projection pX : X × A1 → X is a quasi-isomorphism. Our complexes
carry natural finite filtrations: on Cous(F )(X) this is the stupid filtration, and on
Cous(F )(X × A1) the filtration whose mth term is formed by all F−n(ηz)’s such
that pX(z) has codimension ≥ m in X. Then p∗X is compatible with the filtrations.
We will check that p∗X is, in fact, a filtered quasi-isomorphism.

Indeed, by 4.6.3(i), gr p∗X is the direct sum of morphisms p∗ηx
: F−n(ηx) →

Cous(F−n)(A1
ηx

), x ∈ X(n). Since F−n is A1-homotopy invariant, our assertion
follows from 4.6.3(ii) and the next auxiliary lemma (to be proved in 5.1.4):

Lemma. Let F be an A1-homotopy invariant presheaf with transfers, η be the
generic point of a smooth variety. Then F (A1

η)
∼→ H0

Zar(A1
η, F ), H1

Zar(A1
η, F ) = 0.

4.6.5. Question. Let {Zi} be a smooth stratification of X. Can one, upon
suitable refinement of {Zi}, recover M(X) by gluing M(Zi)(codimZi) together
using link correspondences and homotopies between them? Cf. Question in 4.6.1.

For example, let Z ⊂ X be a smooth divisor which admits a link correspondence
θ. Set U := X rZ and Rtr[U ∪θ Z] := Cone(Rtr[Z ×Gm]→ Rtr[U ]⊕Rtr[Z ×A1]),
the arrow is the difference of θ and the embedding Z ×Gm ↪→ Z × A1. One has a
morphism α : Rtr[U∪θZ]→ Rtr[X] which is U ↪→ X on Rtr[U ] and θ̃ on Rtr[Z×A1].

Exercise. Show that α is a homotopy equivalence in Deff
M.25

§5. The residual proofs

In this section we prove the proposition in 4.6.1, the lemma in 4.6.4, and the
theorem in 4.6.3. We use Voevodsky’s analysis of the case of a family of curves from
[Vo1] and lectures 11, 21 in [MVW] (see 5.1) to check the two former assertions;
the latter one follows then by a variant of Gabber’s argument [G] (see 5.5).

5.1. Motivic projectors on curves. Let X be a smooth affine curve, z a
k-point of X, U := Xr{z}. Suppose z is a principal divisor, so we have ϕ ∈ O(X)
with div ϕ = z. Consider the morphism R[U ]→ R[X]⊕R(1)[1] whose components
come from the embedding U ↪→ X and the map U

ϕ→ Gm followed by a projector
to R(1)[1] (see 2.2). The gist of this section is the next assertion:

25Hint: use the proposition in 4.6.1 and Remark (a) in loc. cit.
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R∆
tr [U ]→ R∆

tr [X]⊕R∆
tr(1)[1] is a homotopy equivalence of premotives. The pro-

jection R∆
tr [U ] → R∆

tr(1)[1] is left inverse to composition R∆
tr(1)[1] → R∆

tr [U/X] →
R∆

tr [U ], where the first arrow is map (4.6.1) coming from any link correspondence
for (X, z).

Below we consider a more general setting when we have a finite subset of points
(instead of a single z), and the picture depends on parameters.

5.1.1. Consider the following general situation. Let S be an affine smooth
variety, p : C → S a proper surjective morphism of relative dimension 1, and
T ⊂ C a reduced closed subscheme. Suppose that on CrT our p is smooth, CrT
is quasi-affine, and T admits an affine neighborhood in C.

Denote by Pic(C, T ) the group of isomorphism classes of pairs (L, λ) where L is
a line bundle on C, λ is a trivialization of the restriction of L to T . Let us define
a natural homomorphism (see Remark in 3.1.2 for the notation)

(5.1.1) c : Pic(C, T )→ Cor∆(S,C r T ).

For (L, λ) ∈ Pic(C, T ) consider the space Λ of sections λ̃ of L defined on a neigh-
borhood of T (that depends on λ̃) and whose restriction to T equals λ. This is a
torsor for the vector space of sections of L defined on a neighbourhood of T and
vanishing on T (Λ is non-empty due to the assumption on T ). Take any λ̃ ∈ Λ
and consider it as a meromorphic section of L on C. Then div(λ̃) ∈ Cor(S,C r T )
(for div(λ̃) is quasi-affine and proper, hence finite, over S). Its A1-homotopy class
depends only on (L, λ) (since Λ is an affine space, all λ̃’s, hence their divisors, are
connected by an A1-homotopy). This is the promised c(L, λ).

Notice that the conditions on our datum are stable with respect to the base
change by any morphism S′ → S where S′ is affine smooth. In particular, if we
have another datum C ′/S, T ′ ⊂ C ′ as above such that C ′ r T ′ is affine, then we
have a morphism (here CC′rT ′ := C ×

S
(C ′ r T ′), etc.)

(5.1.2) c : Pic (CC′rT ′ , TC′rT ′)→ Cor∆(C ′ r T ′, C r T ).

5.1.2. Consider a datum (V/S,Z) where V , S are smooth affine varieties, V → S
a smooth morphism of relative dimension 1, and Z ↪→ V a reduced subscheme finite
over S. Assume that the following conditions hold:

(a) The diagonal divisor ∆Z : Z ↪→ ZV := Z ×
S
V is principal.

(b) There exists an open embedding of S-schemes V ↪→ C such that C is proper
over S, V∞ := C r V is finite over S, and T := V∞ tZ admits an affine neighbor-
hood in C.26

Proposition. (i) The morphism R∆
tr [V r Z]→ R∆

tr [V ] is a homotopy split sur-
jection, i.e., it admits a right inverse s in Deff tri

pM .27 A choice of ϕ ∈ O(ZV ) such
that div ϕ = ∆Z(Z) yields a splitting sϕ ∈ Cor∆(V, V r Z).

26Except for the normality of C, the datum of (b) is the same as standard triple from [Vo1]

4.1, [MVW] 11.5.
27Notice that C∆(Rtr[V r Z]) → C∆(Rtr[V ]) is injective as a morphism of complexes, yet it is

a split surjection as a morphism in the homotopy category.
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(ii) Suppose that each irreducible component of Z maps onto an irreducible com-
ponent of S. Then R∆

tr [(V rZ)/V ] (see 3.1.2), considered as an object of the homo-
topy category of premotives, does not depend on V . I.e., R∆

tr [(V r Z)/V ] ∈ Deff tri
pM

for different (V/S,Z) with fixed Z/S are canonically identified.

Proof. (i) Choose V ↪→ C as in (b); let T be as in loc. cit. Then (C/S, T ) satisfies
the conditions of 5.1.1. Let ∆V : V ↪→ CV := C ×

S
V be the diagonal divisor,

L := O(∆V (V )). Let ϕ̂−1 be a trivialization of L on TV equal to 1 on V∞V and to
ϕ−1 on ZV (it exists since V is affine). Set sϕ := c(L, ϕ̂−1). This is a splitting:
indeed, the composition of sϕ with V r Z ↪→ V is c(L, ϕ̂−1|V∞V ) ∈ Cor∆(V, V ); as
in 5.1.1, it can be computed as the divisor of the canonical section of L, which is
the diagonal, q.e.d.

Exercise. sϕ does not depend on the auxiliary choice of C.

(ii) Consider the split surjection R∆
tr [V rZ]→ R∆

tr [V ] in the homotopy category
of premotives. Let Πϕ ∈ Cor∆(V r Z, V r Z) be the projector onto its kernel
defined by the splitting sϕ. The condition on Z/V means that Z ⊂ V is a divisor,
so V r Z = C r T is affine, and we can use (5.1.2). It is clear that Πϕ = c(O, ϕ̂)
where ϕ̂ is an invertible function on TVrZ equal to 1 on V∞VrZ and to ϕ on ZVrZ .

Consider another datum (V ′/S, Z); let ϕ′ be a function from (i) for it. Let now
ϕ̂′ be an invertible function on TV ′rZ that equals 1 on V∞V ′rZ and to ϕ′ on ZV ′rZ .
Set

(5.1.3) Πϕ′

V V ′ := c(O, ϕ̂′) ∈ Cor∆(V ′ r Z, V r Z).

This morphism does not depend on the choice of C, C ′ from (b).

It takes values in the kernel of R∆
tr [V rZ]→ R∆

tr [V ],28 i.e., in R∆
tr [(V rZ)/V ] (see

(i)). By restriction, we get a morphism R∆
tr [(V

′rZ)/V ′]→ R∆
tr [(V rZ)/V ]. Let us

show that this is a homotopy equivalence that does not depend on the choice of ϕ′,
and this system of identifications is transitive. These are the promised canonical
identifications.

Since Πϕ = Πϕ
V V , our assertion follows from the transitivity property

(5.1.4) Πϕ′′

V V ′′ = Πϕ′

V V ′Π
ϕ′′

V ′V ′′ .

Indeed, it implies that Πϕ
V V ′ identifies the images of Πϕ′ and Πϕ: one has Πϕ′

V V ′ =
ΠϕΠϕ′

V V ′Π
ϕ′ , Πϕ′

V V ′Π
ϕ
V ′V = Πϕ, and Πϕ

V ′V Πϕ′

V V ′ = Πϕ′ .

To check (5.1.4), take a meromorphic function ϕ̃′′ = ϕ̃′′(x′, x′′) on V ′×
S
(V ′′rZ)

defined on a neighborhood of T ′V ′′rZ that extends ϕ̂′′; let ϕ̃′ = ϕ̃′(x, x′) be a similar
function for ϕ′. Then Πϕ′′

V ′V ′′ comes from the correspondence div ϕ̃′′, Πϕ′

V V ′ from
div ϕ̃′, so Πϕ′

V V ′Π
ϕ′′

V ′V ′′ comes from div ψ̃ where ψ̃(x, x′′) = ϕ̃′(x, div ϕ̃′′x′′). Here
x′′ ∈ V ′′ r Z, ϕ̃′′x′′ : x′ 7→ ϕ̃′′(x′, x′′) is a meromorphic function on V ′; if

∑
nix

′
i is

its divisor, then ψ̃(x, x′′) =
∏
ϕ̃′(x, x′i)

ni . To prove the assertion, it suffices to check

28For the composition of Πϕ′

V V ′ with V r Z ↪→ V equals c(O, ϕ̂′|V∞
V ′rZ

) = c(O, 1) = 0.
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that ψ̃(x, x′′) = ϕ̂′′(x, x′′) for x ∈ V∞ t Z. Both equal 1 if x ∈ V∞. If x = z ∈ Z,
then ψ̃(z, x′′) = ϕ′(z, div ϕ̃′′x′′). By Weil’s reciprocity, this equals ϕ̃′′x′′(divϕ

′
z) where

ϕ′z : x′ 7→ ϕ′(z, x′) is a meromorphic function on V ′. Since divϕ′z = z on V ′ and
ϕ̃′′x′′ equals 1 at V ′∞, we get ψ̃(z, x′′) = ϕ̃′′x′′(z) = ϕ′′(z, x′′), q.e.d. �

Remarks. (i) Suppose we have a datum (V/S,Z) as above. Let π : U → V be an
étale morphism such that U is affine and π−1(Z) ∼→ Z. Then (U/S,Z) is a similar
datum, and the morphism R∆

tr [(U r Z)/U ] → R∆
tr [(V r Z)/V ] coming from π is

coincides with the homotopy equivalence from the proposition. Indeed, let ψ be
the pull-back of ϕ by πZ : Z ×

S
U → Z ×

S
V . Then div ψ is the diagonal Z ↪→ Z ×

S
U

and our R∆
tr [(U r Z)/U ]→ R∆

tr [(V r Z)/V ] equals Πψ
V U .

(ii) The data (V/S,Z) as above are stable with respect to the base change by
any θ : S′ → S where S′ is affine and smooth. The splittings and projectors
constructed are also compatible with the base change. Therefore the morphism
R∆

tr [VS′ r ZS′ ]→ R∆
tr [V r Z] commutes with the projectors Πϕ and Πθ∗(ϕ), etc.

5.1.3. Suppose, in addition, that Z is étale over S.

Complement. Every Πϕ′

V V ′ from (5.1.3) can be represented by a correspondence
b ∈ Cor(V ′ r Z, V r Z) which extends to Cor(V ′, V ) and such that Sp(b) = idZ ∈
Cor(Z,Z). Therefore there is a canonical homotopy equivalence

(5.1.5) R∆
tr [Z](1)[1] ∼→ R∆

tr [(V r Z)/V ]

which can be realized as morphism (4.6.1) defined by a certain link correspondence
for (V,Z).

Proof. The second assertion follows from the first one and the proposition:
consider V ′ = Z×A1 and Z ↪→ V ′, z 7→ (z, 0); then R∆

tr [(V
′rZ)/V ′] = R∆

tr [Z](1)[1],
and (5.1.5) is given by the above b.

As in (5.1.3), one has Πϕ′

V V ′ = c(O, ϕ̂′). As in 5.1.1, c(O, ϕ̂′) can be realized as a
true correspondence div(λ̃), where λ̃ is any meromorphic function on C ×

S
(V ′ r Z)

which is regular on a neighborhood of TV ′rZ and whose restriction to TV ′rZ equals
ϕ̂′. Since ϕ̂′ is regular on TV ′ , one can choose λ̃ to be regular on a neighborhood
of TV ′ in C ×

S
V ′. Then div(λ̃) is the promised b. �

5.1.4. By 3.1.2, the above results translate into statements about A1-homotopy
invariant presheaves with transfers. For example, we have the next proposition
which implies the lemma in 4.6.4:

Proposition. Let F be an A1-homotopy invariant presheaf with transfers. Let
η be the generic point of a smooth variety and U ⊂ A1

η an open subscheme. Then
F (U) ∼→ FZar(U) ∼→ FNis(U) and H>0

Zar(U,FZar) = H>0
Nis(U,FNis) = 0.

Proof. Set V := A1
η. For every open U ⊂ V the datum (V/S,Z) where S = η,

Z = V r U , satisfies the conditions from 5.1.2. If Z = {si}, then the sequence
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0 → F (V ) → F (U) → ⊕H1
si

(VZar, FZar) → 0 is exact by the proposition in 5.1.2.
Therefore F is a Zariski sheaf on V with no sections supported at closed points,
and F (U) ∼→ RΓ(UZar, F ). By Remark (i) in 5.1.2, for any closed point s ∈ V

one has RΓs(VZar, FZar)
∼→ RΓs(VNis, FNis). This implies that RΓ(UZar, FZar)

∼→
RΓ(UNis, FNis), and we are done. �

5.2. By the next proposition (due, together with the proof, to M. Walker), one
can use 5.1 to treat every situation Zariski locally:

Proposition. Let X be a smooth quasi-projective variety, Z ⊂ X a closed sub-
set, Q ⊂ X a finite set of smooth points. If k is infinite, then Q admits a Zariski
neighborhood V ⊂ X such that (V,Z ∩ V ) fits into a datum (V/S,Z ∩ V ) of 5.1.2.
If Z is a divisor smooth at Q ∩Z, then one can find V/S with Z ∩ V étale over S.

Proof. We can assume that X is affine and equidimensional, and (replacing each
point in Q by a smooth closed point from its closure) that points of Q are closed.

Consider a closed embedding X ↪→ K where K is a vector space, and compose
it with an embedding K ↪→ L, where L is another vector space such that every
polynomial of degree ≤ 2 on K is the restriction to K of some linear function on L.

Let L ⊂ L̄ := P(L × A1) be the open embedding, so L̄ r L = P(L). Let X̄ be
the closure of X in L̄; same for Z̄, etc.

Consider a linear projection π : L � D, dimD = dimX − 1. Let C be the
closure of X ⊂ L̄×D, so we have a proper projection C → D; set X∞ := C rX.

Suppose π is generic, i.e., it lies in a sufficiently small open subset in the space of
all linear projections (since k is infinite, we can always choose such π to be defined
over k). Then Z̄ r Z does not intersect the closure of a fiber of π, hence the map
Z → D is finite. Similarly, X̄ rX intersects it by finitely many points, hence the
projection X∞ → D is finite. By a Bertini theorem of [SGA4] XI 2.1,29 the fibers
of π passing through points of Q intersect X transversally, and if Z is a divisor
smooth at Q∩Z, then these fibers intersect Z transversally at smooth points of Z.

Set Q̃ := Q∪ (Z ∩π−1π(Q)) ⊂ X; this is a finite set of points. Consider the line
bundle O(∆) on X ×

D
X. Choose an affine open W ⊂ X ×

D
X which contains Q̃×

D
Q̃

where O(∆) is trivial. Let U ⊂ X be an affine open which contains Q̃ and such
that U ×

S
Q̃ ⊂W .

Let S ⊂ D be an affine Zariski neighborhood of π(Q); write XS , etc., for the
pull-back of our schemes to S. If S is sufficiently small, then U∞S := CS r US is
finite over S, U∞S ∩ ZS = ∅ and U∞S ∪ ZS admits an affine neighborhood in CS ; if
Z is a divisor smooth at Q∩Z, then ZS is étale over S. Our V/S is such an US . �

5.3. Proof of the proposition in 4.6.1. By Remark (b) in 4.6.1, we can
assume that k is infinite.

(i) Follows from the proposition in 5.2 and 5.1.3.

29It is here that we need to replace K by L.
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(ii) Below we identify Z with Z ×{0} ⊂ Z ×A1. Consider θ̃, θ̃′ ∈ Cor((U ∩Z)×
A1, U). By the proposition in 5.2, one can find an open V ⊂ U which contains
θ̃(P )∪ θ̃′(P ) (hence P ) and a datum (V/S, V ∩Z) as in 5.1.2 with V ∩Z étale over
S. For an open neighborhood Z ′ ⊂ V ∩ Z of P there is a divisor D ⊂ Z ′ × Gm

finite over Z ′ such that θ̃, θ̃′ send V ′ := (Z ′ × A1) rD to V . Choose any such Z ′

which is affine. Let us check that it satisfies our condition.

Since (Z ′ × A1/S, Z ′) is a datum from 5.1.2 (the projection is the composition
Z ′×A1 → Z ′ ↪→ V → S), such is (V ′/S, Z ′) (see Remark (i) in 5.1.2). We are done
by the next lemma (applied to a = (θ − θ′)|V ′rZ′ and Z equal to present V ∩ Z):

Lemma. Let V be a smooth variety, Z ⊂ V a smooth divisor, and (V ′, Z ′) be
another such pair. Let a ∈ Cor(V ′ r Z ′, V r Z) be a correspondence which extends
to Cor(V ′, V ) and such that Sp(a) = 0. Suppose that (V,Z) can be included into a
datum (V/S,Z) as in 5.1.2 with Z is étale over S, and same is true for (V ′, Z ′).
Then the morphism â : R∆

tr [(V
′ r Z ′)/V ′]→ R∆

tr [(V r Z)/V ] is homotopic to 0.

Proof of Lemma. The particular situation when Z = Z × {0} ⊂ V = Z × A1

and Z ′ = Z ′ × {0} ⊂ V ′ = Z ′ × A1 was treated in 3.4 (θ of loc. cit. is the present
a). Let us reduce the general case to that one. Take b ∈ Cor(V r Z,Z × Gm)
and b′ ∈ Cor(Z ′ × Gm, V

′ r Z ′) as in 5.1.3.30 So b, b′ extend to, respectively,
Cor(V,Z ×A1) and Cor(Z ′ ×A1, V ′), and the morphisms b̂ and b̂′ (see (3.4.1)) are
homotopy equivalences. Thus the assertion for a amounts to that for bab′. Since
Sp(bab′) = 0 (see Remark (i) in 3.4.1), we are done. �

5.4. The proof of the theorem in 4.6.3 uses another Bertini-type statement:

Let L be a finite-dimensional vector space. Suppose we have a datum {(Y m, Sm)},
m = 1, . . . ,dimL, where Y m ⊂ L is a closed reduced subscheme purely of codi-
mension m, and Sm ⊂ Y m is a finite subset of closed smooth points of Y m which
meets every irreducible component of Y m.

A flag Φ = (L1 ⊂ L2 ⊂ . . . ) of linear subspaces of L, dimLm = m, is said to
be cotransversal to {(Y m, Sm)} if for every m the map Y m → L/Lm is finite and
is étale at Sm, and over a Zariski neighborhood of the image of Sm+1 in L/Lm the
projection Y m+1 → L/Lm is an embedding.

Proposition. If k is infinite, then one can find Φ cotransversal to {(Y m, Sm)}.

Proof. Let us construct a non-empty Zariski open U ⊂ P(L) such that for every
line ` in U all the projections Y m → L/` are finite, for every m ≥ 2 the morphism
Y m → L/` is an embedding over a Zariski neighborhood of the image of Sm, and
the projection Y 1 → L/` is étale at S1.

Consider the open embedding L ⊂ P(L × A1), so P(L) = P(L × A1) r L. Let
Ȳ m be the closure of Y m, Y m∞ := Ȳ m r Y m ⊂ P(L). Let Tm ⊂ L be the union
of tangent spaces to Y m at points of Sm (considered as affine planes in L); set
Tm∞ := T̄m r Tm ⊂ P(L). Let Zm ⊂ P(L) be the closed subvariety of those points
x that for some s ∈ Sm the line passing through x and s intersects Ȳ m not only

30For the data (V/S, Z), (Z × A1/S, Z) and (Z′ × A1/S′, Z′), (V ′/S′, Z′).
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at s. Since dimZm ≤ dimY m and dimY m∞ ∪ Tm∞ < dimY m, the complement to
( ∪
m≥2

Zm) ∪ Y 1
∞ ∪ T 1

∞ in P(L) is non-empty; this is our U .

We construct Φ = (L1 ⊂ L2 ⊂ · · · ) by induction by dimL. Take for L1 any
element of U(k) (which is non-empty since k is infinite). Let (L2/L1 ⊂ L3/L1 ⊂ . . . )
be any flag in L/L1 cotransversal to the datum of the images of {(Y m, Sm)}, m ≥ 2,
in L/L1; one can find it by the induction assumption. �

5.5. Proof of the theorem in 4.6.3. As in loc. cit., k is perfect and F is an
A1-homotopy invariant presheaf with transfers. By an argument similar to that in
Remark (b) in 4.6.1, we can assume that k is infinite.

5.5.1. The Cousin differential evidently commutes with the pull-back maps f∗

for smooth f ’s. Let us check that for proper g it commutes with the trace map g∗.

Looking at the components dxy (and replacing F−n by F ), we see that our
statement amounts to the next lemma:

Lemma. (i) Let T , T ′ be semi-local schemes as in 4.6.2, and T → T ′ be a finite
surjective morphism. Then trsT /sT ′

ResT = ResT
′
trηT /ηT ′

: F (ηT )→ F−1(sT ′).

(ii) Let η be the generic point of a smooth variety, C/η a proper irreducible curve,
and Z ⊂ C a reduced subscheme finite over η such that U := CrZ is smooth. Then

the composition F (U) ResZ−→ F−1(Z)
trZ/η−→ F−1(η) vanishes.

Proof. (i) Passing to the normalizations (as in 4.6.2), we can assume that T and
T ′ are regular. Our (T ′, s′) is localization of a pair (V ′, Z ′) where V ′ is a smooth
affine variety, Z ′ ⊂ V ′ a smooth divisor. Let π : V → V ′ be the normalization of V ′

in T , Z := π−1(Z ′)red; shrinking V ′, we can assume V , Z to be smooth, ηZ = sT ,
ηZ′ = sT ′ . Let πs : Z → Z ′, πη : V r Z → V ′ r Z ′ be the restrictions of π.

Take any element of F (ηT ). Shrinking V ′, we can assume that it comes from
some φ ∈ F (V r Z). Let U ⊂ V be an open subset that contains ηZ and can be
included in a datum (U/S,U ∩ Z) as in 5.1.2 such that Z ∩ U is étale over S (see
the proposition in 5.2). Then (U,U ∩Z) admits a link correspondence θ (see 4.6.1,
5.1.3). Let U ′ ⊂ V ′ r π(V r U) be any affine open subset that contains ηZ′ and
such that (U ′, U ′ ∩ Z ′) admits a link correspondence θ′ (see 4.6.1).

Consider the compositions α := π∨η θ
′, β := θ(π∨s ⊗idGm) ∈ Cor(Z ′×Gm, V rZ).31

They extend to Cor(Z ′ × A1, V ), and Sp(α) = Sp(β) = π∨s ∈ Cor(U ′ ∩ Z ′, U ∩ Z)
(see Remark (i) in 3.4.1). By the lemma in 5.3 applied to a = α−β, the morphisms
α̂, β̂ : R∆

tr [Z
′](1) → R∆

tr [(V r Z)/V ] are homotopic. Since ResT
′
trηT /ηT ′

= α̂∗(φ),
trsT /sT ′

ResT (φ) = β̂∗(φ), we are done.

(ii) Choose a finite map C → P1
η which maps Z to ∞. Applying (i) to the

localizations of C and P1
η at Z and ∞ respectively, we reduce our statement to the

case C = P1
η, Z =∞. Here it is evident since F (U) = F (η). �

5.5.2. Let us check that the square of the Cousin differential vanishes. The
assertion is local, so we consider an affine variety X and φ ∈ Cous(F )n(X); we

31Here ∨ means the transposed correspondence.
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want to check that d2
X(φ) = 0. Let Y ⊂ X be the support of φ and ξ be the union

of the generic points of the support of d2(φ).

Let X ↪→ T be any closed embedding in a vector space. By 5.4, one can find
a linear projection T � L, such that Y → L is finite and surjective and ξ → L
is an embedding. By (i) in the lemma in 5.5.1 applied to Y/L and F−n, we see
that d2

X(φ) ∈ F−n−2(ξ) equals d2
LtrY/L(φ). So, replacing F−n by F , X by L, and

trY/L(φ) by φ, we are reduced to the case φ ∈ Cous(F )0(L) = F (ηL).

Let Y 1 ⊂ L be a reduced hypersurface such that φ comes from some φ˜ ∈
F (LrY 1), and Y 2 ⊂ Y 1 be a codimension 1 reduced subvariety such that Y 1 rY 2

is smooth and d(φ) ∈ F−1(ηY 1) comes from some d(φ)̃ ∈ F−1(Y 1 rY 2). By 5.4, we
can find a decomposition L = A1×D such that Y 1 is finite over D and ηY 2 → D is
an embedding. By (i) of the lemma in 5.5.1 applied to Y 1/D and d(φ) ∈ F−1(ηY 1),
one has d2

L(φ) = dDtrY 1/DdL(φ) ∈ F−2(ηY 2).

Consider the open embedding L = A1×D ⊂ L̄ := P1×D. Then dL̄(φ) = dL(φ)+
Res∞(φ) where Res∞ is the residue at L∞ := L̄r L = D. By (ii) of the lemma in
5.5.1 applied to L̄/D, one has trY 1/DdL(φ) = −Res∞(φ) ∈ F−1(ηD). Now Res∞(φ)
is the restriction to the generic point of D = L∞ of ResD(φ )̃ ∈ (F−1)Zar(D) (see
the remark in 4.6.2). Therefore dDRes∞(φ) = 0, q.e.d.

5.5.3. Let us check that for a smooth semi-local X̂ one has H>0Cous(F )(X̂)
= 0. Our X̂ is localization of some smooth affine variety X at finitely many points,
so X̂ is the intersection of semi-local schemes XQ, where Q ⊂ X are some finite
collections of closed points. Thus Cous(F )(X̂) = lim−→Cous(F )(XQ), and we can
assume that X̂ = XQ.

Let φ ∈ Cous(F )m(XQ), m > 0, be any cycle. Since Cous(F )(XQ) is the in-
ductive limit of the Cousin complexes of the Zariski neighborhoods of Q, we can
assume (shrinking X if necessary) that φ is a cycle in Cous(F )(X). Let Y ⊂ X be
the support of φ. We look for an open neighborhood U of Q such that φ|U is exact.

Let X ↪→ T be a closed embedding into a vector space. By 5.4, one can find a
linear projection T � L such that the projection π : X → L is finite, surjective,
and étale at Q, and ηY → L is an embedding. Consider the cycle trX/L(φ) ∈
Cous(F )m(L). Suppose we know that it is exact, i.e., trX/L(φ) = dL(ψ). One can
find an open neighborhood U ⊂ X of Q such that U/L is étale and π−1π(ηY )∩U =
ηY . Set ψU := (π|U )∗(ψ) ∈ Cous(F )m−1(U). Then dU (ψU ) = φ|U ; we are done.

It remains to show that H>0Cous(F )(L) = 0. We do this by induction by
dimL. Write L = A1 ×D and consider the projection p : L � D. We know that
H>0Cous(F )(D) = 0 by the induction assumption, so it remains to check that p∗ :
Cous(F )(D)→ Cous(F )(L) is a quasi-isomorphism. Filtering the Cousin complexes
as in 4.6.4, we see that p∗ is, in fact, a filtered quasi-isomorphism (since for any
ξ ∈ D the 2-term complex Cous(F )(A1

ξ) is a resolution of F−m(ξ) = F−m(A1
ξ), say,

by the proposition in 4.6.4), q.e.d.

5.5.4. It is clear that the image of the map F (X)→ Cous(F )0(X) is killed by the
Cousin differential. Let us show that for X̂ as in 5.5.3, F (X̂) ∼→ H0Cous(F )(X̂).

Our map is injective: this follows from the proposition in 5.2 and (i) of the
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proposition in 5.1.2. It remains to show that any φη ∈ H0Cous(F )(X̂) comes
from F (X̂). We can assume that X̂ is the localization of a smooth affine X at a
finite subset Q ⊂ X, and φη ∈ H0Cous(F )(X). There is a divisor Z ⊂ X such
that φη comes from some φ ∈ F (X r Z). Replace X by V from the proposition
in 5.2. Choose a correspondence s = sϕ from (i) of the proposition in 5.1.2; its
action s∗ is left inverse to the restriction morphism F (V ) → F (V r Z). So we
have s∗(φ) ∈ F (V ). Let us check that φη equals s∗(φ)η (the restriction of s∗(φ) to
η = ηX); this will prove our assertion.

Replacing φ by φ− s∗(φ)|VrZ , we can assume that s∗(φ) = 0; we want to check
that φη = 0. Let κ be the generic point subscheme of the base of the projection
V → S. Pulling back our datum (V/S,Z) to κ, we get a κ-curve Vκ, a divisor
Zκ ⊂ Vκ, φκ ∈ F (Vκ r Zκ), and (see Remark (ii) in 5.1.2) sκ ∈ Cor(Vκ, Vκ r Zκ)
such that s∗κ(φκ) = 0. By (i) of the proposition in 5.1.2 and 5.1.3, we have a
decomposition F (Vκ rZκ)

∼→ F (Vκ)⊕F−1(Zκ) where the first projection is s∗κ and
the second one is ResZκ

(see 4.6.2). Since φ is killed by the Cousin differential,
ResZκ

(φκ) = 0. Thus φκ = 0, so φη = 0, q.e.d. �

§6. Playing with motives: first results

We assume that the base field k is perfect. This section corresponds roughly to
the material of lectures 3, 5.9, 12.21–12.28, 13.22–13.27, 16.13–16.24, 20 in [MVW],
3.5, 4.1, 4.3 of [Vo2], [Deg1], and 5.3, 5.4 of [Bo].

6.1. The DG category of motives. Theorem 3.3 remains valid for motives:

Proposition. The Tate motive is homotopically quasi-inversible: on Deff
M

tri (or
Deff
M−−→

tri) the Tate twist endofunctor is fully faithful.

Proof. For F ∈ DPShtr consider a morphism µF : F → (CM(F (1)))−1[−1]
that comes from the canonical morphism F (1) → CM(F (1)) by adjunction. As
in the remark in 3.3, it suffices to check that µF is a quasi-isomorphism for F ∈
I∆⊥
tr ∩ INis⊥

tr . By (4.4.3), this follows from 3.3 and the next lemma:

Lemma. For G ∈ I∆⊥
tr the evident arrow CNis(G−1) → (CNis(G))−1 is a quasi-

isomorphism.

Proof of Lemma. We compute the Nisnevich cohomology using the Cousin res-
olution (see 4.6.3). The pull-back for the projection Gm × X → X yields an
embedding Cous(G)(X) ↪→ Cous(G)(Gm × X). Consider the natural morphism
Cous(G−1)(X) → Cous(G)(Gm × X)/Cous(G)(X). Both complexes are filtered:
the first one by the stupid filtration, the second one by the codimension of the im-
age in X of the support. Our arrow is a filtered quasi-isomorphism by the lemma
in 4.6.4 and the theorem in 4.6.3 (cf. 4.6.4), hence is a quasi-isomorphism, q.e.d. �

Corollary. For a, b ≥ 0 there is a canonical homotopy equivalence in DPShtr

(6.1.1) CM(Rtr(a))
∼→ (CM(Rtr(a+ b)))−b[−b].

If c > a, then (CM(Rtr(a)))−c = 0. Same is true for CM replaced by C∆. �
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Definition. The DG category DM of motives is the localization of Deff
M by the

Tate motive. Explicitly, any motive is represented as M(a), M ∈ Deff
M, a ∈ Z, and

HomDM(M(a), N(b)) := lim−→HomDeff
M

(M(a+n), N(b+n)); here the inductive limit
is taken for n→ +∞ and a+ n, b+ n are assumed to be ≥ 0.

The homotopy category Dtri
M is naturally a tensor category: the tensor product

is M(a) ⊗ N(b) := (M ⊗ N)(a + b), and the commutativity constraint is defined
using (ii) of the proposition in 3.2.

Remarks. (i) A positive answer to the question in 3.2 would permit to lift the
above tensor structure to a homotopy tensor structure on the DG category DM.

(ii) The above construction make sense for premotives as well.

6.2. The absolute motivic cohomology. 6.2.1. For X ∈ Sm and n ≥ 0 set

(6.2.1) RΓM(X,R(n)) := HomDeff
M

(M(X), RM(n)) = CM(Rtr(n))(X)

and Hm,n
M (X,R) := HmRΓM(X,R(n)). So RΓM(X,R(∗)) = RΓ(XZar, R

∆
tr(∗)) =

RΓ(XNis, R
∆
tr(∗)) by 4.4, 4.5. For a morphism of smooth varieties Y → X we have

RΓM(Y/X,R(n)) := Cone(CM(Rtr(n))(X)→ CM(Rtr(n))(Y )), etc.

Example. One has CM(Rtr(0)) = R, so RΓM(X,R(0)) = Rπ0(X). According to

3.2(i), 4.4, one has CM(Rtr(1)) = O×Nis

L
⊗R[−1], so

(6.2.2) RΓM(X,R(1)) = RΓ(XZar,O×)
L
⊗R[−1] = RΓ(XNis,O×)

L
⊗R[−1].

As in 3.2, R∆
tr(∗) := ⊕

n≥0
R∆

tr(n) is a commutative unital algebra in the ten-

sor category Deff tri
pM−−−→

. Therefore CM(Rtr(∗)) is a commutative unital algebra in

DPShtr (see Remark (ii) in 2.3), hence in DPSh (by the remark in 2.2). Thus
RΓM(X,R(∗)) = ⊕RΓM(X,R(n)) is a commutative unital R-algebra (equipped
with an extra grading by n) in the tensor category D(R).

Remark. The positive answer to Question in 3.2 would imply that RΓM(X,R(∗))
can be naturally realized as a homotopy object of the category of E∞-algebras.

6.2.2. The motivic cohomology product can also be seen in the next two ways:

(a) The motive M(X) is naturally a cocommutative counital coalgebra in Deff tri
M :

the coproduct δ : M(X)→M(X)⊗M(X) comes from the diagonalX → X×X, the
counit is the augmentation morphism. Now the product of fi ∈ Hmi,ni

M (X,R) =
HomDtri

M
(M(X), RM(ni)[mi]), i = 1, 2, is f1 ∪ f2 = π(f1 ⊗ f2)δ where π is the

product on the algebra RM(∗) := M(Rtr(∗)) in Deff tri
M .

We see that if P ∈ Deff tri
M is an M(X)-comodule, then P (∗)[·] is naturally an

H ·,∗
M(X,R)-module: α ∈ Hm,n(X,R) acts as the composition P →M(X)⊗P α⊗idP−→

P (n)[m]. This is the ∩-product action.

(b) For anyN ∈ Dtri
M the tensor productM(X)⊗N is naturally a counitalM(X)-

comodule. For M(X)-comodules P , Q in Dtri
M let HomM(X)(P,Q) ⊂ Hom(P,Q) be

the subgroup of theM(X)-comodule morphisms. IfQ = M(X)⊗N , then the counit
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M(X) → R defines a projection Hom(P,M(X) ⊗ N) → Hom(P,N) which yields
an identification HomM(X)(P,M(X) ⊗ N) ∼→ Hom(P,N). Similarly, for RM(∗)-
modulesK, L we have the subspace HomR(∗)(K,L) ⊂ Hom(K,L) of RM(∗)-module
morphisms; if K = T (∗) := RM(∗) ⊗ T is an induced RM(∗)-module, then the
unit RM → RM(∗) defines a projection Hom(T (∗), L) → Hom(T,L) which yields
an identification HomR(∗)(T (∗), L) ∼→ Hom(T,L). Consider now the subalgebra
End·M(X)

R(∗) (M(X)(∗)) ⊂ End·(M(X)(∗)) of M(X)-comodule and RM(∗)-module
endomorphisms. So the ∩-product action is an isomorphism of graded algebras

(6.2.3) Hm,n
M (X,R) ∼→ HomM(X)

R(∗) (M(X)(∗),M(X)(∗+ n)[m]).

For any map f : Y → X we have the algebra morphism f∗ : H ·,∗
M(X,R) →

H ·,∗
M(Y,R), and the morphism M(Y )(∗)→M(X)(∗) is a morphism of H ·,∗

M(X,R)-
modules. SinceM(Y )→M(X) is a morphism of coalgebras,M(Y ) andM(Y/X) :=
Cone(M(Y )→M(X))[−1] are M(X)-comodules, hence M(Y )(∗)[·], M(Y/X)(∗)[·]
are H ·,∗

M(X,R)-modules. By above, one has a natural isomorphism of H ·,∗
M(X,R)-

modules

(6.2.4) Hm,n
M (Y/X,R) ∼→ HomM(X)

R(∗) (M(Y/X)(∗),M(X)(∗+ n)[m]).

Remarks. (i) For P , N as above the identification Hom(P,N) ∼→ HomM(X)(P,
M(X) ⊗ N) is ϕ 7→ (idM(X) ⊗ ϕ)δP where δP is the M(X)-coaction on P . If
P = M(X), N = M(Y ), then for morphisms given by correspondences it can be
described as a map Cor(X,Y ) ↪→ Cor(X,X × Y ) which assigns to a cycle c on
X × Y its image by ∆X × idY : X × Y ↪→ X × (X × Y ).

(ii) Replacing motives by premotives, we get premotivic cohomology complexes
which map naturally to the motivic ones. The above discussion remains valid in
this context.

(iii) If a > 0, then Hom(M(X), R(−a)) = 0 (see the corollary in 6.1).

6.3. The Gysin equivalence. We refer to [Deg1] for a detailed exposition.

6.3.1. Let i : Z ↪→ X be a closed codimension n embedding of smooth varieties.
Set M(X,X r Z) := M((X r Z)/X)[1] = Cone(M(X r Z)→M(X)) ∈ Deff

M.

Proposition. There is a canonical homotopy equivalence

(6.3.1) iGys : M(X,X r Z) ∼→M(Z)(n)[2n].

Remarks. (i) Were the question in 4.6.5 has positive answer, this would be
immediate.

(ii) By 4.4, 4.5, the proposition means that for any A1-homotopy invariant com-
plex F of presheaves with transfers there is a natural quasi-isomorphism

(6.3.2) iGys∗:RΓ(Z,F−n)[−n] ∼→ RΓZ(X,F ).
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Here the cohomology is that of associated Zariski or Nisnevich sheaves. Notice
that if F is a single presheaf, then such a quasi-isomorphism is provided by the
morphism i∗ of the Cousin resolutions (see 4.6.3). One checks easily that the two
quasi-isomorphisms coincide (see Exercise (i) below).

Proof. Let N be the normal bundle to Z, and Z ↪→ N be the zero section. Now
(6.3.1) is the composition of two canonical homotopy equivalences to be defined,
respectively, in 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 below:

(6.3.3) M(X,X r Z) ∼→M(N,N r Z) ∼→M(Z)(n)[2n].

6.3.2. For any scheme S we write XS for X × S considered as an S-scheme; as
always, Gm := A1 r {0} ⊂ A1. Let Q = Qt be the deformation to normal cone for
Z ⊂ X (see e.g. [F] ch. 5). So Q is a smooth A1-scheme together with identifications
Q|Gm

∼→ XGm , Q0
∼→ N , and a closed embedding ZA1 ↪→ Q which are compatible

in the evident manner. Thus Q1 = X, so the embeddings Q1 ↪→ Q ←↩ Q0 yield
morphisms of motives

(6.3.4) M(X,X r Z)→M(Q,Qr ZA1)←M(N,N r Z).

We will see in a moment that these are homotopy equivalences. The first mor-
phism in (6.3.3) is defined then as their composition.

Let us show that the arrows in (6.3.4) yield quasi-isomorphisms between the
Hom complexes with values in any motive. This means that for any A1-homotopy
invariant complex F of presheaves with transfers the pull-back maps

(6.3.5) RΓZ(X,F )← RΓZA1 (Q,F )→ RΓZ(N,F )

are quasi-isomorphisms; here the cohomology are taken with respect to either the
Zariski or the Nisnevich topology (see 4.4, 4.5). The topologies have finite coho-
mological dimension, so we can assume that F is a single sheaf.

For any closed embedding i : T ↪→ Y of smooth varieties of codimension n one
has a canonical identification i∗ : RΓ(Y, F−n)

∼→ RΓT (Y, F )[n], see the theorem
in 4.6.3 (we represent both complexes by means of the Cousin resolutions). The
next general lemma (applied to Y = Q, T = ZA1 , and D = Q0, Q1) together with
4.5 (applied to F−n and X = Z) imply that the arrows in (6.3.5) are, indeed,
quasi-isomorphisms:

Lemma. Let i : T ↪→ Y be as above, r : D ↪→ Y be a smooth divisor transversal
to T ; denote by i′, r′ the embeddings T ∩D ↪→ D, T ∩D ↪→ T . Then the diagram

(6.3.6)

RΓT (Y, F )[n] r∗→ RΓT∩D(D,F )[n]

i∗ ↑ i′∗ ↑

RΓ(T, F−n)
r′∗→ RΓ(T ∩D,F−n),

where the horizontal arrows are the pull-back maps, commutes.
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Proof of Lemma. The arrows have local nature, so it suffices to check the state-
ment locally replacing RΓT (Y, F )[n] by Ri!F [n] = HnRi!F , etc. Fit T into a flag

of smooth subvarieties T = Tn
in
↪→ . . .

i2
↪→ T 1 i1

↪→ T 0 = Y such that codimT a = a
and T i’s are transversal to D. Then i∗ : F−nT → Ri!FY [n] can be written as the
composition of the !-pull-back to T of the arrows ia∗ : F−aTa

∼→ Ri!aF1−aTa−1 [1]
shifted by n− a. Same holds if we replace i by i′. Thus our statement for i follows
if we prove it for each ia (and Fa). We are reduced to the situation when T is a
divisor, i.e., n = 1.

Let j be the embedding U := X r T ↪→ X. Now i∗ is the inverse to the
isomorphism ResT : j∗FU/FX

∼→ FT , so we want to check that the residue map
commutes with the pull-back to D. Let c ∈ Cor(T × Gm, Y r T ), c′ ∈ Cor((T ∩
D)×Gm, DrT ) be link correspondences. We are in the local situation, so, by the
lemma in 5.3, the compositions rc′ and cr′ are A1-homotopic, and we are done by
the definition of the residue map (see 4.6.2). �

6.3.3. Let us construct the second arrow in (6.3.3). We can forget about X,
so N is any vector bundle of rank n on a smooth Z. Let Z ↪→ N be its zero
section, [Z] be the set of connected components of Z. First, we define a natural
quasi-isomorphism

(6.3.7) R[Z] ∼→ RΓM(N,N r Z,R(n))[2n]

compatible with the base change. It suffices to define (6.3.7) locally with respect
to Z (in a way compatible with the base change). So we can assume that N
is a trivial vector bundle. Choose a trivialization AnZ

∼→ N . Consider a cov-
ering {Ui} of An r {0}, Ui := Ai−1 × Gm × An−i, and its Čech complex V·.
We get identifications M(An,An r {0}) ∼← M(An, V·) = M(A1,A1 r {0})⊗n =
(RM(1)[2])⊗n = RM(n)[2n]. So the trivialization of N yields an identification
M(N,N r Z) ∼→ M(Z) ⊗M(An,An r {0}) ∼→ M(Z)(n)[2n]. We define (6.3.7) as
the composition R[Z] ∼→ Hom(M(Z), RM) ∼→ Hom(M(Z)(n)[2n], RM(n)[2n]) ∼→
Hom(M(N,N rZ), RM(n)[2n]) = RΓM(N,N rZ,R(n))[2n]. Its independence of
the trivialization follows since GL(n) is connected.

The generator 1[Z] ∈ R[Z] can be seen, by (6.3.7) and (6.2.4), as a morphism
M(N,N r Z) ∼→ M((N r Z)/Z)[1] → M(Z)(n)[2n] of M(Z)-comodules. This is
the second arrow in (6.3.3). A moment ago we have checked that it is a homotopy
equivalence when N is trivial; the general case reduces to this if we replace Z by a
hypercovering U· such that N is trivial on U0. �

Corollary. Let F be an A1-homotopy invariant complex of presheaves with
transfers and X be a smooth variety. Then for the coniveau filtration32 on RΓ(X,F )
one has a canonical quasi-isomorphism grnRΓ(X,F ) ∼→ ⊕

x∈X(n)
F−n(ηx)[−n]. �

6.3.4. Exercises. (i) If the above F is a single sheaf, then the filtered complex
RΓ(X,F ) identifies canonically with Cous(F )(X) equipped with the stupid filtra-
tion, and isomorphism (6.3.2) coincides with the identification i∗ from the theorem
in 4.6.3 (we compute both complexes by the Cousin resolution).

32I.e., the filtration by the codimension of support.
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(ii) Let i′ : Z ′ ↪→ X ′ be another pair as in 6.3.1, and f : X → X ′ be a morphism
transversal to Z ′ such that Z = f−1(Z ′). Then the next diagram commutes:

(6.3.8)

M(X,X r Z)
f−→ M(X ′, X ′ r Z ′)

iGys ↓ i′Gys ↓

M(Z)(n)[2n]
f |Z′−→ M(Z ′)(n)[2n].

E.g., looking at X ′ = X×X, Z ′ = X×Z, f = ∆, we see that iGys is a morphism
of M(X)-comodules, hence it commutes with the ∩-product action of H ·,∗

M(X,R).

(iii) Gysin’s identification (6.3.2) for F = R∆
tr(∗) is an isomorphism

(6.3.9) RΓM(Z,R(∗ − n))[−2n] ∼→ RΓMZ(X,R(∗))

of RΓM(X,R(∗))-modules. Let

(6.3.10) ResZ : RΓM(X r Z,R(∗))→ RΓM(Z,R(∗ − n))[−2n+ 1]

be the composition of the inverse to (6.3.9) and the boundary map for RΓM; this
is a morphism of RΓM(X,R(∗))-modules as well.

6.4. The class of a cycle. Let X be a smooth variety. Let Z ⊂ X be a closed
subvariety of codimension ≥ n; denote by [Z] the set of n-dimensional irreducible
components of Z.

Proposition. (i) There is a canonical quasi-isomorphism

(6.4.1) cl : R[Z] ∼→ RΓM(X,X r Z,R(n))[2n].

(ii) One has H>2n,n
M (X,R(n)) = 0. There is a canonical isomorphism

(6.4.2) cl : CHn(X)⊗R ∼→ H2n,n
M (X,R).

Proof. Consider the coniveau filtration on T := RΓM(X,R(n)). The corollaries
in 6.3 and 6.1 imply that gr>nT = 0 and grnT [2n] = Zn(X) ⊗ R (the group of
codimension n cycles on X). Since gr<nT is the same for X and X rZ, we get (i).
Since H>mC∆(R(m)) = 0, one has H≥2ngr<nT = H2n−1gr<n−1T = 0. Therefore
H2n,n
M (X,R) equals the cokernel of the differential H2n−1grn−1T → H2ngrnT =
Zn(X)⊗R.

Now H2n−1grn−1T = ⊕
x∈X(n−1)

O×(ηx) ⊗ R by (6.2.2). One readily checks that

the above differential maps a rational function φ ∈ O×(ηx) to its divisor div(φ) ∈
Zn(X). Hence the cokernel equals CHn(X)⊗R, q.e.d. �

Exercise. Suppose that Z is smooth irreducible of codimension n. Then cl(Z) ∈
H2n,n
M (X,X r Z,R) equals the composition M(X,X r Z) ∼→ M(Z)(n)[2n] →

R(n)[2n], where the first arrow is the Gysin map, the second one is the augmentation
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for M(Z). Thus the composition M(X,X r Z) ∼→ M(Z)(n)[2n] → M(X)(n)[2n]
is the morphism of M(X)-comodules that corresponds to cl(Z) (see 6.2.2). The
∩-product action M(X)→M(X)(n)[2n] of cl(Z) (see (6.2.3)) equals the composi-
tion M(X)→M(X,X r Z) ∼→M(Z)(n)[2n]→M(X)(n)[2n], the middle arrow is
the Gysin map, the other two are evident morphisms.

Remark. According to [MVW] 19.1, for everym,n there is a natural isomorphism
Hm,n
M (X,Z) ∼→ CHn(X, 2n−m) where the r.h.s. is Bloch’s higher Chow group.

6.5. The motive of a projective bundle. For a line bundle L on X denote
by cM1 (L) its class in Pic(X)⊗R ∼= H2,1

M (X,R), see (6.2.2).

Exercise. If λ is a non-zero rational section of L, then cM1 (L) = cl(div(λ)).

Let now E be any vector bundle of rank n + 1 on X, and p : P(E) → X be the
corresponding projective bundle. Set c := cM1 (O(1)) ∈ H2,1

M (P(E), R). As in (6.2.3),
let us consider ca ∈ H2a,a

M (P(E), R) as morphisms M(P(E)) → M(P(E))(a)[2a].
Composing with p, we get the morphisms p∗ca : M(P(E))→M(X)(a)[2a].

Proposition. One has a natural homotopy equivalence

(6.5.1) (p∗ca) : M(P(E)) ∼→ ⊕
0≤a≤n

M(X)(a)[2a].

Proof. Choose a covering {Uα} of X such that E is trivial on Uα’s. Let U· be the
corresponding Čech hypercovering, so M(U·)

∼→ M(X), M(P(E)U·)
∼→ M(P(E)).

Consider the corresponding filtrations on M(X), M(P(E)). The operators ci and
p∗ act naturally on the filtered objects. To show that (6.5.1) is a homotopy
equivalence, it suffices to check that such is the associated graded map, which
is (p∗ca) : M(P(E)Um

)→ ⊕M(Um)(a)[2a]. Thus we can assume that E is a trivial
vector bundle, so P(E) = PnX .

Consider the embeddings i : Pn−1
X ↪→ PnX , j : AnX := PnX r Pn−1

X ↪→ PnX . Since
c = cl(Pn−1

X ), the exercise in 6.5 implies that p∗ca for a ≥ 1 equals the composition

M(PnX) α→ M(PnX ,AnX) ∼→ M(Pn−1
X )(1)[2] ca−1

−→ M(Pn−1
X )(a)[2a] → M(X)(a)[2a]

where the right arrow comes from the projection Pn−1
X → X. Since the composition

M(AnX)
j∗→M(PnX)

p∗→M(X) is a homotopy equivalence, we see that the morphism

M(PnX)
(α,p∗)−→ M(PnX ,An) ⊕M(X) is also a homotopy equivalence. Together with

the previous assertion, this proves (6.5.1) by induction by n. �

We see that there is a canonical quasi-isomorphism

(6.5.2) ⊕
0≤a≤n

RΓM(X,R(m− a))[−2a] ∼→ RΓM(P(E), R(m))

which sends (φa) to
∑
φac

a. So one can define the Chern classes cMi (E) ∈ H2i,i
M (X,R)

by the usual Grothendieck procedure.

6.6. The motive of a blow-up. Let i : Z ↪→ X be a closed embed-
ding of smooth varieties of codimension m and f : X̃ → X be the blow-up.
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Set Z̃ := f−1(Z), U := X̃ r Z̃ = X r Z; then Z̃ = P(N) where N is the
normal bundle to Z in X. Let α be the composition M(X̃) → M(X̃, U) ∼→
M(P(N))(1)[2] ∼→ ⊕

0<a≤m
M(Z)(a)[2a] → ⊕

0<a<m
M(Z)(a)[2a], where the second

morphism is the Gysin equivalence (6.3.1), the third one is (6.5.1), the first and the
last arrows are the projections.

Proposition. The map (f, α) is a quasi-isomorphism:

(6.6.1) M(X̃) ∼→M(X)⊕ ⊕
0<a<m

M(Z)(a)[2a].

Proof. (f, α) is compatible with the evident morphisms from M(U) to the
l.h.s. and r.h.s. of (6.6.1). So it suffices to show that the corresponding morphism
of cones M(X̃, U) ∼→M(X,U)⊕ ⊕

0<a<m
M(Z)(a)[2a] is a quasi-isomorphism.

By the construction of α, the assertion follows if we check that the composition
ξ1 of M(X̃, U) ∼→ M(P(N))(1)[2] ∼→ ⊕

0<a≤m
M(Z)(a)[2a] → M(Z)(m)[2m] equals

the composition ξ2 of M(X̃, U)
f→M(X,U) i

Gys

−→M(Z)(m)[2m].

Looking at the first step of the construction of the Gysin equivalence (the first
isomorphism in (6.3.3)) described in 6.3.2, we see that it is compatible with the
above constructions. So we can assume that X is a vector bundle N over Z, i is
its zero section, X̃ is the space L of the line bundle O(−1) over P(N), f is the
corresponding standard map. One has a commutative diagram

(6.6.2)
X̃ = L

f−→ X = N

↑↓ ↑↓
P(N)

p−→ Z.

We are playing with Z-schemes, so our motives are M(Z)-comodules (see 6.2.2).
By the exercise in 6.4 and 6.5, ξ1 is the morphism of M(Z)-comodules that corre-
sponds to cl(Z̃) ∪ c1(O(1))∪n−1 ∈ H2n,n

M (X̃, U ;R), and ξ2 to f∗cl(Z). It remains
to check that these classes are equal. As in 6.3.3, one has H2n,n

M (X̃, U ;R) = R[Z],
so we can assume that Z = Spec k. The rest is left to the reader. �

Remark. The proposition implies that after the motivic localization the complex

(6.6.3) Rtr[Z̃]→ Rtr[X̃]⊕Rtr[Z]→ Rtr[X]

becomes quasi-isomorphic to 0. We will see in 6.9.3 that, if resolution of singularities
is available, this statement is valid without smoothness assumption on X and Z.

6.7. Poincaré duality. 6.7.1. We live in a tensor category. Recall33 that a
duality datum consists of a pair of objects V , V ∗ and morphisms34 ε : V ∗⊗V → 1,

33See e.g. [D2].
34Here 1 is the unit object of our tensor category.
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δ : 1 → V ⊗ V ∗ such that both compositions V δ⊗idV−→ V ⊗ V ∗ ⊗ V idV ⊗ε−→ V and
V ∗

idV ∗⊗δ−→ V ∗ ⊗ V ⊗ V ∗ ε⊗idV ∗−→ V ∗ are the identity morphisms. For given V the
triple (V ∗, ε, δ) is uniquely defined (if exists), and called the dual object to V . Since
δ is determined uniquely by ε (and vise versa), it suffices to specify either of them.

Now our tensor category is Dtri
M. For a smooth variety X of dimension n let

(6.7.1) ε′X : M(X)⊗M(X)→ RM(n)[2n]

be the composition M(X) ⊗M(X) ∼→ M(X ×X)
cl(∆)−→ RM(n)[2n] where cl(∆) ∈

H2n,n
M (X×X,R) is the class of the diagonal cycle ∆ : X ↪→ X×X. Equivalently, this

is the composition M(X ×X)→M(X ×X, (X ×X) r ∆(X)) ∼→M(X)(n)[2n]→
RM(n)[2n]; here ∼→ is the Gysin map, the last arrow is the augmentation. Set
εX := ε′X(−n)[−2n] : M(X)(−n)[−2n]⊗M(X)→ RM.

Proposition. If X is proper, then (M(X)(−n)[−2n], εX) is the dual to M(X).

Proof. We can assume that X is irreducible and, by an argument similar to one
in Remark (b) in 4.6.1, that k is infinite.

Let δX be the composition RM(n)[2n] κ→M(Pn) ν→M(X) ∆→M(X×X), where
κ is a component of (6.5.1), and ν ∈ Cor(Pn, X) is any correspondence whose graph
is an irreducible cycle Γν ⊂ X×Pn such that at the generic point of Γν the projection
Γν → X is an isomorphism and the one Γν → Pn is étale (ν exists by Chow’s lemma
EGA II 5.6.1, and 5.4). Set δX := δ′X(−n)[−2n] : RM →M(X)⊗M(X)(−n)[−2n].

Let us check that (εX , δX) is a duality datum. Our ε′X and δ′X are symmetric,
so we need to show that the composition

(6.7.2) M(X)(n)[2n]
β−→M(X ×X ×X) α−→M(X)(n)[2n],

where α := idM(X) ⊗ ε′X and β := δ′X ⊗ idM(X), is the identity morphism.

(a) Let pa : X × X → X, a = 1, 2, and pri, prij : X × X × X → X,X × X,
i, j = 1, 2, 3 be the projections. Then α equals the ∩-product action of pr∗23(cl(∆))
followed by pr1. The pull-back of pr∗23(cl(∆)) by ∆× idX : X ×X → X ×X ×X
equals cl(∆), so the composition γ of M(X × X) ∆×idX−→ M(X × X × X) α−→
M(X)(n)[2n] equals c̃l(∆):= the ∩-product action of cl(∆), followed by p1.

Notice that c̃l(∆) equals the composition M(X ×X) → M(X ×X, (X ×X) r
∆(X)) ∼→ M(X)(n)[2n] ∆−→ M(X × X)(n)[2n] (see Exercise in 6.4). The trans-
position σ of factors of X × X acts on our objects; since it acts trivially on the
term M(X)(n)[2n], we see that c̃l(∆) is invariant with respect to the left and right
compositions with the transposition. Therefore γ = p1σc̃l(∆) = p2c̃l(∆).

Now p2 defines on M(X×X) an M(X)-comodule structure (see 6.2.2). The last
composition is a morphism of M(X)-comodules which corresponds to cl(∆) via the
identification HomM(X)(M(X×X),M(X)(n)[2n]) ∼→ Hom(M(X×X), RM(n)[2n])
= H2n,n

M (X×X,R) (see 6.2.2(b); here ∼→ is the composition with the augmentation).
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(b) Set νX := ν⊗idM(X) : M(Pn×X)→M(X×X); this is a morphism ofM(X)-
comodules. By (a), the composition M(Pn × X) νX→ M(X × X)

γ→ M(X)(n)[2n]
is a morphism of M(X)-comodules that corresponds to ν∗X(cl(∆)) via the identi-
fication HomM(X)(M(Pn ×X),M(X)(n)[2n]) ∼→ Hom(M(Pn ×X), RM(n)[2n]) =
H2n,n
M (Pn ×X,R). By (6.3.8), the conditions on ν imply that ν∗X(cl(∆)) = cl(Γν).

(c) Set jX := j ⊗ idM(X) : M(X)(n)[2n] → M(Pn × X); this is a morphism
of M(X)-comodules. One has αβ = γνXjX : M(X)(n)[2n] → M(X)(n)[2n].
By (b), this is the M(X)-comodule endomorphism that corresponds to the class
j∗X(cl(Γν)) ∈ Hom(M(X)(n)[2n], RM(n)[2n]) = H0

M(X,R(0)) = R.

Consider the Künneth decomposition for the Chow groups H2n,n
M (Pn ×X,R) =∑

H
2(n−a),n−a
M (Pn, R)⊗H2a,a

M (X,R) =
∑
H2a,a
M (X,R) (see (6.5.2)). It shows that

for a cycle Z the number j∗X(cl(Z)) is simply the degree of Z over the generic point
of X. Thus j∗X(cl(Γν)) = 1, so αβ is the identity morphism, q.e.d. �

6.7.2. Those objects of a Karoubian tensor triangulated category35 which admit
dual form a thick subcategory. In presence of resolution of singularities, motives of
proper smooth varieties generate Dtri

M as a Karoubian triangulated category, so we
get

Corollary. If k admits resolution of singularities, then Dtri
M is a rigid tensor

category, i.e., each of its objects admits a dual. �

See 6.9.4 for an explicit construction of the dual to M(X) for non-compact X.

6.7.3. If P,Q are objects of a tensor category such that P admits dual P ∗,
then Hom(Q,P ) = Hom(Q⊗ P ∗,1). This is formula (6.7.3) below; the rest of the
corollary is an exercise for the reader:

Corollary. For X, Y smooth, X proper, one has a natural identification

(6.7.3) Hom(M(Y ),M(X)) ∼→ RΓM(X × Y,R(dimX))[2 dimX].

Thus H0Hom(M(Y ),M(X)) = CHdimX(X×Y )⊗R and H>0Hom(M(Y ),M(X))
= 0. For c ∈ Cor(X,Y ) the class in CHdimX(X × Y ) of M(Y ) c→ M(X) equals
the class of c as of a cycle on X × Y . The composition of morphisms of motives of
proper varieties equals the composition of Chow correspondences. �

6.7.4. Consider an additive R-category of smooth projective varieties and Chow
correspondences: Hom(Y,X) = CHdimX(X × Y )⊗ R. Its idempotent completion
is the category CHeff

M of effective Chow motives. Let CHeff pretr
M be the DG tensor

category of finite complexes in CHeff
M, and CHeff tri

M be its homotopy category. The
next result is due to M. Bondarko [Bo] §5:

Proposition. For k that admits resolution of singularities, there is a natural
homotopy tensor DG functor

(6.7.3) ε : Deff
M → CH

eff pretr
M .

35Which is a triangulated category equipped with a tensor structure such that ⊗ is a triangu-

lated bifunctor.
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The functor εtri : Deff tri
M → CHeff tri

M is conservative and yields an isomorphism of
the K0-groups.

Proof. Let A be a full DG subcategory in Deff
M formed by those motives that

are isomorphic in Deff tri
M to direct summands of motives of smooth proper varieties.

Then Deff
M is a homotopy idempotent completion of Apretr. By 6.7.3, A satisfies

the conditions of 1.6.2 with B := HotA equal to CHeff
M, and we are done by the

proposition in loc. cit. �

6.8. The Steinberg relation. Below R = Z. Let X be a smooth variety,
f, g ∈ O×(X) = H1,1

M (X,Z) be invertible functions; we get f ∪ g ∈ H2,2
M (X,Z).

Proposition. If f + g = 1, then f ∪ g = 0.

Proof. An observation: Suppose X is the complement to a smooth divisor D in
a smooth variety X̄. We have the map ResD : H ·,·

M(X,Z) → RΓ·−1,·−1
M (D,Z) (see

(6.3.10)) which is a morphism of H ·,·
M(X̄,Z)-modules. As was mentioned in 6.4, for

g ∈ H1,1
M (X,Z) = O×(X) one has ResD(g) = divD(g). Therefore if f ∈ O×(X̄),

then ResD(f ∪ g) ∈ H1,1
M (D,Z) = O×(D) equals (f |D)divD(g) (see Exercise below

for a general statement). In particular, if f and g are such that on each irreducible
component of D either f or g is regular and equals 1, then ResD(f ∪ g) vanishes.

To prove the proposition, it suffices to consider the universal situation of X =
A1 r D, where D = {0, 1}, f = t, g = 1 − t. Set α := f ∪ g. By the observation,
ResD(α) = 0, so the short exact sequence 0→ H2,2

M (A1,Z)→ H2,2
M (X,Z) ResD−→ k××

k× → 0 shows that α ∈ H2,2
M (A1,Z) = H2,2

M (k,Z). Since ∪ is skew-commutative,
the symmetry t 7→ 1 − t of X sends α to −α. Since symmetries of X act on the
subgroup H2,2

M (k,Z) of H2,2
M (X,Z) as identity, one has 2α = 0. Thus t2 ∪ (1− t) =

0 = t2 ∪ (1 + t), so the element t2 ∪ (1 − t2) = t2 ∪ (1 − t) + t2 ∪ (1 + t) of
H2,2
M (A1 r {0,±1},Z) vanishes. But this is the pull-back of α by the map t 7→ t2.

The latter map acts as identity on the subgroup H2,2
M (k,Z), so α = 0, q.e.d. �

Exercise. In the situation of the above observation, for any f, g ∈ O×(X) the
function ResD(f ∪ g) ∈ O×(X) coincides with the tame symbol {f, g}D.

Recall that if X is a local scheme, then the Milnor ring KM
· (X) is a graded

associative ring generated by KM
1 (X) := O×(X) modulo the Steinberg relation

{f, g} = 0 if f, g ∈ O×(X), f + g = 1; here { } denotes the product in KM
· (X). By

the proposition, the identification O×(X) ∼→ H1,1
M (X,Z) extends to a morphism of

graded algebras KM
a (X) → Ha,a

M (X,Z). According to [Ke] (and [NS], lecture 5 of
[MVW], where the case of a field is treated), this is an isomorphism.

6.9. The cdh localization. Below “scheme” means “separated k-scheme of
finite type”.

6.9.1. The cdh topology is the weakest Grothendieck topology on the category
of schemes whose coverings include every proper or étale map which admits a con-
structible section (see 4.2.2). It is stronger than the Nisnevich one.

A proper map p : Y → X is called an abstract blow-up if there is an open dense
U ⊂ X such that p−1(U)red → Ured is an isomorphism.
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Example. Let p : Y → X be an abstract blow-up and Z ↪→ X be a closed
subscheme such that U := X r Z satisfies the above condition. Then Y t Z → X
is a cdh covering. Such cdh coverings are called special.

The next lemma36 an essential tool:

Lemma. Let T/X be an X-scheme proper and generically finite over X. Then
there exists an abstract blow-up Y/X such that the strict transform T̄ηX

⊂ T ×X Y
(which is the closure in T ×X Y of the generic fibers TηX

) is finite over X.

Proof of Lemma. Since the projection toX of the disjoint union of normalizations
of its reduced irreducible components is an abstract blow-up, we can assume that X
is integral and normal. By Chow’s lemma, we can assume that T/X is projective.
Let U ⊂ X be an open dense subset such that TU/U is finite flat of some degree d.
We get a section U → Symd(TU/U) ⊂ Symd(T/X) (see (a) of the proof in 2.1.3).
Our Y is the closure of its image; the promised property holds by (b) in loc. cit. �

Proposition. (i) Every proper cdh covering T/X can be refined to a composition
of special cdh coverings F/X. Thus the cdh topology is generated by the Nisnevich
coverings and special cdh coverings.

(ii) Every cdh covering V/X admits a refinement W/X which can be factored as
W → T → X where W/T is a Nisnevich covering, T/X is a proper cdh covering.

Proof. (i) We use induction by dimX. Let Z ⊂ X be a nowhere dense closed
subscheme such that T/X admits a section s over Ured, U := X r Z. Let Y be
the closure of s(Ured) in T . Then Y t Z/X is a special cdh covering. By the
induction assumption, we find a composition of cdh coverings FZ/Z which refines
the covering TZ := T ×X Z of Z. Then F := Y t TZ → X is a composition of
special cdh coverings which factors through Y t TZ/X, hence through T/X, q.e.d.

(ii) It suffices to consider the case when V/X is a composition V → U → X
where U/X is a Nisnevich covering, V/U is a proper cdh covering. By (i) we can
assume that V/U is an isomorphism at the generic points of U ; by Chow’s lemma,
we can assume that V/U is projective.

Suppose we can find an abstract blow-up T/X such that each connected compo-
nent of T is normal and maps onto an irreducible component of X, and the strict
transform of V over T ×X U is finite. Then T ×X V/T ×X U admits a (unique) sec-
tion. So the pull-back to T of the covering V/X has a Nisnevich refinement (which
is the pull-back of U/X), and the induction by dimX finishes the job. To construct
T/X, we compactify V → U → X, i.e., find projective maps V̄ → Ū → X with U
an open dense subset of Ū , V̄ ×Ū U = V , and then apply the lemma to V̄ /X. �

6.9.2. Most of the applications of the cdh topology require the resolution of
singularities. Thus from now on we assume that char k = 0.

Exercise. For any separated scheme X of finite type there exists a proper cdh
cover Y/X with smooth Y .

36This is a special case of [RG] Th. 5.2.2, which says that for any T/X one can find an abstract
blow-up Y/X such that the strict transform T̄ηX is flat over Y .
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Remarks. (i) Any abstract blow-up p : Y → X of a smooth scheme X is a
cdh covering.37 Indeed, there exists a sequence of blow-ups Xk → Xk−1 → · · · →
X0 = X with smooth centers such that the composition factors through p, and all
Xi → Xi−1 are cdh covers for obvious reasons.

(ii) Every proper cdh covering of a smooth X admits a refinement which can
be factored as Xk → Xk−1 → · · · → X0 = X, where Xi/Xi−1 are blow-ups
with smooth centers. This follows from (i), since Y/X admits an abstract blow-up
refinement.

Consider the cdh topology on Sm. As in 1.11, we have the subcategories
Icdh, Icdh⊥ ⊂ DPSh of, respectively, cdh locally acyclic and cdh local complexes.
We have the following standard objects of Icdh:

(a) Nisnevich Mayer-Vietoris complexes, see 4.2.1.

(b) Complexes R[Z̃] → R[X̃] ⊕ R[Z] → R[X] where X̃/X is the blow-up with
a smooth center Z ⊂ X and Z̃ ⊂ X̃ is the preimage of Z; the differentials are the
difference and the sum of the evident maps.

Proposition. Icdh is generated by all complexes of types (a), (b).

Proof. As in the proof of the proposition in 4.2.1, we need to show that if
F ∈ Icdh is such that the total complexes F (X) → F (X̃) ⊕ F (Z) → F (Z̃) for all
data of (b) and similar complexes for all data of (a) are acyclic, then F = 0. To do
this, we check by induction by n the next claim: Suppose we know that F (Y ) = 0
for each Y of dimension < m. Then for every X of dimension m and h ∈ HaF (X)
there is an open V ⊂ X with X r V of codimension ≥ n such that h|V ∈ HaF (V )
vanishes.

For any X̃/X as in (b) one has dimZ,dim Z̃ < m, hence F (X) ∼→ F (X̃). Thus,
by Remark (ii) above, every proper cdh covering of X admits a refinement T/X,
dimT = m, such that F (U) ∼→ F (TU ) for every open U ⊂ X.

Since F ∈ Icdh, there is a cdh covering W/X such that h|W ∈ HaF (W ) vanishes.
By (ii) of the proposition in 6.9.1, we can, refining W if needed, factor it as W →
T

π→ X, where T/X is as above, W/T is a Nisnevich covering. By the argument
from the proof of the proposition in 4.2.1 (with X from loc. cit. equal to T ), there
is an open VT ⊂ T with P := T r VT of codimension ≥ n such that h|VT

= 0. The
promised V is X r π(P ) (here hV = 0 since F (V ) ∼→ F (TV ) and TV ⊂ VT ). �

6.9.3. Let us show that replaicing the Nisnevich topology by the cdh one does
not change the category of motives.

Lemma. The cdh coverings define a Grothendieck topology on Rtr[Sm].

Proof. As in 4.3, we need to prove the next claim: For every γ ∈ Cor(Y,X) and
a cdh cover πX : U → X there exists a cdh cover πY : V → Y and γ̃ ∈ Cor(V,U)
such that πX γ̃ = γπY .

37The statement might be false if Y is singular.
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By Exercise in 6.9.2, U/X can be refined to a cdh covering which is a composition
of Nisnevich coverings and proper cdh coverings with smooth source. Thus it is
enough to check the claim when πX is in either of the above classes of covers. For
the Nisnevich covers, see 4.3.

Suppose πX is proper, U is smooth. We can assume that γ is given by an
irreducible Γ ⊂ X×Y . Let ηΓ be its generic point. By the cdh property, ηΓ ↪→ X×Y
lifts to ηΓ ↪→ U × Y ; let Γ′ ⊂ U × Y be the closure of its image. Then Γ′ is proper
and generically finite over Y . By the lemma in 6.9.1 and the exercise in 6.9.2, there
is an abstract blow-up πY : V → Y with smooth V , such that the strict transform
Γ̃ of Γ′ is finite over V . It defines γ̃ ∈ Cor(V,U) with the required property. �

Remark. As in 4.3, the claim is valid for arbitrary (not necessary smooth) X.

Following 4.4 and 2.3, we define Icdh
tr ⊂ Ptr as the homotopy idempotent com-

pletion of the full pretriangulated subcategory generated by the Nisnevich Mayer-
Vietoris complexes and the complexes Rtr[Z̃]→ Rtr[X̃]⊕Rtr[Z]→ Rtr[X] for data
of type (b) in 6.9.2. The categories I∆cdh

tr , Icdh
tr , etc., are defined then as in 4.4

replacing index “Nis” by “cdh”.

Proposition. (i) One has I∆cdh
tr = I∆Nis

tr , so Deff
M

∼→ Ptr/
κ I∆cdh

tr , etc.

(ii) The subcategories I∆
tr , I

cdh
tr ⊂ DPShtr are compatible (see 1.3).

(iii) For any A1-homotopy invariant complex F of presheaves with transfers one
has H ·

Nis(X,F ) ∼→ H ·
cdh(X,F ).

Proof. (i) By 6.6, the generators of Icdh
tr lie in I∆Nis

tr , and we are done.

(iii) One has CNis(F ) ∈ I∆Nis⊥
tr = I∆cdh⊥

tr ⊂ Icdh⊥
tr (here “∈” is by 4.4(i), “=” by

(i) above) and Cone(F → CNis(F )) ∈ INis
tr ⊂ Icdh

tr , so CNis(F ) = Ccdh(F ).

(ii) By (iii) and the theorem in 4.5, for F as in (iii) H ·
cdh(X,F ) is A1-homotopy

invariant. Now a cdh variant of the argument in 4.5(a) does the job. �

Corollary. Let p : Y → X be an abstract blow-up, Z ⊂ Y be a closed subscheme
such that p−1(Y −Z)red

∼→ (Y −Z)red. Then the motivic localization of the complex
Rtr[p−1(Z)]→ Rtr[Y ]⊕Rtr[Z]→ Rtr[X] is quasi-isomorphic to 0. �

In turn, Corollary implies that M(X) is a geometric motive (see 2.3) for any
(not necessary smooth) scheme X.

6.9.4. For a k-scheme X we denote by Rctr[X] a presheaf with transfers which
takes a smooth connected scheme Y to the free R-module generated by irreducible
cycles Γ ⊂ X × Y such that the projection p1 : Γ→ Y is quasi-finite and dominant
over Y . Notice that X 7→ Rctr[X] is covariant functorial with respect to proper
morphisms and contravariant functorial with respect to flat quasi-finite morphisms.
Let M c(X) denote the motivic localization of Rctr[X].

Lemma. For any open U ⊂ X the motivic localization of the complex

(6.9.1) Rctr[X − U ]→ Rctr[X]→ Rctr[U ]

is quasi-isomorphic to 0.
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Proof. By the proposition in 6.9.3, it suffices to show that the cdh localization of
(6.9.1) is a short exact sequence of cdh sheaves. We only need to check is surjectivity
of the right arrow. One can assume that X is proper. Take any γ ∈ Rctr[U ](Y ). We
look for a cdh cover p : V → Y with smooth V such that p∗(γ) ∈ Rctr[U ](V ) comes
from some p∗(γ) ∈ Rctr[X](V ). One can assume that γ is given by an irreducible
cycle Γ ⊂ U×Y . Let Γ̄ be its closure in X×Y . Then Γ̄/Y is proper and generically
finite. By Lemma in 6.9.1 we find an abstract blow-up p : V → Y with smooth V
such that the strict transform Γ̄V of Γ̄ is finite over V . Our p∗(γ) is Γ̄V . �

For any smooth X of dimension n we define a canonical morphism in Deff tri
M

(6.9.2) ε′cX : M c(X)⊗M(X)→ RM(n)[2n]

as follows. Choose any smooth compactification X ⊂ X̄; set D = X̄ r X. By
the lemma, M c(X) ∼→ M(X̄,D) := CM((Rtr[X̄]/Rtr[D]), and (6.9.2) is the com-
position M(X̄,D) ⊗M(X) = M(X̄ × X,D × X) → M(X̄ × X, X̄ × X r ∆(X))
cl(∆)−→ RM(n)[2n]; here cl(∆) ∈ H2n,n

M (X̄ ×X, X̄ ×X r ∆(X), R) is the class of the
diagonal cycle, see (6.4.1). It does not depend on the choice of compactification.

Proposition. The pairing εcX = ε′cX(−n)[−2n] : M c(X)(−n)[−2n] ⊗M(X) →
RM identifies M c(X)(−n)[−2n] with the dual to M(X).

Proof. We want to check that εc is non-degenerate, i.e., that the morphism
M c → M(X)∗(n)[2n] in Dtri

M it defines (see 6.7.2) is an isomorphism. Let us
compute εcX using a smooth compactification X ⊂ X̄ by a divisor D with normal
crossings such that all the irreducible components Di, i = 1, . . . , k, are smooth.

Let F be a complex of presheaves with transfers with F>0 = 0, F 0 = Rtr[X̄],
F−a = ⊕

i1<...<ia
Rtr[Di1 ∩ . . . Dia ] for a > 0; the differential is the evident one. The

morphism F → Rtr[X̄]/Rtr[D] is a resolution of Rtr[X̄]/Rtr[D].

Let G be a complex of presheaves with transfers with G<0 = 0, G0 = Rtr[X̄],
Ga := ⊕

i1<...<ia
Rtr[X̄]/Rtr[X̄ r Di1 ∩ . . . ∩ Dia ] for a > 0; the differential is the

evident one. The morphism Rtr[X] → G is a resolution of Rtr[X] in the category
of Nisnevich sheaves.

The evident pairing Rtr[X̄]⊗2 → Rtr[X̄ × X̄]/Rtr[(X̄ × X̄) r ∆(X̄)] extends
naturally to ε̃FG : F ⊗G→ Rtr[X̄×X̄]/Rtr[(X̄×X̄)r∆(X̄)] whose other non-zero
components are ε̃i1...ia : Rtr[Di1 ∩ . . . ∩Dia ] ⊗ Rtr[X̄]/Rtr[X̄ rDi1 ∩ . . . ∩Dia ] →
Rtr[X̄ × X̄]/Rtr[(X̄ × X̄) r ∆(X̄)]. It also yields ε̃ : (Rtr[X̄]/Rtr[D]) ⊗ Rtr[X] →
Rtr[X̄× X̄]/Rtr[(X̄× X̄)r∆(X̄)], so ε̃FG is a pairing of the resolutions that lifts ε̃.

Let us pass to Deff tri
M . Composing ε̃FG, ε̃ with cl(∆), we get RM(n)[2n]-valued

pairings εFG, ε identified by the resolution quasi-isomorphisms. One has ε = ε′cX ,
so it remains to show that εFG is non-degenerate. It is compatible with the stupid
filtrations on F , G, so it suffices to check that each graεFG is non-degenerate. By
6.7.1, this is true for a = 0, since gr0εFG equals ε′

X̄
from loc. cit. For a > 0, graεFG

is the direct sum of pairings εi1...ia = cl(∆)ε̃i1...ia : M(Di1 ∩ . . .∩Dia)⊗M(X̄, X̄ r
Di1 ∩ . . . ∩Dia)→ RM(n)[2n]. The non-degeneracy comes again from 6.7.1, since
the Gysin isomorphism M(X̄, X̄ r Di1 ∩ . . . ∩ Dia) ∼→ M(Di1 ∩ . . . ∩ Dia)(a)[2a]
identifies εi1...ia with ε′Di1∩...∩Dia

from loc. cit., as follows from the next exercise:
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Exercise. Let Z ↪→ Y ↪→ X be closed embeddings of smooth varieties of codi-
mensions n and m. Then the compositions M(X,X r Y ) ∼→ M(Y )(n)[2n] →
M(Y, Y rZ)(n)[2n] ∼→M(Z)(m+n)[2(m+n)] andM(X,XrY )→M(X,XrZ) ∼→
M(Z)(m+ n)[2(m+ n)], where ∼→ are Gysin maps, are homotopic. �

Notations

Aop 1.1; Aκ 1.1, 1.5.1; Aperf 1.4.2, 1.7; Apretr 1.5.4; Atri 1.5.4; A−→ 1.6.1; A-mod
1.1; A-dgm 1.6.3; A/I, A/κ I 1.4.2, 1.8; Ar 2.4; cl 6.4; CA 1.5.1; CbA 1.5.4; CT
1.11; CM 2.3; C∆ 3.1; CNis 4.2.2; CZar 4.1; CHM 6.7.3; Cor 2.1.2; Cor∆(X,Y ) 3.1.2;
Cous(F ) 4.6.3; deg 2.1.2; DM, Dtri

M, DpM 6.1; Deff
M 2.3; Deff

pM 3.1.2; F−n 2.2; FT
1.11; FZar 4.1.1; FNis 4.2.1; F ·Nis 4.2.2; Hm,n

M (X,R) 6.2.1; hocolim 1.4.1; Hom 1.9;
HotA 1.5.1; I⊥ 1.1; iGys 6.3.1; IT 1.11; Icdh 6.9.2; Icdh

tr 6.9.3; I∆
tr 2.3; INis

tr 4.4; INis
tr

4.3; IZar
tr 2.3; KM

· 6.8; M(X) 2.3; M c(X) 6.9.4; o 2.1.2; P, Ptr 2.1.4; PSh 1.10,
2.1.1; PShtr 2.1.2; ShT 1.11, R, R-mod 1.1; R-dgm 1.6.3; RM 2.3; R[T ], R[U·],
R[X/Y ] 1.10; R(n) 2.2; R[G]-perm 2.4; Rtr, Rtr[Sm], Rtr[X] 2.1.2; Rtr(n) 2.2;
R∆

tr [Sm], R∆
tr [X], R∆

tr(n) 3.1.2; Rctr[X] 6.9.4; Res 4.6.2; RΓM(X,R(n)) 6.2; ShT
1.11; ShNis 4.2.1; ShNis

tr 4.3; Sm 2.1; Sm0 2.4; Sp 3.4.1; Sym·X 2.1.3; X(n) 4.6.3;
XNis
· 4.2.2; Πϕ 6.1.2; π0 2.4.
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